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1. Photo Sheets
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2. Background: The Royal Parks
2.1

The Royal Parks (TRP)

Over 25 Million people visit the eight Royal Parks for free each year. The 2000
hectares of historic parkland provide unparalleled opportunities for enjoyment,
exploration and healthy living in the heart of the capital. From a simple walk, a picnic
in the park, involvement in sport, top quality entertainment, or community and
education projects.
The Royal Parks are Bushy Park (with the Longford River), The Green Park,
Greenwich Park, Hyde Park, Kensington Gardens, The Regent's Park (and Primrose
Hill), Richmond Park, and St James's Park. They are all managed by The Royal
Parks Agency (TRP).
TRP also tends a number of other spaces in London, including Victoria Tower
Gardens, Brompton Cemetery, the gardens of 10, 11 and 12 Downing Street,
Grosvenor Square Gardens and The Longford River.
The Secretary of State for the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) has
overall responsibility for the management of the parks but it is still owned by the
Crown Estates. The Royal Parks is an executive agency of the DCMS, managing the
Royal Parks effectively and efficiently on behalf of the DCMS, balancing
responsibility to conserve and enhance these unique environments with creative
policies to encourage access and increase opportunities for enjoyment, education,
entertainment and healthy recreation.
TRP employs approximately 120 staff. There are around 37 million visitors per year
and approximately 135,000 trees, 100,000 roses, 28,000 tulips (planted in the
Memorial Gardens outside Buckingham Palace), over 280 buildings and monuments,
68 miles of paths, cycle routes and horse-rides, 49 miles of boundary walls & fences,
34 tennis courts, 32 miles of roads, 21 lakes and ponds, 16 football pitches, 15 miles
of river, 13 children’s play areas, 12 cricket pitches and 8 established walking
routes.
Richmond Park, Bushy Park and Greenwich Parks are all deer parks which were
originally royal hunting chases, enclosed from the 15th century onwards. St James’s
Park, Kensington Gardens and Greenwich Park are ornamental gardens which
monarchs progressively redesigned as formal gardens with avenues and water
features, a trend initiated by King Charles II in the 1660s.
They were gradually opened to the public, beginning with The Regent’s Park in
1845. The parks soon became popular places for relaxation, leisure and
entertainment. All of the parks are available to the public with free access.
TRP manages these spaces and almost everything in them. The Corporate
objectives are:
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1. To conserve and enhance the natural and built environment, historic
landscape and biodiversity of the parks for the benefit of current visitors and
future generations.
2. To deliver a broad array of activities and amenities for our diverse audiences.
3. To improve organisational effectiveness and deliver better value for money.
Keeping 2,000 hectares of urban parkland stocked with trees and other plants is no
small task. TRP have their own nursery to meet the demand and a dedicated team of
plantsmen and parks staff to keep them looking great all year round.
TRP have a Green Housekeeping Committee, which looks at how to reduce the
impact of activities on the environment, monitor sustainability targets and respond to
wider environmental issues. There is an Ecology department which advises on
habitat management, sustainability and biodiversity.

2.2

Richmond Park

Richmond Park, at 955 hectares, is London’s largest Royal Park and is home to
around 650 deer. It is characterised by a rich mosaic of grassland, bracken and open
parkland. The pastoral landscape of hills, woodlands, ponds, gardens and
grasslands set amongst ancient trees offers a peaceful respite to visitors. The Park
is designated as a National Nature Reserve (NNR), Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) and a Special Area of Conservation (SAC). It is surrounded by predominantly
residential and commercial property, and some social housing on the eastern
boundary of the Park with the Borough of Wandsworth.
The Park has a number of distinctive geographical features (Isabella Plantation,
Pembroke Lodge Gardens, Petersham Park, and the Golf Course). Visitor surveys
are carried out regularly and indicate that it attracts in excess of 3-4 million visitors a
year. The Park regularly has been a regular recipient of Green Flag awards. The
Park has Forestry Stewardship Council accreditation for its woodland and TRP
has sustainable procurement policies on timber and buildings. Richmond Park has a
park-wide programme to re-cycle most of its compostable waste material including
green garden waste, wood chippings, leaf mould and horse manure and bracken.
The park management are members of local stakeholder groups, and attends
meetings of the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames. TRP is committed to
managing green spaces through its corporate strategy, which is published in the
‘Corporate Plan’. The Corporate Plan supports and contributes to Green Space &
Open Space Strategies developed by Local Authorities that the parks are located.
The ‘Strategic framework’ is held within the individual park management plans. This
is an outline of national, regional and local planning guidance providing the
framework for good work practise and priorities of the organisation.

2.3

Isabella Plantation

Isabella Plantation is a 17.5 ha enclosed woodland garden in the south of the Park.
Opened to the public in 1953, its large collection of mature specimen trees and
shrubs provide year-round interest. Original planting included oak, beech and sweet
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chestnut trees as a crop for timber and gave the area the name it has today. The
garden’s public access is free-of-charge and it is open 365 days a year. The
Plantation houses historically important collections of Camellias, Azaleas and
Rhododendrons. It contains a network of formal and informal desire line paths. The
area is bounded by four pedestrian entrances (including one from the disabled users
car park). The garden has a permanent toilet block in the south east of the
Plantation. There is also a temporary portaloo for visitors with disabilities near the
entrance to the disabled users car park. The gardener’s messroom, office, toilets and
machinery shed are housed within the Plantation’s conservation area. This area also
contains the Plantation nursery with poly/shade tunnels, a potting shed as well
standing-out beds, frames and recycling bays.
The Isabella Plantation has been credited as being “among the finest ornamental
gardens in the south east”. By 1771, the Plantation is shown on maps as Isabella
Slade and it was planted for timber in 1831. From the 1950s onwards the present
garden of clearings, ponds and streams were established. The garden has
internationally important collection of trees and shrubs including: a national collection
of Wilson 50 Kurume Azaleas, 50 different species of rhododendron, and 120
hybrids,15 known varieties of deciduous Azalea, a large collection of Camellias
(mainly old Camellia japonica cultivars), Magnolias, Acer, Betula and many other fine
and rare specimen trees and shrubs. The main stream through the garden from
Broomfield Gate was dug in 1960 and the plantation was enlarged to include Peg's
Pond. More recently, in 1989, a wild stream was dug in the northern section and this
has now been colonized by ferns, water plantains and brook lime. The Bog Garden
was reconstructed in 2000. The Plantation is part of the broader parkland which was
designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in 1992 and is managed very
much with nature in mind. Park management is committed to sustainable
management practice and audited under ISO1400.
Increased publicity and public use of this green space have contributed to higher
visitor numbers in recent years. Although there have been a number of minor access
improvements at the Plantation (realignment and resurfacing of the path leading from
Broomfield Hill car park to the Top Gate of Isabella Plantation (Easter 2008)) the
services and infrastructure within and to the gardens remain tired and outdated. As
with other parks and open spaces, there is a conflict between encouraging visitors
and retaining the Plantation’s natural character. High numbers of visitors cause
wear to paths and lawns, damage to trees, shrubs and streamside plantings. Ponds
are silted up by bird feeding, a popular activity in the Plantation, which also causes
disturbance to wildlife. At present, this is managed by rules and regulations posted
on notice boards and gates.
Richmond Park is easily accessed by road and public transport but there is no public
transport to the Isabella Plantation. The disabled persons’ car park is currently in
poor condition and the gate from the car park is difficult to operate for those with
limited mobility. There are a limited number of fully accessible paths and
bridges/decking are inadequate. Access to the main car park at Broomfield Hill is a
steep 10 minute walk. The permanent toilets lack a disabled facility and the only
disabled access toilet is a portaloo. Benches and hard standings are not up to DDA
(Disability Discrimination Act) standards.
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TRP is committed to equality of opportunity and to ensuring access to the public.
The public are able to access the Isabella Plantation 365 days a year, with
approximately 351,000 visits annually (gate counter statistics 2010-11), many of
whom visit during the peak months of April/May. Approximately 30% of visits are
from older people, 5% from people with disabilities, and 14% of visitors are
accompanying children. (Statistics from Synovate surveys 2009-10).
The Isabella Plantation is used for a range of leisure pursuits including walking and
picnicking. It has Richmond Park’s only dedicated disabled-users car park and is
used by some community groups (special needs and elderly) and people with Blue
Badge recognition. People with mobility issues can apply for a special permit to park
in this space through the main park office. Free walks are offered twice
monthly guided by gardeners. Park Managers lead a number of walks for
professionals and local interest groups. Notice boards, monthly plant diaries,
bulletins, limited website information and a self guided tour leaflet all provide
information on the garden’s history, plants and wildlife.
The Plantation is much loved, and visitors have commented:
‘If there’s such a thing as paradise on earth this must be the place.’
‘We value the peace and quiet of Isabella and its wild and formal gardens. We love
the water, the wildlife and appreciate all the efforts to keep this an unspoilt place to
come and relax at all times of day and evening.’
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3. The Isabella Plantation Access Project (IPAP)
During 2009, the Richmond Park management team developed the concept of a
major project to improve access to the Isabella Plantation, and in 2010, a
programme of consultation was initiated to develop a scheme and prepare funding
bids. The vision was to develop a project including both physical improvements and
a programme of partnership and community engagement activity to encourage new
visitors to the Plantation.
The Royal Parks assembled a team to develop the IPAP. Around the same time, a
group of agencies were planning a day for young people with disabilities to visit and
assess the Plantation to consider accessibility, learning and enjoyment (YPIAD Young Peoples Inclusivity Access Day)
These two initiatives were a natural partnership and the new Project board was
tasked to develop a plan to improve access to the plantation and submit a bid to the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF). The project application was submitted to the HLF and
was successful in 2010/11. The project received Stage 1 development phase
funding. The project has progressed and a full application for Stage 2 funding will be
submitted in February 2012.
Fundamental to the project are a number of key values:
• Access: research has shown the need to improve access including physical
access and access to information
• Partnership: from its conception this project has been developed in
collaboration with the local community, staff and key organisations. Every
aspect of development and delivery will involve partnership working
• Sustainability: every aspect of this project is concerned with long term
impact from using green oak from the park as a construction material and
introducing water recycling, to the development of a partnership volunteering
programme that will in time be self sufficient
The IPAP project aims are
• Increasing access for all
• Improve the visitor experience, meeting needs of existing users and
encouraging new visitors
• Protecting the sites heritage value
• Improving biodiversity
• Building sustainability into the structures, programmes and management
The project objectives are to:
• Increase the number and range of opportunities for volunteers, including
involvement in maintenance and management
• Provide opportunities for direct community involvement
• Build partnerships with local organisations and local authorities to develop
initiatives which engage local communities with the Plantation. In particular
develop partnerships with The Friends of Richmond Park (FRP) and The Holly
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•

Lodge Centre (THLC) as well as other local agencies to expand the networks
of Richmond Park
Increase knowledge and skills of staff, volunteers and partners associated
with gardening, providing information to visitors, developing and managing
small programmes and events
Improve management and maintenance of the Plantation through working
closely with volunteers, gardeners and partner organisations
To develop a range of promotional and information materials about the
Isabella plantation including materials on access, information on wildlife and
plant collection, walks, etc
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4. Demography and Visitor Profile
For the purposes of this Activity Plan and for the Isabella Plantation project we
identified three boroughs surrounding Richmond Park (London Boroughs of
Richmond upon Thames and Wandsworth and the Royal Borough of Kingston Upon
Thames) to develop the demographic profile. The London Borough of Richmond
upon Thames makes up a substantial majority of the park's environs. The Profile is
based on 2001 census figures and while the information is useful it was not as up to
date as we would like it to have been; for example, it is the only source of data on
ethnicity. To provide more accurate and detailed information some specific statistical
analysis on Lower Super Output areas (LOSAs) was carried out and has provided
information on age and deprivation. Section 4.1 provides a table showing a
breakdown of demographic data at a distance of 1km around Richmond Park.
Sections 4.1.1 – 4.1.3 gives the headline demographic information for the boroughs.
Section 4.2 provides the information on the visitor profile carried out by the park in
2009/10.

4.1 Demographic Profile Summaries
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The data below shows that all three boroughs have a lower BAME population than
the London average (ONS 2006 estimates 31.6% are non white in London) with
Kingston having the highest amount of BAME at 23%, and Wandsworth having 22%,
however, in the wards surrounding the park, it is the Kingston wards that have the
highest BAME population. All the surrounding boroughs are relatively affluent,
however, there are pockets of deprivation, with a significant number of adults and
children with disabilities, a high number of very elderly people, and some
unemployed adults and young people scattered across the three boroughs.
Population Profile 1km from Park boundaries
ETHNICITY
Number
%
White
68848
87.13
Mixed
2234
2.83
Asian or Asian British
3531
4.47
Black or Black British
2075
2.63
Chinese or other
2327
2.94
AGE
0-15
17573
19.5
16-64
60450
68
65+
11042
12.5
BENEFITS
Incapacity Benefit/Attendance Allowance
3352
3.76
Income Support
1833
2.06
JSA
1121
1.26
Source: Age & DWP Benefits: ODPM & ONS Lower Super Output, data for 2010 & 2011.
Ethnicity: 2001 Census

This map shows Richmond
Park with buffer zones of
.5km, 1km, 1.5km and
2km. It also shows the
other green spaces in the
vicinity as well as the curve
of the river limiting access
to the west and north.

4.1.1 The Royal Borough of Richmond upon Thames
• The borough has a population of 182,000 according to the revised mid-year
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•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

estimates for 2004 produced by the ONS
Ethnic diversity is considerably lower than the London average, with only
9.02% of the population being from BME groups. The largest BME group is
Asian /Asian British (Indian) representing 2.46% of the local population
The predominant age group is 30 – 44 years old, representing 28% of the
local population. This is higher than the London average.
Approximately 15% of the local population are older than 65 years of age. The
proportion of people aged 85 and over in the borough is one of the highest in
London. 10% of the population are retired
The borough has fewer young people than the London average, with only
5.4% of the population aged between 20 and 24
Single person households make up the highest proportion of household types,
at 35.5%. This is higher than the London average and the National average.
83% of 16-74 year olds are economically active. 46.9% of the population are
in full time employment, which is higher than the London and National
averages. Approximately 40% of the working population are employed in
higher professional, or lower managerial and professional positions.
Unemployment stands at 1.9% (April 2005) and is amongst the lowest in
London. The borough has the smallest proportion of long-term unemployed in
Greater London.
With the exception of The City, Richmond upon Thames has the highest
average income (£46,415) of any London borough
Only 13.6% of the population aged 16-74 have no qualifications, which is
considerably lower than the London and National averages
5.25% of the population are permanently sick or disabled. This is considerably
lower than the London or National averages. 8.3% of the boroughs working
population are both disabled and economically active. 12.4% of the population
has a limiting long term illness, health problem or disability that limits work or
daily activity, including problems due to old age

Source: London Borough Richmond upon Thames Borough Profile 2006

4.1.2 The Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames
• The population of the borough is estimated to be between 156,000 (GLA) and
169,000 (ONS) and has risen approximately 7.2% between 2005 and 2010
• The projected population rise for 2011-2026 is between 6.4% (GLA) and
15.6% (ONS) to give a population of between 167,000 and 195,000
• Since 2001 the population of Kingston has become more ethnically diverse,
from 16% Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) groups to 23% BAME. The main
BAME groups in the borough are Korean and Tamil.
• Births in the borough have risen 30% from 2001 to 2009 (1,787 to 2,321) and
are expected to remain high for the next 10 years.
• The number of households in the borough is estimated to have grown by 6%
from 2001 to 2009 (61.4 to 65.2 thousand)
• In Kingston 15.7% of children (4,930) live in poverty (2008) compared with
20.9% in England
• Attainment levels in Kingston schools are high, with average results for the
authority well above average for England.
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•
•

•

•

•

The local unemployment rate (2.4%, June 2011) is significantly lower than
both the London rate and the Great Britain rate (6.0% and 5.2% respectively)
In 2001 the Census showed that there were 19,067 people with a limiting long
term illness (12.9%). A limiting life long illness is defined as any long-term
illness, health problem or disability which limits a person’s daily activities or
the work that they do.
In November 2010 there were 2,750 people in receipt of Incapacity Benefit or
Severe Disablement Allowance, the majority were male (57%) and aged
between 25-49 (52%).
The register for children and young people with disabilities and special
educational needs showed that in March 2010 there were 530 children and
young people, aged 0-19 with disabilities registered in the Royal Borough of
Kingston.
The Indices of Deprivation ranks Kingston upon Thames as the 3rd least
deprived local authority in London (only the City of London and Richmond are
ranked higher)

Source: Royal Borough Kingston upon Thames Borough Profile 2010/2011

4.1.3 London Borough of Wandsworth
• The borough has a population of 289,600
• 22% of the population are from BAME groups, which is lower than the
average for London. The largest BAME group is Caribbean at 4.9% of the
population
• 10.4% of the population is aged 65 or over
• 7.4% of the population are retired
• 73.31% of the population are economically active with 51.25% of the
population in full time employment
• 40.14% of people aged 16 – 74 are employed in higher professional or lower
managerial and professional occupations
• Wandsworth has high levels of prosperity by national standards with an
average annual income of £28,200 compared to the National average of
£22,623. Wandsworth has the 6th highest income level of all London boroughs
• 3.85% of people aged 16-74 are unemployed which is considerably lower
than both the London and National rates of 6.0% and 5.2% respectively.
• Qualifications and skills levels are high in Wandsworth, both by London and
national standards. Wandsworth ranks 3rd within London on the skills and
qualifications score
• 29.61% of children are in lone parent families (2.24% with male parents and
27.38% with female parents)
• 3.69% of the population are permanently sick or disabled. This is considerably
lower than both the London and National averages
• The 2004 Index of Multiple Deprivation shows that Wandsworth has moderate
levels of deprivation, ranking 20th among the London boroughs
Source: 2001 Census: Wandsworth Borough / The State of the Borough: An Economic, Social
and Environmental Profile of Wandsworth December 2007
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Hounslow

E. Sheen

Putney

S.Richmond
Twickenham
m

Roehampton

Ham
Merton
Tudor

Canbury

Coombe
Hill
This map shows Richmond Park
with ward boundaries in each of
the four buffer zones. Richmond
wards (red) are prefixed OOBD;
Kingston wards (green) are
prefixed OOAX; Wandsworth wards
(purple) are prefixed OOBJ. There
are also some wards in Merton and
Houndslow (blue) but these do not
directly border the park.

4.2 Visitor Profile
Richmond Park receives approximately 3.9 million visitors every year - not including
the millions who simply drive through the Park. Along with the rest of The Royal
Parks, periodic visitor surveys are carried out in Richmond Park, the most recent
being in November/ December 2009. In order to examine the visitor profile of the
Isabella Plantation, a visitor survey was carried out by Synovate in May 2010
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4.2.1 Isabella Plantation Visitors Survey 2010
The survey was carried out on May 6th and 9th, and a total of 160 people contributed.
Below is a summary of findings:
• Age: Over a third of these visitors (36 %) were between 60 and 74, 25% 5059, 20% 40-49,10% between 30-39, 4% were between the ages of 17 and 29
and 4% over 75
• Gender: Male 42%, Female 58%
• Ethnic Origin of Respondents: 95% of visitors to the Plantation described
themselves as white ethnicity most of these saying that they were White
British (85%). White other was at 9% and White Irish 1%. White and Asian
(1%), Black/Black British-African (0%), Indian (1%), White and Black African
(0%), Chinese (0%), and White and Black Caribbean (0%).
• Visitor Origin: 3 quarters of visitors to Isabella Plantation live in London
(74%). A further fifth (22 %) live outside London but in the UK. Only 3% are
from outside the UK
• Feedback on useful additions to the Plantation: Nearly half (48%) of the
visitors felt that accessible toilets would be very useful, 44% Wheelchair /
Mobility vehicle, 31% Seating. A fifth (19%) felt that a shelter would be very
useful.
• Activities and resources requested by visitors to the Plantation: 24%
requested nature events, 30% guided walks and talks, 27% self guided walk
leaflets, 47% plant information , 14% Seasonal literature/leaflets/downloads
on the plant collections, 20% Notes for children, 13% Educational Activities,
17% Gardening and Horticultural Activities
• Main reasons for visiting the park: Most popular were walking /stroll (76%)
and see the trees, plants and flowers 68%
• Main means of transport to the Park: 82% of visitors get to Isabella
Plantation by car. With figures of 1% by local bus and 2% by underground.
4% travelled by bicycle and 9% walked.
4.2.2 Comparisons between Population and Visitor Data
• The average age of those visiting the Plantation was considerably higher than
that of the general population, although Richmond has a particularly high
number of older residents. 40% of visitors were over 60 compared to 12.5%
of the population who are over 65 (direct comparison figures not available).
• 95% visitors described themselves as white compared to 87.13% of the total
population.
• 74% of the visitors live in London. 69% had a journey time of less than 20
minutes to Richmond Park. A huge majority travel by car. The nearest car
park is approximately 10 minutes walk away from the Plantation.
4.2.3 IPAP Impact
Older Users
• With a high percentage of visitors over 60, and large numbers of older people
in the local population, access and mobility issues take on a higher than
average significance with 48% requesting disabled toilets, 44% requesting a
wheelchair / mobility vehicle and 31% requesting seating.
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Although the project aims to increase the range of those visiting the
Plantation, it is important to acknowledge the needs of older visitors and
address them through the project.
Target Groups
• Only 14% of those visiting the plantation had a child in their party. This is
considerably less than the percentage of under 15 year olds who make up
19.5% of the population without taking into account 17 and 18 year olds for
whom comparative figures are not available. The visitor figures suggest a
need to focus activity on attracting families with young children and young
people to the Plantation. There is scope for building links with organisations
in Wandsworth and Richmond working with NEET young people as there are
significant numbers in these areas.
• Although the overall population in the Park’s area (1km distant) is
predominantly white, the profile of those visiting the Plantation shows a higher
percentage of white people (95% of visitors as compared to 87% of
residents). This suggests a need to focus activity on attracting more BAME
visitors, which means building links with organisations in Kingston where the
BAME population is by far the highest of the wards surrounding the Park.
Transportation
• Consultation with all groups has indicated that transport is an important issue
for the project to address, and this is of particular significance for the hard to
reach groups who may live slightly further from the park boundaries.
• There are significant green spaces to the east and the north of Richmond
Park, and consequently, it would be more productive to concentrate efforts on
attracting users from the south and west of the Park.
•
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5. Policy Context
This section describes the key national, regional and local designations, planning
policies and strategies relating to Richmond Park. This strategic framework provides
the context for management of the Park and for the development of the Isabella
Plantation Access Project (IPAP).

5.1 National Planning Policy Guidance
The Government determines the rules that govern the operation of the planning
system. National planning policies are set out in new-style Planning Policy
Statements (PPS), which are replacing Planning Policy Guidance Notes (PPG).
5.1.1 PPSs and PPGs explain statutory provisions and provide guidance to local
authorities and others on planning policy and the operation of the planning system.
Those particularly relevant to Parks and the historic environment are listed below.
5.1.2

PPS9 Biodiversity and Geological Conservation
PPS15 Planning and the historic environment
PPS5 Archaeology and planning
PPG17 Planning for open space, sport and recreation

National policy on the historic environment is mainly set out in PPS15 Planning and
the historic environment. PPS15 comments that ‘England is particularly rich in the
designed landscapes of parks and gardens, and the built and natural features they
contain. The greatest of these are as important to national, and indeed international,
culture as are our greatest buildings.’

5.2 Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), National Nature
Reserve (NNR) and Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
Richmond Park is a site of both national and international importance for wildlife
conservation, being a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), a National Nature
Reserve (NNR) and Special Area of Conservation (SAC). The designations
primarily relate to the ancient trees and dead wood habitats, the invertebrate
assemblage and the areas of acid grassland. In particular the SAC (designated in
20051) relates to the population of Stag Beetles (Lucanus cervus) supported on the
site. The Stag Beetle is considered to be globally threatened, and is listed as a
priority species in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan.
SSSIs are chosen to represent the UK’s best nature conservation sites. The Wildlife
and Countryside Act (1981) states that:
Public bodies have a duty in exercising their functions to take reasonable steps to
further the conservation and enhancement of SSSIs (Section 28G)

1

www.jncc.gov.uk/protectedsites/sacselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0030246
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NNRs are designated primarily on the basis of their value for nature conservation,
supporting the UK’s most important habitats, but also on the basis of their
importance for scientific research and recreation.
SACs form part of a Europe wide network of protected sites supporting Europe’s
most important habitats and species.
The Park was notified as a SSSI in 1992, excluding the area of the golf course,
Pembroke Lodge Gardens and the Gate Gardens. It is the largest SSSI in London.
The SSSI designation recognises that the Park supports the most important area of
lowland acid grassland in the Greater London region, which along with the ancient
trees of the Park supports a wide range of invertebrates. Lowland acid grassland is
a priority habitat in the Government's UK Biodiversity Action Plan.
In addition, the Park was designated a NNR in 2000, again for its habitats, but also in
recognition of its importance as a recreational resource for the London area.

Impact on IPAP
The Isabella Plantation must of course be mindful of the restrictions on development
implied by its designation as an SSSI and a uniquely important environment. The
project is enhancing the biodiversity of the Plantation, through improving the health
of plants by pruning and clearance; through de-silting ponds and water bodies and
through planting reed beds to create new habitats.

5.3 Conservation and Heritage
All of Richmond Park is in the Richmond Park Conservation Area within which the
Council seeks to retain and protect trees which contribute to the character or
appearance of the conservation area. The park is also an Area of Special
Character, a policy which seeks to conserve and enhance the area’s character.
5.3.1 Open Space and Nature Conservation
The whole of Richmond Park is designated Metropolitan Open Land (Policy DM
OS2), a designation that protects an area from certain types of development. The
entire park is designated in the Unitary Development Plan as Public Open Space
(Policy DM OS6) in which most forms of development are prohibited. It is also
afforded protection as a Site of Metropolitan importance for Nature Conservation
(Policy DM OS2).

Impact on IPAP
The IPAP project will enhance and protect the heritage of the site. Work to improve
the health and habitat of plants is built into the scheme and the recruitment of
Gardens volunteers will help maintain a healthy plant collection. Interpretation
material will help ensure that the public are aware of the heritage features of the site.
One of the success measures for the project is ‘maintain the character of the area’
and this is being monitored in a number of ways (see section 12).
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5.4 Sustainable Development
5.4.1 Securing the Future - UK Government Strategy for Sustainable
Development. DEFRA (2005)
The Strategy contains a set of principles that will be used to achieve Sustainable
Development and that have been agreed by the UK Government and the devolved
administrations. These guiding principles build on previously existing UK principles
to set out four separate strategies that the Government and devolved administrations
can share. These are:
• Living within environmental limits
• Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society
• Achieving a sustainable economy
• Promoting good Governance
• Using sound science responsibly
These principles will form the basis for policy in the UK and as a government agency
TRP is committed to taking these principles on board.
5.4.2 Environmental Management System ISO 14001
As part of TRP commitment to the environment and sustainable development, a
Green Housekeeping Policy was originally introduced in 1997. All 8 Royal Parks
were independently registered by external UKAS accredited auditors SGS in
December 2002. TRP believes that ‘all aspects of its own operation should be
carried out in such a way as to have a minimal adverse impact on the environment’.
Impact on IPAP
This is reflected in everyday procedures and operations in the Royal Parks. For
example, it is TRP policy to ensure that all purchased timber has undergone Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) certification.
IPAP has included a substantial commitment to sustainability - including a grey water
recycling system; the provision of a biomass boiler to heat the new toilet block
fuelled by locally sourced wood; green waste management and construction using
green oak and other sustainable materials.

5.5 Parks and Open Spaces
The Government recognises the importance of parks and green spaces in enhancing
the quality of life. The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) published a
number of reports including ‘Living Places: Cleaner, Safer, Greener (2002) focusing
on the importance of creating cleaner, safer and greener communities by improving
the quality of planning, design, management and maintenance of public spaces and
the built environment. The remit of the ODPM, now the Department for Local
Communities and Local Government (DCLG), is to improve urban parks, play
areas and green spaces to implement the Sustainable Communities agenda through
initiatives and partnerships.
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5.5.1 The Keep Britain Tidy Green Flag Award
The Green Flag Award and Green Heritage Award scheme is the national standard
for parks and green spaces across England and Wales, and is managed by Keep
Britain Tidy on behalf of the Department of Communities and Local Government and
the Green Flag Advisory Board. Applicants are required to submit a management
plan and are subject to a judging visit. Parks are assessed against the following 8
criteria:
• A Welcoming Place
• Healthy, Safe and Secure
• Clean and Well Maintained
• Sustainability
• Conservation and Heritage
• Community Involvement
• Marketing
• Management
Impact on IPAP
Richmond Park entered the scheme in 2009, and was awarded the Green Flag after
exceeding the Award’s requirements in all 8 areas.
5.5.2 Richmond’s Parks and Open Spaces Strategy (Adopted 2006)
The Open Spaces Strategy was developed for the provision and care of open land
within the Borough, in partnership with the Borough’s GreenSpace Stakeholders
Forum – an informal grouping of local land managers and parks and open spaces
stakeholders, including The Royal Parks, the Crown Estate, English Heritage, the
National Trust and Hounslow CIP, as well as local representatives of key user
groups.
The Council’s vision for Richmond upon Thames open spaces is: “to provide access
to an exciting range of open space experiences for all” underpinned by 10 key
principles:
• Protect visual and physical access to open land
• Protect, enhance and promote the characteristic features of the Borough
particularly the riverside, historic landscapes and features
• Improve and maintain infrastructure
• Plan to provide for the needs of the community and visitors
• Make the best use of public and private resources and maximise external
funding
• Work in partnership with the community and other local landscape agencies
• Promote the use of open land for all
• Reduce the fear of crime by providing healthy, safe environments and
promoting activity
• Maintain and enhance the Borough’s biodiversity
• Providing high quality, sustainably-managed open spaces
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Impact on IPAP
The IPAP is intended to address these principles, extending its commitment to
biodiversity and resource-management and introducing a comprehensive set of
structural improvements, in partnership with communities of users. The necessity to
protect the unique environment of the Plantation should not present a barrier to
structural improvements that will improve access and promote public use.

5.6 The Big Society
The Big Society, as advocated by the current government, is about people coming
together to improve their own lives, and putting more power in local people’s hands.
“The time has come to disperse power more widely in Britain today.”
The three key parts to the Big Society agenda are:
• Community empowerment - giving local councils and neighbourhoods more
power to take decisions and shape their area.
• Opening up public services - public service reforms which will enable
charities, social enterprises, private companies and employee-owned cooperatives to compete to offer people high quality services.
• Social action- encouraging and enabling people to play a more active part in
society.
As part of their implementation of the ‘Big Society’ the government introduced the
Localism Act on the 15th November 2011.
“The Localism Act set out a series of measures with the potential to achieve a
substantial and lasting shift in power away from central government and towards
local people. They include: new freedoms and flexibilities for local government; new
rights and powers for communities and individuals; reform to make the planning
system more democratic and more effective, and reform to ensure that decisions
about housing are taken locally.”
Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, Minister of State for
Decentralisation Nov 2010
This Bill shifts power from central government into the hands of individuals,
communities and councils with new rights and powers for local communities.
The Act will make it easier for local people to support and develop the amenities they
love and ensure that local social enterprises, volunteers and community groups with
ideas for improving local services get a chance to change things.
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Impact on IPAP
TRP is an agency of the DCMS and governed by statute laws, but within those
restrictions, TRP will use the TRP Activity Plan to engage the community in planning,
and work closely with partners to ensure that they are involved fully in the three year
programme, integrating new activities into their organisational strategies. The
Isabella Project will build on TRP Volunteering programmes to develop new
opportunities for volunteers. This activity directly supports Government’s Big Society
agenda, and through partnership working, will create a sustainable legacy which can
be developed further by local communities and which will reduce barriers to using
the Isabella Plantation.

5.7 Access for All
Government policy includes specific requirements for organisations to ensure access
for all the community. Some of the legislative framework is specifically focussed on
people with disabilities.
5.7.1 The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA)
This required from October 2004 that where a physical feature makes it impossible
or unreasonably difficult for disabled people to make use of services, a service
provider has to take reasonable steps to, remove the feature; alter it so that it no
longer has that effect; provide a reasonable means of avoiding it; or provide a
reasonable alternative method of making the services available. The Equality Act
(2010) has integrated the principles of the DDA into current legislation.
All the above aspects must be considered when balancing conservation with access.
It is important to determine what “reasonable access” means in reality. Most disabled
people would not wish to see the fabric and historic value of the Isabella Plantation
diminished to provide better access, and where a conflict does arise then
conservation principles should on balance take precedence.
It is also important to consider and offer interpretive opportunities to people with
sensory impairments; and to people with mobility issue who are not able to gain
access to particular parts of the Isabella Plantation. Interpretation and support should
be provided to inform those people of specific routes which will be available to them.
This will increase the opportunity for everyone to experience the natural
environment, even though this might not mean full access across the whole
plantation. This is usually referred to as the Principle of Least Restrictive Access
(PLRA). The practical challenge at the Isabella Plantation is to provide a stimulating
and enriching visit to a substantial proportion of the site, including key features of the
site and to ensure that those people who cannot gain full access everywhere will be
able to experience a fulfilling visit.
5.7.2 The Equality Act (2010)
Although this activity plan primarily considers the needs of visitors with disabilities to
the Isabella Plantation it is important to mention other beneficiaries of the Equality
Act (2010). The DDA (2006) has been integrated into the Equality Act. Additionally
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the Equality Act outlaws discrimination against people on grounds of age, race,
religion and beliefs, sexual orientation, gender reassignment, transvestite and
transgender people, marriage and civil partnership and pregnancy and maternity.
This group of people are collectively referred to as having “protected characteristics”
within the Act.
There is a wide acceptance amongst disabled people and their advocates that a
social model of disability should be promoted and that policies and actions should
enable involvement and inclusion wherever possible. The Isabella Plantation Access
Project must ensure that all reasonable efforts are made to engage people with a
range of impairments and that they are able to use its facilities, interpretive and
information services.
People may have multiple disabilities. Some may find speech difficult and may prefer
to communicate by text. It is important to recognise that many people who do not
think of themselves as having disabilities also benefit from provision targeted
towards “disabled” people. Barrier Free Access benefits all Visitors - This might
include young parents with children in buggies, people with temporary injuries such
as broken legs, or people recovering from an illness who wish to feel the benefits of
being in the natural environment.
When providing services for disabled people visiting historic and heritage areas, it is
important to balance conservation of the historic environment with providing access
for disabled people, and to be aware of legislative and public policy requirements.
Impact on IPAP
There may be occasions at the Isabella Plantation when the need to preserve the
historic heritage will come into conflict with a desire to provide access for disabled
people, along with other visitors. It is hoped that this application demonstrates a
balance of the needs for access improvements with the heritage significance and
value of the site.
Historic Environment Planning Practice Guide states “Local planning authorities are
encouraged to set out a positive and proactive strategy for increasing opportunities
for the enjoyment of the historic environment by all members of the local and wider
community, with particular consideration being given to socially excluded groups”

5.8 Local Authority Priorities
All boroughs are required by government to have a long-term plan, also known as a
Community Plan or Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS). The purpose of a
Community Plan is to set the strategic long-term vision for the economic, social,
educational, cultural and environmental well-being of a local area in a way that
contributes to sustainable development in the UK.
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Good 'community planning' requires public services to work with the community to
plan and deliver better and more efficient services, improving the well-being of the
area and making a real difference to people's lives.
This section contains a brief summary of the strategic plans of the three local
authority areas. As can be seen from the priorities listed below, the project meets
many of these objectives, particularly those relating to the environment, sustainability
and improving health.
5.8.1 London Borough of Richmond Community Plan 2007 to 2017
The overall vision is for a Richmond upon Thames that is…
• Inclusive
• Puts protection of the environment at the core of its services and community
life
• Delivers quality public services that truly reflect the needs of all its local
people
• Addresses its challenges by harnessing the capacity of all its partners in the
public, private, voluntary and community sector.
There are seven priority themes within the vision
• Priority 1: Tackling disadvantage and inequalities
• Priority 2: Being the greenest borough in London
• Priority 3: Being the safest London borough for all our communities
• Priority 4: Growing up in Richmond upon Thames
• Priority 5: Creating a healthy and caring Richmond upon Thames
• Priority 6: Creating a vibrant and prosperous Richmond upon Thames
• Priority 7: Improving access and participation
In each of these priorities there are specific targets that the council and its partners
in the Richmond upon Thames Partnership have agreed. The consultation took place
between July and October 2006. The consultation helped to shape the Community
Plan.
5.8.2 Royal Borough of Kingston Community Plan
This plan sets out a vision for Kingston in 2020 and outlines what the borough and its
partners will do to get there. The priorities were developed during consultation and
reflect what residents have said matters most to them.
It aims for Kingston to be a place where people are happy, healthy and enjoy a good
quality of life in a clean, safe and tolerant environment; where business is
prosperous, and where everyone in the community can contribute to success and
reach their own full potential.
The vision is developed in three themes:
•

Sustainable: where the environment is protected and enhanced for us and for
future generations; road traffic and our carbon footprint are reduced and the
challenges of climate change are tackled
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•

•

Prosperous and Inclusive: where economic prosperity is shared and everyone
has an equal opportunity to achieve their potential and a good quality of life and
disadvantage is tackled where it exists.
Safe, Healthy and Strong: where people feel safe and the focus is on
preventing future problems; where individuals take responsibility; health
inequalities are tackled; people are supported to live independently and where
people respect and support each other.

5.8.2 London Borough of Wandsworth - Our Wandsworth 2018: Planning for
tomorrow – today
Our Wandsworth 2018 outlines the kind of place the borough aims to be in the
future. It is the 'blueprint' of how the council and its partners, including the police and
health services, will work together to improve the lives of people in the borough over
the next ten years. “Our Wandsworth 2018” was prepared following public
consultation and included feedback about the things in Wandsworth, like the parks
and open spaces, which residents would like protected.
“Our Wandsworth 2018” focuses on seven priorities:
• Making Wandsworth safer
• Improving the local environment and transport
• Building a prosperous and vibrant community, including the local economy,
tackling worklessness and engaging the voluntary and community sector
• Ensuring all young children and young people achieve their full potential
• Improving health and social care, including improving outcomes for older
people
• Meeting housing needs
• Supporting active citizens and good neighbours
The council and its partners have also made a commitment to including five
important issues in everything they do. These are: promoting equality, promoting
sustainability, involving local people, working with the voluntary and community
sector and taking account of the needs of older people.

5.9 Local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP) (2005)
The Local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP) for the London Borough of Richmond
upon Thames sets out the framework for the protection, conservation and
enhancement of wildlife within Richmond upon Thames. The LBAP was produced in
2005 by the Richmond Biodiversity Group, members including the London Borough
of Richmond upon Thames, London Natural History Society, London Wildlife Trust,
Royal Botanic Gardens Kew, The Royal Parks, Thames Landscape Strategy and
Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust, professional bodies, communities and local residents
within the borough.
The LBAP identifies the habitats within the Borough which are of regional and
national importance. The priority species identified in the LBAP, which are of
regional, national and international importance, include: Bats, Song Thrush, Stag
Beetles and Water Voles.
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Impact on IPAP
The project is enhancing the biodiversity of the Plantation, through improving the
health of plants by pruning and clearance; through desilting ponds and water bodies
and through planting reed beds to create new habitats.

5.10 Community Engagement and Empowerment
In the UK over the last 15 years there has been an increasing awareness of the
benefits of community engagement in public initiatives. As policy around the
importance of community activity has evolved, so has an understanding of what it
means in practice. Early public initiatives around involvement tended to be token
gestures – door to door surveys, limiting the degree of influence and so on.
Increasing emphasis on inclusion and a more sophisticated understanding of the
benefits of participation have led to the recognition that ‘one size does NOT fit all’
and enable people to have more meaningful involvement in public initiatives. Those
planning community engagement have started to think about what methods are most
effective for their purpose.
Large scale initiatives such as the Isabella Plantation improvements include public
consultation and engagement. It is important that this project recognises that there
will be an end and that there will not be a worker in post to continue the way forward.
All of the planning of the work required needs to be completed in a sustainable way,
a way in which it would function independently.
Impact on IPAP
All aspects of this project have been built on the knowledge that partnerships are
crucial and that it must be the partner organisation committing to the project and not
an individual.

5.11 DCMS Strategic Priorities
The Royal Parks are owned by the Crown Estates and is a government agency. As a
public resource it receives 50% of its funding from grants issued by the government.
The organisation is therefore accountable and guided in all its actions by the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport. DCMS has stated that its strategic priorities
are:
• Children and young people - to further enhance access to culture and sport
for children and give them the opportunity to develop their talents to the full
and enjoy the benefits of participation
• Communities - To increase and broaden the impact of culture and sport, to
enrich individual lives, strengthen communities and improve the places where
people live, now and for future generations
• Economy – To maximize the contribution that the tourism, creative and leisure
industries can make to the economy
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•

Delivery - To modernize delivery by ensuring our sponsored bodies are
efficient and work with others to meet the cultural and sporting needs of
Individuals and communities
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6. Collaborative Working
From the outset, a central aspect of the Isabella project has been one of
collaboration. Initiated through the ambitious, multi agency YPIAD event in March
2010; supported keenly by start-up partners, the Friends of Richmond Park and the
Holly Lodge Centre; and guided by a partnership Steering Group, the Isabella
Plantation Access Project has been built on a solid foundation of joint working.
The consultation that has driven the project forward has included input from
individuals in the community; regular park visitors; community based organisations
and statutory sector agencies. People from ‘target’ audiences have helped shape
the design of the landscape and building, and stakeholders have determined how
success will be measured. The intention has always been that there should be a
seamless integration of consultation, engagement and partnership building, and that
each of these ‘activities’ should feed into each other: new partners have been
identified through consultation; people have come to visit the Plantation to advise on
changes and have become involved in decision making.

6.1 Building Networks
A key component of the project is to develop networks and build partnerships with
local organisations. This work both informs the other aspects of the activities
development and offers opportunities for groups to become involved in the project.
Through networking with local partners during the development stage, site visits and
focus group sessions have enabled groups to feed into consultation process and to
inform the scheme’s development. This has involved developing partnerships with
organisations working with people with disabilities, older people, family groups,
BAME community groups and young people, in addition to developing partnerships
with local council departments, community service providers and local public
amenities. Supporting partnerships have also been developed with national
organisations, and other organisations operating within Richmond Parks or TRP.
The aim of this development stage networking was to:
• Build links with local organisations and include them on the contact database
and mailing list for regular project updates
• Promote the Isabella Plantation and attract new audiences
• Identify possible partners for involvement during the delivery stage and
beyond
Contacts and linkages have been developed by:
• Gathering data from local authorities and CVS agencies on local
organisations, particularly those in more deprived communities and
associated with target groups in areas adjacent to Richmond Park
• Contacting key organisations, inviting them to make an input, to come along
to advisory workshops and join the mailing list, and offering a range of ways
that people can be involved with the project
• Providing regular updates on project progress
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•
•
•

Inviting groups who were unable to attend sessions on site to feed into the
process either, verbally or in writing
Visiting organisations associated with target groups (focus groups) to identify
needs, develop ideas, and identify barriers
Contact development through individual meetings and telephone
conversations.

6.2 Partners
(see Appendix X: Partnership Letters)
6.2.1 The Holly Lodge Centre (THLC)
The Holly Lodge Centre provides an opportunity for people of all ages and abilities to
enjoy and learn from a series of hands-on experiences focusing on the rich natural
environment in the unique setting of Richmond Park. These activities range from art
workshops to history and environmental science programmes that are linked to the
National Curriculum for schools. Although around 70% of users have special or
additional needs, all kinds of groups are catered for and have included special
schools, day centres, mainstream schools, holiday clubs, hospitals and many other
kinds of organisations. Activities are adapted to help visitors gain maximum benefit
and enjoyment from the Park. The Centre is located at Holly Lodge, the Park's
administrative headquarters. There is currently one full time paid project manager
and a team of 84 volunteers.
Holly Lodge Centre activities include:
• Minibeast Safari
• Pond Dipping
• Animal Homes
• Country Code
• Mrs Sawyer’s Victorian Dame School
• Life in Victorian Times
• Mr Palmer’s Victorian Chymist
• Art Activities
• Gardening
THLC have been represented on the project Steering Group throughout the
development stage, and will be involved with various aspects of the delivery stage,
including Guided Walks (see Section 11.3), Waymarking and Access Resources
(see Section 11.6), Education Resources (see Section 11.7) and Transport (see
Section 11.9).
6.2.2 The Friends of Richmond Park (FRP)
The Friends of Richmond Park is a charity dedicated to “the conservation and
protection ... of Richmond Park and its peace and natural beauty for the benefit of
the public and future generations” and to “advance public education about the Park”.
The Friends currently have 2000 members.
The Friends’ activities include:
• Conservation: by funding conservation projects in the Park (2-3 a year),
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undertaking practical conservation work and working with Park management on
conservation
• Public education: organising 20 walks and courses a year open to the public,
operating the Park Visitor Centre, organising education activities for young people,
and a ‘Tread Lightly’ public campaign to encourage greater respect for the Park
• Volunteering: over 100 Friends members staff the Visitor Centre, carry out practical
conservation work and work on a History Project
• Publications: the Friends’ Guide to Richmond Park and a book of Family Trails. All
profits go to conservation projects
• Communications: producing a quarterly newsletter and a monthly e-mail for
members giving news on the Park
FRP have been represented on the project Steering Group throughout the
development stage, and will be involved in various aspects of the delivery stage,
including the Plant Collection (see Section 11.1), Horticultural Volunteers (see
Section 11.2), Guided Walks (see Section 11.3), Education Resources (see Section
11.7).
6.2.3 Pembroke Lodge
Pembroke Lodge is a magnificent Georgian mansion in Richmond Park. It is located
on high ground with spectacular views across the Thames valley to Windsor and
Surrey. It has eleven acres (45,000 m²) of beautifully landscaped grounds, including
King Henry VIII's Mound. Now functioning as a catering facility and function venue,
this is a privately run organisation owned by the Hearsum family. They have restored
the main building and have lived on the site for over 15 years. Daniel Hearsum has
supported the community consultation process for IPAP throughout the development
stage, providing a venue, including lunches and refreshments, for public
consultation, specialist consultation workshops, Steering Group and Project Team
meetings.
Mr Hearsum is also working with a group of volunteers to collate historical archives
relating to Richmond Park and to make this resource available on the Pembroke
Lodge website. Mr Hearsum and the Pembroke Lodge staff and volunteers will be
supporting the Social History element of the Isabella Project (see Section 11.5)
during the delivery stage, and Mr Hearsum has also generously offered to continue
to provide Pembroke Lodge as a venue for project meetings and workshops.
6.2.4 Fountains
Fountains (incorporating Fountains Environmental Limited Fountains Support
Services Limited and Fountains Forestry Limited) is an environmental services
company, and currently holds the grounds maintenance contract for Richmond Park.
Four of its main business activities are vegetation management, grounds
maintenance, landscaping, and forestry management.
Fountains recognises that high standards of environmental performance are key
social and economic objectives for any organisation, as well as providing a
competitive advantage. It endeavors to maximise all opportunities for environmental
enhancement while carrying out its business activities.
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Fountains have established 10 Environmental Policy Commitments, which are
appropriate to the nature, scale and environmental impacts of its activities and
services.
The Fountains gardening staff based at the Isabella Plantation have worked on site
for a number of years. They have an in-depth knowledge of the plant collection and
work in the nursery and conservation area, as well as in the public areas of the
Plantation. The gardeners are represented on the project Steering Group and have
played an active role in the project during the development stage by supporting the
work of the Horticultural volunteers (see Section 11.2), supporting public consultation
events on site, engaging with community groups during consultation visits to the site,
providing input to pilot oral history sessions, and working with Park Management on
management plans for the Plantation. Their involvement with all aspects of IPAP will
continue throughout the delivery stage.
6.2.5 The Royal Parks Guild (TRP Guild)
The Deputy Chief Executive of The Royal Parks established the Royal Parks Guild
five years ago when he took early retirement. Mike Fitt was also the superintendent
of Richmond Park for over 10 years during his 40-year career with the organisation
and has a personal commitment to continuing his relationship with the Isabella
Plantation. The Guild is made up volunteers that have an association with the Royal
Parks either through previously working, volunteering or supporting a service in the
parks.
The Guild will be involved in the Social History elements of the delivery stage (see
Section 11.5) and will also support elements of the project which introduce young
people to horticulture (see Section 11.2)
6.2.6 Royal Botanic Garden, Kew (RBG Kew)
The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, is one of the world's leading botanic gardens,
holding over 1 in 8 known plant species. A non-departmental public body sponsored
by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), RBG Kew is
an internationally important botanical research and education institution with around
800 staff, in addition to being an international visitor attraction receiving almost two
million visits per year. The living collections include more than 30,000 different kinds
of plants, while the herbarium, which is one of the largest in the world, has over
seven million preserved plant specimens. The library contains more than 750,000
volumes, and the illustrations collection contains more than 175,000 prints and
drawings of plants. The work of RBG Kew is supported by 500 volunteers.
RBG Kew already has links with the Isabella Plantation, working with the Assistant
Park Manager and the gardening team since 2010 to build up a sister collection of
Wilson 50 Kurume Azaleas at Kew by taking cuttings from the Plantation. RBG Kew
will play a key role in supporting IPAP volunteers with training and development
during the delivery stage. This will include supporting Plant Collection volunteers
(see Section 11.1) and Guided Walks volunteers (see Section 11.3)
6.2.7 Richmond Advice and Information on Disability (RAID)
Richmond AID is a charity run by and for disabled people in the London Borough of
Richmond upon Thames. They support disabled people, families, carers and
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professionals by providing services such as the Advice Service, Richmond SPADE
(their gardening service), the Benefits Service, and support with employment and
training. They support people with all kinds of disabilities, including physical and
sensory impairments, mental health issues and learning difficulties. Their aim is to
support disabled people to live independent lives and to have the same opportunities
as non-disabled people. They have worked closely with IPAP during the
development stage to advise on the proposed improvements and the RAID
Community Involvement Group have attended specialist access workshops and
consultation activities at the Plantation. RAID is also represented on the project
Steering Group. RAID staff and group members will continue to advise on access
and accessible activity throughout the delivery stage (see Appendix VI: Access
Workshop notes / Appendix VII: Transport Workshop notes).
6.2.8 Richmond and Kingston Accessible Transport
Richmond and Kingston Accessible Transport (RaKAT) was constituted and
registered as a charity in January 1997, and began operations in April of the same
year. The aim of the organisation is to provide group transport provision for other
community and voluntary organisation in the boroughs of Kingston and Richmond. In
addition to group transport provision RaKAT, together with Kingston Voluntary Action
(KVA), convened a conference to examine, the under provision of transport for
individuals, where conventional transport was either inaccessible or inappropriate.
Recommendations from the conference led RaKAT to successfully fundraise for and
build a fully accessible transport centre, from which to address the issues of an
integrated transport provision. RaKAT will play a key advisory and partnership role in
supporting the Transport section of the project (see Section 11.9) during the delivery
stage.
6.2.9 Developing and Sustaining New Partnerships
(See Appendix IX: List of organisations who made an input to IPAP)
Local organisations as diverse as Ham Youth Centre, Kingston Centre for
Independent Living, Cambrian Community Centre, Age Concern Kingston and
Richmond Council have all played an important role in the IPAP development stage.
Local groups and organisations have contributed to Steering Group meetings,
attended specialist workshop and consultation sessions, and engaged in site visits to
the Plantation.
Groups, organisations and individuals have identified areas of potential engagement
for the delivery stage, with a view to continued involvement beyond the life of the
project, and this process will continue throughout the project lifetime to help build
audiences and to ensure the long term sustainability of project initiatives.
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7. SWOT Analysis
(Strengths / Weaknesses / Opportunities / Threats)
A SWOT analysis was carried out with staff, contractors, THLC, FRP, and the IPAP
Steering Group to identify what the perceptions of the Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats were prior to the commencement of the main delivery
phase of the project. This exercise can also be carried out after the project
improvements have taken place and after the activities and resources are in place.
This can be used as an informal indicator of the success of the project as a whole.

Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Natural environment, World famous
historic collection of plants
Tranquil place
Beautiful features
Can get lost
Uniqueness within the park
Richmond park is well supported by loyal
local residents
Committed staff and partnership
organisations
Isabella is well away from main routes,
National and International profile
Enclosed area
No dogs wildlife/biodiversity
ponds and streams
Committed gardeners to the site with
great knowledge of the plants
Committed gardeners who are prepared
to share their knowledge
Unique parks environment
No Deer safe area
Favourable setting ecologically and for its
peace and tranquility
Specifically planned as a woodland
garden, well-developed and maintained
over the years
Stunning display of rhododendron and
azaleas; renowned collection
Enclosed, benign micro-climate - good for
children, old people, disabled
Beautiful and Tranquil area
Outstanding Species: Trees, Plants and
Birds
Safe
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Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funding difficulties, potholes and
erosion of pathways
Can get lost – limited signage,
Horrible disabled toilet at present
Disability car park in poor condition
Worn down infrastructure
The administration of a new project,
Funding position of TRP
Position of Isabella in the park,
particularly away from bus routes and
public transport
Distance from Broomfield car park to
plantation and general transport to the
location
Heavy gates
No phone service
No trails and site information very
limited
No group involvement of ownership in
the management of the site for
individual visitor or families
Pest and diseases, existing and
potential threat of OPM (oak
processionary moth) and AOD (Acute
Oak decline)
A "secret"
Dependence on Azalea collection.
Approach road and car park plus
access to gate from car park
Lack of interpretation and signage
Mains water and irrigation
Seasonal toilets
No baby changing area
Lack of diverse audience
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•
•
•
•
•
•

A haven for young mum’s and babies
Well known to many
Good walks
Makes one feel good
Three main ponds all with different vistas
Well maintained with excellent
contractors who are helpful and friendly

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To integrate sensory planting near
pathways and around the site.
Expand the plant collection
Improve water quality and biodiversity,
through reed bed additions and habitat
enhancement. De- silt the ponds and
diversify vegetation
Create new facilities for disabilities and
young families and upgrade existing ones,
Carry out a number of essential works to
improve access
Make the plantation more available to a
more diverse range of people
Involve local community in improving the
plantation
Overcome the pest and disease problems
by removal of invasive species
Involve a more diverse create a sense of
ownership with partners
Willing partners for the project
Capacity for use out of season - create
shelter meeting point
Create a new resource for schools and
community projects
Develop transport projects
Raise awareness on the plantation
Lots of attractions for creating a stronger
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Poor public transport, plus walk from
car park (many would also consider the
latter a strength, since it discourages
casual visitors!)
Difficult to find your way around it
(many would consider this a strength,
since it creates surprises!)
No easy water supply / poor facilities
Can become overcrowded at peak
periods
Poor access from main car park
Poor parking conditions for disabled
visitors
Dreadful toilet facilities
No shelter in poor weather
Way marking poor
Can be inaccessible to many: both
through poor transport links and poor
accessibility

Threats
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The airflow is detrimental to the plants,
water quality is impeded by the bird
and wildlife being fed by the public
The ponds have never been de – silted
The site is more popular than it ever
was. More demand for accessible
toilets. Current facilities do not service
the public. No toilet facility for baby
changing or young families
Lack of funding and organisational
change for TRP. TRP government
spending review. TRP finance – TRP
toilet policy and TRP charging policy
Maintaining the interest of the public for
2 years while improvements are carried
out
Pest and diseases, existing and
potential threat of OPM (Oak
Processionary Moth) and AOD (Acute
Oak Decline)
Fixed ideas of stakeholders
Change of gardening contract
Partner sustainability
Sustainability of partners
Overcrowding in peak season.
Already over-run at peak times, risk of
many more people
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

visitor site
Relatively easy to improve access for key
groups (substantial building or changes in
lay-out not needed)
To improve access for all
To improve learning for all
To improve rotation of grass areas to
spread use
To improve disability paths etc.
To improve planting and seating etc.
To provide quality toilets and shelter
To improve way marking
To introduce educational activities for all
age groups
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•

Risk that new visitors may be unaware
of how to treat it
Climate change and disease
threaten viability of some plants
Over use by more visitors
destabilising present habitat.
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8. Research and Consultation: Methodology
As described in Section 6, this project has adopted an iterative approach to
consultation, project development, community engagement and partnership
development. Research and consultation has morphed seamlessly into activities
and partnership work.
In this section we summarise the range of research and consultation methods that
have been used. A summary of findings can be found in Section 9, and Appendix II
(Consultation Log) gives a more detailed breakdown of the range of consultation
events, workshops and other mechanisms used.

8.1 Desktop Research
Desktop research was used for two key purposes:
• To identify community organisations falling within the Richmond Park
‘catchment’ area (defined as 1km from the Park boundaries)
• To assess the demographic profile of the residents of the Richmond Park
‘catchment’ area. This work was carried out by Mahew Associates in January
2012 (see Section 4)

8.2 Visitor Surveys
Two visitor surveys have been used for the preparation of this plan, both carried out
by Synovate:
• Richmond Park Visitor Survey 2009
• Isabella Plantation Visitor Survey May 2010
In order to capture ‘before’ information for the project evaluation, two further visitor
surveys will be undertaken, each gathering information on one week day and one
weekend day in March, and one week day and one weekend day in May. This will
be done in both 2012 and 2014 to secure both ‘before’ and ‘after’ information.
Gate counters were installed on the Isabella Plantation gates in April 2010 and
information has been gathered from them regularly since that date.

8.3 Public Consultation
(See Appendix III: Public Consultation Summaries / Appendix V: Questionnaire
Samples)
Consultation has taken the form of using exhibition materials, inviting the public to
make comments, talk to staff, put ‘like and don’t like’ stickers onto the design,
complete questionnaires. People participating in public consultation have also been
invited to join the project database and mailing list for regular updates. Public
consultation has been carried out at four different stages during the scheme’s
development: June 2010 - Isabella Plantation (IP) disabled car park gate; IP
Broomfield Gate; Pembroke Lodge (total 139 participants); July 2011 IP disabled car
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park gate; IP Broomfield Gate; Ham Village Green (total 181 participants);
September 2011 – IP disabled car park gate; IP Broomfield Gate; Richmond Park
Roehampton Gate (135 participants).

8.4 YPIAD
This multi-agency project involved consultation with young people with a range of
disabilities. Held in March 2010, the ‘Young People’s Access and Inclusivity Day’
worked with 20 disabled young people and their carers and 40 helpers from a range
of organisations concerned with access to parks and open spaces, and included site
visits to the Isabella Plantation followed by workshop sessions at the Holly Lodge
Centre (see Additional Materials: YPIAD Report).
A presentation and discussion was made on this event at the London Parks and
Green Spaces Forum’s conference in June 2010, ‘Breaking the Barriers’.

8.5 Specialist Consultation
(See Appendix IV: Specialist Consultation Summaries)
Consultation has taken place with existing and potential new user groups
representing a range of target audiences – 21 events and workshops and 60
interviews have taken place in a number of forms:
• Organised visits to Isabella Plantation and feedback sessions.
• Specialist seminar-workshops to discuss particular aspects of the project, for
example, transport and access.
• Focus Group discussions with target user groups
• Telephone interviews with key workers representing target groups
• Stakeholders’ workshops on quality standards and briefing sessions

8.6 Project Steering Group
(See Appendix VIII: Notes of all Steering Group meetings)
A Project Steering Group has been established to oversee the project. This group
was convened first in April 2010, and continues to meet regularly. It has met 10
times to date. It includes representatives of a range of stakeholders and partners,
including The Holly Lodge Centre, Friends of Richmond Park, Richmond AID,
Richmond Council, Richmond Park Wildlife Group, Richmond Park Gardeners and
TRP staff and IPAP Project Staff.

8.7 Communication: Publicity and Promotion
A regular newsletter update has been produced (see Appendix XIII: IPAP Updates)
for circulation to a growing mailing list and via local organisations, centres and the
Richmond Park Visitor Centre at Pembroke Lodge.

8.8 Summary
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Type of Activity
Public consultation events

Number of Events
13 day events +
exhibitions plus 10 day
exhibition

Numbers taking part
461

Specialist workshops, site
visits
Group interviews

11 events

149 contributors

65 groups interviewed

YPIAD Day

20 disabled young people,
20 carers, 40 helpers

(23 Feasibility stage + 42
Development stage)
80

Breaking the Barriers
Conference
Visitor survey

Approx 60

Breakfast Briefings
Quality Workshops
Updates

May 2010 + march/may
2012 and march/ may
2014
Both represented on
Steering Group 5+ briefing
and consultation sessions
2 events
3 events
4 editions

Steering Group

10 meetings

Staff and Gardeners
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160
12 participants
Approx 60
20 participants
Approx 400 mailing list
plus 500 distributed hard
copy via Information
Centre and local centres
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9. What People Said – Consultation and Communication
This project has been developed through extensive public and specialist consultation
that will continue throughout the development and delivery stages until 2014. In
addition to consultation with the general public, specialist and focus group sessions
with target groups have identified key issues and themes, and the development of
relationships with key partner organisations has begun to explore a sustainable
future for the various aspects of the Isabella Plantation Access Project. Section 8
provides a breakdown of each aspect of the consultation process, and this section
summarises what people said.

9.1 Public Consultation
(See Appendix III: Public Consultation Summaries)
9.1.1 Feasibility stage key themes and issues
• The overriding theme emerging from initial feasibility phase public
consultation was that people did not want the “tranquil” nature of the
Plantation to be changed and that additions and alterations should be in
keeping with the existing “natural” style
• The most common dislike was the proposed catering facility in the Plantation,
although there was support for a catering facility in the Disabled Users car
park
• The most favoured proposal was improving path surfaces
• There was clear support for the proposal to refurbish the existing toilets
• People using the Disabled User’s car park voiced support for the proposal to
provide a new fully accessible toilet facility
• The proposal to provide more seating and resting places was supported
• There was clear support for the proposed enhancements to the ecology of the
Plantation
9.1.2 Development stage key themes and issues
• The overriding theme emerging from initial feasibility phase and development
phase public consultation was that people did not want the “tranquil” nature of
the Plantation to be changed and that additions and alterations should be in
keeping with the existing “natural” style
• The results of development phase public consultation proved extremely
positive and people appeared reassured that the proposals met their key
requirement that the nature and feeling of the Plantation should not be
affected in an adverse way
• Once provided with an explanation of the key aims of the project, people were
overwhelmingly supportive of the proposals and any concerns expressed
tended to focus on the wish for details (benches, waymarking, signage etc) to
be executed in a “natural” style
• With some members of the public attending public consultations in both July
and September, it was interesting to note that concerns raised in the July
2011 consultations seemed to have been appeased by the revised designs
and proposals presented for consultation in the September sessions
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Inevitably, people engaged in consultation at the Disabled User’s car park
were overwhelmingly in support of proposed improvements to the approach
road and car park, and to the proposals for the provision of a new toilet block
and meeting point. Similarly, people engaged in the consultation at Broomfield
Hill were in support of the refurbishment of the existing toilet block and the
provision of an assisted transport service from the Broomfield Hill car park to
the Isabella
All positive support for the proposed improvements was balanced by a wish to
retain the “sense of being lost” and the “chance to explore”. There was clear
support for a “subtle and natural” system of waymarking that would enable
navigation around the Plantation but would “not be intrusive”
People did not want excessive interpretation on site but were generally
supportive of the proposal to provide low impact and self guided activities on
site
There was particular support from the general public for proposed features
that would enable young people with disabilities to enjoy and experience the
same “sense of adventure and fun” that other children and young people
experience in the Plantation – most notably the proposal to design a
wheelchair accessible ford to mirror the steeping stones was met with great
enthusiasm
For those affected by mobility or disability (or who had relatives or friends
affected by these issues) transport to and around the Plantation was noted as
a barrier
Only one person engaged in public consultation had not visited the Isabella
Plantation

9.1.3 Comments from the Public
“If there’s such a thing as paradise on earth this must be the place”
“We value the peace and quiet of Isabella and its wild and formal gardens. We love
the water, the wildlife and appreciate all the efforts to keep this an unspoilt place to
come and relax at all times of day and evening”
“Please don’t change the “rustic” nature of the Plantation!” (Broomfield Hill Gate)
“I like getting lost but it would be useful to be able to find the loo!” (Disabled User’s
Car Park)
“Wildlife trails for children to follow would be great” (Broomfield Hill Gate)
“Any signage should be natural wood carvings” (Ham Village Green)
“This is not a wilderness; it’s a park and should be accessible to all!”

“My mother would use a wheelchair or scooter if it was available – she used to visit
the Plantation a lot but hasn’t been for a while because she can’t get around” (Ham
Village Green)
“A buggy system for transport to and from Broomfield Hill Car Park would be very
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useful for my elderly relatives” (Disabled User’s Car Park)
“Toilet problems need addressing I always take my aged parents to the Isabella over
the Christmas period and the toilets aren’t open”
“I’ve heard of the Isabella Plantation but don’t really know where it is” (Roehampton
Gate)

9.2 Specialist Consultation and Involving Target Groups
(See Appendix IV: Specialist Consultation Summaries)
9.2.1 Feasibility stage key themes and issues
The YPIAD event revealed some issues related to access (see Additional Materials:
YPIAD Report) that were also acknowledged during other feasibility specialist
consultation as key issues requiring attention:
• Guard rails are needed near ponds and on bridges
• Stepping stones are a fun feature but are not accessible for young people with
disabilities
• Separate accessible routes should not be designed but accessible routes
should be integrated into existing path layout
• The path surface not good with mud and puddles causing difficulty
• Rough natural path surfaces are fine so long as there are no large bumps
• The current gate at the Disabled User’s car park entrance is too heavy
• Leaning posts for balance and rest are equally as important as benches
• Benches should be at the same level as path and with space provided at the
side to allow disabled/ abled to sit together
• Chicken wire on bridges and decking can cause punctures on wheel chairs
9.2.2 Development stage general key themes and issues
• The vast majority of groups and individuals contacted were aware of, or had
previously visited, the Isabella Plantation
• A common key issue identified by all target groups was transport, and the lack
of direct or accessible transport services to the Plantation was frequently cited
as a barrier to access
• There was overarching support for and interest in the project from all target
groups, although inevitably some organisations and individuals expressed
greater or lesser interest in different aspects of the project
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9.2.3 Key themes and issues for people with disabilities
(See Appendix VI: Access Workshop notes / Appendix VII: Transport workshop
notes)
• Specialist disability consultation was a crucial competent of the design
process for physical improvements on site, and groups and individuals were
keen that their comments and advice were fully considered and executed in
order to create a truly accessible environment. However, groups and
individuals were also strong in their opinion that the Plantation should retain
its ‘natural’ feel and that not all areas of the Plantation needed to be fully
accessible
• The provision of fully accessible toilet facilities was a key requirement of most
groups and individuals. The existing toilet block does not have accessible
facilities and the disabled users portaloo is in extremely poor condition and is
difficult for some people with disabilities to access
• The levelling of paths to improve access was a priority although there was a
clear preference to retain natural gravel surfaces throughout
• Groups and individuals clearly supported proposals to resurface the Disabled
User’s car park and approach road, and the proposal to provide clearly
marked bays. It was also stated that parking regulation enforcement should
be considered in the Disabled User’s car park as many park users who are
not Blue Badge holders often use the car park
• Benches and resting places were considered a priority, and it was frequently
commented that there should be sufficient hard standing space at the side of
benches to allow wheelchair users to sit adjacent to companions using the
bench
• Gates were frequently cited as an issue, being too heavy and difficult to
access, particularly for people using wheelchairs
• The proposal to include a shelter as part of the new toilet block was supported
• Transport to and around the Plantation was identified as a prime barrier to
access
9.2.4 Summary of individual interviews with disability organisations
- Profile information
The input from this sector was different from other target groups in that much of it
came from group participation in workshops and group interviews. The nature of the
data is therefore slightly different. In addition to the 8 organisations taking part in
group interviews and workshops two one to one interviews were completed with
group organisers.
The organisations spoken to were helpful and keen to contribute – the high level of
cooperation found in the group interviews and consultations done with this group
also shows this.
•

Services provided by the organisations spoken to included:
o Regular group meetings
o Advice and Information
o Regular organised group activities
o Drop In sessions
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•
•
•

o Advocacy and / or campaigning
o Talks, lectures, classes
The gender of the service users is split 68% female, 32% male.
The ethnic majority is white British with a not insubstantial number of other
white (mostly Eastern European), black, and Asian service users.
The languages spoken other than English had with a high occurrence of
Guajarati and Somali.

As this graph depicts, the vast majority of service users are over 18 and under 60.
Results
100% of the organisations spoken to are familiar with Richmond Park. All but one is
familiar with IP. At the present time none of the organisations spoken to think that
their service users visit IP though they do visit Richmond and other green spaces.
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The emphasis for these organisations is on the quality and availability of facilities.
There are some transportation concerns – these are limited to transportation within
Richmond Park.

Specifically, in regards to facilities:
• Need place to sit in car park
• Benches need to be more accessible to people with mobility/disability – wide,
arms, not too deep
• Ground areas surrounding benches needs to be looked at
• Need at least 1 RADAR accessible toilet
• Gates – unwieldy and heavy – there is a need for electric gates/self closing
gates that are lightweight
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9.2.5 Key themes and issues for older people
• Most older people involved in Focus Group sessions were very familiar with
the Isabella Plantation and voiced particularly strong concerns that the
Plantation should retain its ‘natural’ feel and that an improvements should be
‘subtle’
• There was support for the improvement of toilet facilities
• Groups and individuals expressed a clear interest in participating in activities
at the Plantation, most notably guided walks related to horticulture and history
• Transport to and around the Plantation was identified as a prime barrier to
access with many individuals stating that, despite having once been regular
visitors to the Plantation, they had not been for some years because they
simply can’t get there. This was particularly true for the more elderly groups
and individuals who were affected by mobility issues
9.2.6 Summary of individual interviews with older people’s organisations
- Profile Information
Research was gathered without difficulty for this group – around 50 organisations
were identified (particularly in the borough of Richmond) within a short distance of
the park. Less than 20 were set aside due to their distance from the park. 10
interviews were carried out.
We attained an interview for every organisation successfully contacted – in general
these organisations were helpful and willing to talk.
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Aside from the services mentioned in the table above, other services carried out by
the organisations interviewed include: Transport assistance, including transporting
service users to appointments, and to do shopping, respite care, and day care.
It is of note that of the ten organisations interviewed, 6 carry out regular trips and
visits and 5 have organised lectures, talks, and classes – organisations providing this
kind of service will likely be more able to get involved in projects in and around
Isabella Plantation.
Other findings of note:
• Organisations varied greatly in size but half of the organisations interviewed
have over 100 service users, and 4 have less than 40 regular service users
• Gender is split on average 81% female, and 19% male
• Ethnicity within these organisations is weighted heavily toward white British –
an average of 74%, with the next highest ethnic group being Asian British with
an average of 16%
• 62% of the service users have a disability, differentiated from mobility issues
associated with age
• Age in these organisations ranges from 50 – 80+. The average age spread is
as follows:
o 1% being between 51 and 60
o 21% being between 61 and 70
o 43% being between 71 and 80
o 35% being over 81
• 60% of organisations reported that their users will not use online resources,
but may use printed resources
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Results

As shown here, whilst the knowledge and familiarity with both the park and IP is
good, the rate of visitation is very low in contrast. It is also of note that of the three
groups who visit the park none make it to Plantation.
7 out of 10 organisations think that their service users get regular fresh air and
exercise. The parks and green spaces visited include:
• Kew Gardens
• Cheam Park
• Crane Park
• Bushy park
Three separate organisations cited the reason that Kew Gardens was popular was
due to the Discovery bus – an accessible bus that travels around the park.
Reasons for visiting parks were:
• Exercise
• Fresh air
• Walking dog
• Meeting friends
• To avoid isolation
• Nature and beauty
• Good memories
• Wildlife/nature
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As is made apparent here, availability of transport is by far the most frequently
mentioned barrier to visiting IP.
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Other barriers include:
• Not enough toilets
• Not enough places to sit
• Uneven pathways
• Poor signage
• Lack of wheelchair availability
• Disabled car park still too far to walk
Interviewees placed an emphasis on uneven pathways and the availability of
seating.
9.2.7 Key themes and issues for families with young children
• The provision of baby change facilities and the refurbishment or replacement
of toilet facilities were understandably a priority for this group
• Uneven and muddy path surfaces were described as being an issue, although
most people said that this would not prevent them from visiting the Plantation
• Overcrowding of lawn areas in summer months, particularly around
Thomsons Lawn, was cited as an increasing problem
• Most families with young children visit the Plantation for ‘fresh air’ and
‘enjoying the outdoors’ in a ‘safe environment’ and stated that the lack of deer
or dogs off the lead made the Plantation a safer place for young children than
the main body of the park
• Features such as the stepping stones were frequently mentioned as favourite
features of the Plantation, and many commented that the informal
arrangement of leaving logs and tree trunks around the Plantation provide
good opportunities for natural play
• Many said that the provision of some activity resources or self-guided trails
would be beneficial to children
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•

•

The remoteness of the Plantation within Richmond Park was cited as a barrier
to visits, particularly as many people used the Pembroke Lodge site as a base
for visits to Richmond Park, and the distance of the Plantation from the
Broomfield Hill public car park was also stated as an issue
Further summaries of telephone interview consultation with organisations
working with families with young children are as follows:

9.2.8 Summary of individual interviews with organisations working with
families with young children
- Profile Information
Organisations were straightforward to find for this group. Richmond borough council
website has an extensive list of children’s services including children’s centres,
crèches, nurseries, playgroups, and preschools – Wandsworth and Kingston
borough websites were used also, but their lists were less extensive. 31
organisations were found, all within close proximity to the park. 10 interviews were
carried out, most of these were found in Richmond.
These organisations generally run extremely limited hours of operation, and often
they are casually run services with limited staff members. This meant it was difficult
to get people to answer and talk on the phone.
The majority of organisations identified that work with families with young children
were preschools and nurseries. Aside from this, the services provided by the
organisations interviewed included:
• Regular group sessions
• Advice and Information
• Drop In sessions
• Talks, lectures, and classes
• Trips and visits
• Outreach programmes
• Medical sessions and visits
Other statistics of note:
• Organisations varied in size – the sizes of organisation seemed fairly evenly
spread with 3 organisations being small (less than 40 regular users), 3 large
(over 100 regular users), and the rest lying somewhere between.
• Gender is split approximately even.
• Roughly 3% of the children who use the services of these organisations have
a disability.
• All organisations interviewed work with children under the age of 5 and their
families.
• Ethnicity within these organisations is distributed thusly:
o White British 76%
o Black British 10%
o Asian British 6%
o Other white 8%
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•

Roughly 50% of those families for whom English is not the first language can
read their community language

Results

As this graph shows, the familiarity and awareness of IP is much lower amongst
these groups than in some of the other groups – though the percentage of those
interviewed who visit the Plantation is much greater than in other target groups
where awareness levels are high but visit levels are low.
100% of the organisations spoken to thought their service users got fresh air and
exercise. Many cited local parks as preferred over Richmond due to geography.
Some of the parks and green spaces mentioned were:
• Bushy Park
• Marble Hill Park
• Local park riverside drive
• Kew Gardens
Several organisations positively mentioned the educational programme previously
held at Bushy Park, and expressed interest in Isabella providing a similar service.
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The vast majority of the organisations interviewed cited fresh air and exercise as well
as accompanying children as the main reasons for visiting a park. Two interviewees
also mentioned playgrounds as a reason for park excursions.

For families with young children, it is transportation that proves the central barrier to
visiting IP.
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There is not a huge differential in the problems with transport in the Park and to the
Park with this group. Two comments were made however, about it being a long way
through the Park to walk with a push chair. Concerns with the car park were also
mentioned firstly that it is a long way from IP but also that it is necessary to cross a
road to get to IP from the car park.
9.2.9 Key themes and issues for people from ethnic communities (BAME
groups)
• The key issue emerging from groups and individuals was the fear of getting
lost in the Plantation and the issue with language barriers preventing access
to information and signage
• A fear of ‘not fitting in’ was also cited as a key issue
• The cost of travel on public transport was also noted as a barrier to access,
both to Richmond Park and to the Isabella Plantation
• Insufficient toilet facilities were also a concern for some groups and
individuals
• There was support for the proposal to provide resources and information in a
range of appropriate language translations, and to work with BAME groups
throughout the life of the project
9.2.10 Summary of individual interviews with organisations working with
people from ethnic communities (BAME groups)
- Profile Information
Organisations were straightforward to find, particularly due to Kingston Borough
Council’s website - Kingston Council provided a very comprehensive list of BME
groups/organisations - most results were in the borough of Kingston. 39
organisations were found, a further 40 were set aside due to their distance from the
park. 8 interviews were obtained.
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The nature of organisations is very varied – some are council based groups and
organisations, others more ad hoc groups. Some of the contact details for these
groups was unreliable and consequently a number organisations proved hard to
reach, and for some the contact details proved inaccurate. This made it challenging
to gather interviews.

In addition to the services shown in the table above, other services carried out
interviewed include:
• Annual bike ride through Richmond park – 200 people
• Personal development
• Cultural & linguistic support
• Summer play schemes
Other statistics of note:
• Organisations are split evenly in size, 50% having over 100 regular users and
50% having under 40 regular users.
• Gender is split on average 73% female, and 27% male.
• 8% of the service users have a disability.
• Age in these organisations ranges widely. The average age spread is as
follows:
o 6% are under 18
o 9% are between 18-30
o 22% are between 31-40
o 26% are between 41-50
o 27% are between 51-60
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o 10% are between 61-70

Results

This graph depicts the relative low levels of awareness of IP within this group.
7 out of the 8 groups interviewed believed their service users were getting regular
fresh air and exercise, and cited the following parks and green spaces as additions
to Richmond:
• Kew gardens
• Crane park
• Terrance gardens
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Once again Kew gardens Discovery bus was identified as an incentive for visiting
Kew.
The primary reasons for visiting parks were identified and getting fresh air, exercise
and accompanying children. Other reasons for visiting parks included:
• Prevention of isolation
• Meeting friends
• Appreciation of nature – particularly spring flowers

Transportation, once again is identifiable as one of the central reasons that people
are hesitating to visit the park. Additional barriers mentioned include:
• Finances – bus fare
• Gates hard to open
• Fear of getting lost as no visible barrier
• Not fitting in
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The emphasis for the BAME groups is definitely getting around IP itself – the
language issues for this group mean signage is a substantial problem, and getting
lost in IP is a real concern.
Other concerns are uneven pathways, insufficient places to sit, and insufficient toilet
facilities, including a baby changing facility.
9.2.11 Key themes and issues for young people
• Many young people had good memories of visiting Isabella with their families
as small children but it was frequently commented that the remoteness of the
Plantation within Richmond Park meant that they rarely, if ever, visited with
their friends and peers
• Some young people stated that the Plantation held no interest for them and
was a place for older people
• Young people participating in an Orienteering activity on site (Ham Youth
Centre) stated that navigational signage was very important as they felt
uncomfortable with being unable to locate certain locations, exits and toilets
• Young people with knowledge of Plantation considered the improvement of
toilet facilities to be a key priority
• Young people involved in a Focus Group session (Cambrian Youth Club)
were excited by the idea of a system of waymarking and trails on site as it
would allow them to ‘explore and discover things’
9.2.12 Summary of individual interviews with organisations working with
young people
- Profile information
Organisations were straightforward to find. 30 organisations were found, a further 20
were set aside due to their distance from the park. 7 interviews were obtained.
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The sporadic and limited hours of most of these organisations made interviews
difficult to obtain.

It is of note that of the ten organisations interviewed, half carry out regular trips and
visits and 6 have organised group activities – organisations providing this kind of
service will likely be more able to get involved in projects in and around Isabella
Plantation.
Other statistics of note:
• The Majority of the organisations spoken to are small – less than 40 regular
service users
• Gender is split on average 36% female, and 64% male
• 3% of service users have a disability
• All service users are under 19 years of age
• Ethnicity within these organisations is predominantly white British, with a fairly
even spread over black British, Asian British, and other white ethnic groups.
The approximate averages are as follows:
o White British is 53%
o Black British is 17%
o Asian British is 16%
o other white is 14%
o 35% being over 81.
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Results

Within this group awareness of IP is very low, and none of the groups interviewed
said their users visit IP.
4 out of 7 organisations believe that their service users get frequent fresh air and
exercise.
Other parks mentioned by these youth organisations are Kew Gardens and Bushy
Park.
• The primary reasons for visiting parks were identified as follows:
• Exercise
• Fresh air
• Meeting friends
• Biking
• Green space.
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Transport here is not an insignificant issue. The specific transport issue that was
highlighted as most important was public transportation to Richmond Park itself.
One of the major barriers to going to IP for this group was identified as a lack of
things to do there.
It was also identified that the lack of parking discouraged people from visiting IP.

9.3 What People Said – Conclusions
9.3.1 Public Consultation
• Only one person engaged in public consultation had not visited the Isabella
Plantation
• The overriding theme emerging from public consultation was that people did
not want the “tranquil” nature of the Plantation to be changed and that
additions and alterations should be in keeping with the existing “natural” style
• There was clear support for the proposal to refurbish the existing toilets and to
develop new toilet facilities
• The proposal to provide more seating and resting places was supported
• There was clear support for the proposed enhancements to the ecology of the
Plantation
• With some members of the public attending public consultations in both July
and September, it was interesting to note that concerns raised in the July
2011 consultations seemed to have been appeased by the revised designs
and proposals presented for consultation in the September sessions
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•

•

•

All positive support for the proposed improvements was balanced by a wish to
retain the “sense of being lost” and the “chance to explore”. There was clear
support for a “subtle and natural” system of waymarking that would enable
navigation around the Plantation but would “not be intrusive”
People did not want excessive interpretation on site but were generally
supportive of the proposal to provide low impact and self guided activities on
site
For those affected by mobility or disability (or who had relatives or friends
affected by these issues) transport to and around the Plantation was noted as
a barrier

9.3.2 Specialist Consultation
• The majority of groups and individuals involved in specialist consultation were
aware of the Isabella Plantation but each of the target groups clearly identified
barriers to full access and enjoyment of the site
• Specialist consultation has revealed a good level of support for the project
proposals with the majority of groups and individuals expressing an interest in
involvement
• The most frequently cited barrier to access across all specialist consultation
was transport. This supports the evidence from the 2010 Visitor Survey (see
section 4.2.2) that 82% of visitors travel to the Plantation by car, and only 1%
use local bus services
• Physical access on site was clearly identified as a barrier to people with
disabilities and to older people
• Inadequate toilet facilities were clearly identified as a barrier to people with
disabilities, to older people, and to families with young children. This supports
the evidence from the 2010 Visitor Survey (see section 4.2.2) that 48% of
visitors would find improved accessible toilet facilities useful
• Signage, orientation and interpretation were clearly identified as a barrier to
people from ethnic communities
• A lack of “things to do” was clearly identified as a barrier to young people, and
there was clear support across all target groups for the provision of guided
and self-guided activities and resources. The 2010 Visitor Survey (see section
4.2.2) revealed that 47% of visitors would like more information about the
plant collection, 30% of visitors would participate in guided walks and talks,
27% of visitors would make use of self-guided activity resources, and 20%
would be interested in resource materials for children
• There was support across all target groups for the proposal to introduce a
system of waymarking within the Plantation to enable orientation and to
highlight key features
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10. A Project to Meet Need
In looking at the feedback from our consultation, partnership and engagement work,
it is clear that our delivery stage needs to address a number of key areas: increasing
access for all and building new audiences; ensuring that opportunities for
engagement, education, interpretation and training are created; volunteering; and
working in partnership.
It is important at this stage to revisit the project aims to ensure that the Activity Plan
is directing the future programme appropriately.

10.1 IPAP Aims
•
•

•
•

•

To attract new audiences and introduce them to Isabella Plantation
To develop partnerships with local organisations including The Friends of
Richmond Park and Holly Lodge Centre as well as other local organisations,
and to expand the networks of Richmond Park
To expand the volunteer programme, offering a wider range of opportunities
for volunteering
To offer appropriate training to volunteers, staff, and partners that build
individual capacity, organisational capacity and support the development of
the volunteering and audience development programmes
To develop a range of promotional and information materials about Isabella
including materials on access, information on wildlife and plant collection,
walks, etc

The findings of the consultation process (see Section 9) clearly demonstrate that the
original aims remain valid, and the project will address them with a focus on a
number of key target audiences.

10.2 Audiences
The comparisons between the 2010 Visitor Survey and the local demographic profile
show a number of issues for the Isabella Plantation. The user profile is
disproportionally white (95% as opposed to 87.13%), female (58%) and over 50
(65%). The numbers of people with disabilities is lower than that for the area
(3.76%). This suggests the need to develop particular audiences, and to improve the
service provided to existing visitors.
10.2.1 Deprivation
The demography of the Richmond Park catchment area is generally affluent,
however there are pockets of deprivation in the area (see Section 4). The work which
is carried out with local groups and organisations will specifically target the less
affluent communities in the Richmond Park vicinity.
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Sections 10.2.2 to 10.2.6 show how the project will meet the needs of each target
audience.
10.2.2 For people with disabilities the project will:
• Offer improved transport to the Plantation through partnerships with local
community transport organisations
• Offer improved transport within the Plantation
• Provide waymarking for routes within the Plantation
• Provide interpretation material both on site, at the Visitor Centre at Pembroke
Lodge and via the web
• Provide refurbished toilets and a new toilet block, both with baby change
• Provide additional seating
• Improve path surfaces and bridges
• Creating a series of accessible routes in the plantation of varying lengths for
people with limited mobility
• Create a waiting space close to the disabled persons’ car park which contains
information, interpretation and guidance for visitors
• Ensure that a range of activities are available which can be downloadable and
which will enhance their visit
• Develop new resources and guided walks for people with visual impairment
• Provide sensory planting
• Develop links with local disability organisations to explore how to maximise
access
• Provide opportunities for young people with learning disabilities to experience
working in horticulture and land-based industries
• Ensure staff and volunteers take part in disability awareness training
10.2.3 For older people the project will:
• Offer improved transport to the Plantation through partnerships local
community transport organisations
• Offer improved transport within the Plantation
• Provide waymarking for routes within the Plantation
• Provide interpretation material both on site and via the web
• Provide internet user training sessions for older people to promote and enable
access to web-based resources
• Provide refurbished toilets and a new toilet block
• Provide additional seating
• Improve path surfaces and bridges
• Provide a shelter and muster space for those waiting for transport
• Intergenerational oral history projects will enable older people to engage with
the Isabella Plantation Project through a sharing their experiences, capturing
them on audio equipment and outreach initiatives
10.2.4 For families with young children the project will:
• Offer improved transport to and within the Plantation
• Provide waymarking for routes within the Plantation
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide interpretation material both on site, at the Visitor Centre at Pembroke
Lodge, and via the web
Provide refurbished toilets and a new toilet block, both with baby change
Provide additional seating
Establish a range of guided and self-guided activities for families with young
children
Provide events designed to appeal to families with young children
Target exhibitions and events to engage more marginalised/immigrant
communities, including families and people from more deprived communities
in the area who may not be accustomed to visiting the Isabella Plantation.
This will be supported through outreach work with community organisations.

10.2.5 For people from BAME communities the project will:
• Offer improved transport to and within the Plantation.
• Provide waymarking for routes within the Plantation
• Provide interpretation material both on site, at the Visitor Centre at Pembroke
Lodge, and via the web
• Provide refurbished toilets and a new toilet block, both with baby change
• Ensuring that a range of activities are available which can be downloadable
and which will enhance their visit
• Train community language speakers in guided walks
• Introduce minority ethnic groups to the Isabella plantation with group tours
• Work closely with community representatives to ensure resources are specific
to the groups needs.
• Ensure that links are made with language organisations for translations
• Hold events that will be specifically for people from BAME communities
10.2.6 For young people the project will:
• Offer improved transport to and within the Plantation.
• Provide way marking for routes within the Plantation
• Provide interpretation material both on site, at the Visitor Centre at Pembroke
Lodge, and via the web
• Ensure that a range of activity resources are available which can be
downloadable and which will enhance their visit
• Develop links with local youth organisations to explore how to maximise
access
• Create opportunities for young people to understand land-based skills
• Engage young people in photography and media skills development
• Develop young people and older people relationships through
intergenerational activity
• Increase staff awareness of the issues of young people
• Create opportunities for young people to be involved in decision making
The project will build on existing partnerships that have been formed during the
development stage, and will continue to increase access for all by ensuring that
opportunities for engagement, education, interpretation and training are created.
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Through the SWOT analysis and the consultation process a number of potential
barriers have been identified and are listed here along with steps to mitigate these.
Physical barriers
No public transport to and from Isabella
Plantation
Limited transport around the Isabella.
Currently 1 old wheel chair available
through booking system. Limited
awareness of the booking process for this
by the public
Car park and access paths to the gate at
the disability car park are in very bad
condition
The gate at disability car park is heavy and
difficult to open
Distance from Broomfield Hill car park to
the Isabella is via a steep hill and difficult
to access for anyone with mobility issues
The network of paths are in disrepair
Limited knowledge of the site and signage
within the Isabella people can get lost and
disorientated.
People with limited mobility have very few
places to sit and rest
Toilet facilities for people with disabilities
at disability car park
Broomfield Hill gate toilets are limited and
not pleasant. They have no disability
access or children changing area.

Identified Barriers
Mitigate by
Develop a transport strategy linking local
service providers with more information
and understanding of accessibility to the
Isabella Plantation
Upgrade and increase the current wheel
chairs available
Promotion of the availability of the chairs
Improve car park and access routes

Impact on

Older people,
People with
disabilities
People with
buggies/babies and
young children

Replace gate with light weight gate
Explore the issues around a shuttle system
Repair and replace with appropriate path
materials
Information maps and planning guides
available to prepare for visit
Develop a system of way finding with
community and accessibility groups.
Creating a system of seats and leaning
posts throughout the plantation.
Replace toilet and service facility by the
Disability car park entrance.
Refurbish and upgrade the toilet facility at
Broomfield Hill car park.

Financial barriers

Mitigate by

Impact on

Cost of installation of new toilets and make
the physical changes to the infrastructure
of the Isabella Plantation
Cost of PACE officer for the three years
supporting the community development
and resources available to reduce barriers
people face to visit the Isabella Plantation

Develop and deliver a fundraising strategy
for individual areas of the project.
Develop and deliver an application for
support from the HLF fund.

Older people,
People with
disabilities
People with
buggies/babies and
young children

Organisational barriers
Schools and community groups access is
very limited due to the current toilet
restrictions
Development of a sustainable volunteer
programme

Sensory barriers
Pathways are in disrepair
Appropriate routes for people with sensory
requirement
Lack of activities for people with sensory
impairments

Mitigate by
Improvements to the toilet facilities.
Clear management, sensitive relationship
development and ongoing support

Mitigate by
Improvement of 4 main path network
Development of way finder programme
Sensory planting
Development programme of resources
available to public and accessible through
web site and information centre.

Cultural barriers

Mitigate by

Current lack of activities and resources for
any groups and in particular the target
groups including Older people, Young

New resources which will include trails,
storytelling, activities and specialist activity
days
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Impact on
Schools
Groups wishing to
take part in activity

Impact on
People with
sensory
impairments

Impact on
Families, people
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people, People with a range of disabilities,
BAME and families with young children
Lack of provision for speakers of other
languages
Social understanding of the historical value
of the Isabella Plantation
Isabella Plantation gardeners currently
deliver guided walks. This limits the
number of walks available for groups and
those with a range of cultural and physical
need.

Develop communication methods for
language requirements
Oral history project will enable all target
groups to record their memories of the
Isabella Plantation.
Intergenerational project to engage young
and older people
Develop guided tour training and
programme and relevant information
resources

Intellectual barriers
Lack of information/publications on the
Isabella Plantation for a broad range of
audiences

Mitigate by

from more deprived
communities in the
area who may not
be accustomed to
visiting the Isabella
Plantation

Impact on

Develop a number of resources.
Information e.g. family trails, way finding
route maps, clearer maps at entrance
Involve local community groups in projects
for way finding and consultation
workshops.
Develop promotional materials

10.3 IPAP Outcomes
(See Appendix XVI: Measuring Success)
Sections 10.3.1 – 10.3.5 outline the anticipated outcomes of the project, based on
the project aims.
10.3.1
AIM: To attract new audiences and introduce them to Isabella Plantation
OUTCOMES:
• Partnerships with local groups and with organisations representing target
audiences will be further developed during the delivery stage to ensure that
the Plantation is fully accessible to all and that the range of people using the
Plantation is more diverse. Promotion of the project through appropriate
channels will be essential to ensure that new audiences are attracted to the
Plantation
• Opportunities will be provided during the delivery stage for individuals
representing a range of target audiences to take an active role on the Steering
Group, engaging with the decision making process and influencing the
management of the project and of the Plantation. Members of the Steering
Group will be encouraged and supported in continuing their involvement with
the Plantation after the IPAP is completed
• A range of events and engagement activities will be delivered throughout the
delivery stage, both for target audiences and for the wider public. These
events and activities will be designed to encourage new audiences and to
introduce them to the Isabella Plantation
• Promotion of the physical improvements on site will encourage new visitors
and the improvements will enable access, most notably for people with
disabilities, people with mobility issues and older people
• The development of a system of waymarking on site will improve the visitor
experience and enable access and navigation for new visitors
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•

•
•

The development of activity resources and education resources will have an
emphasis on providing appropriate resources for the range of target groups
and all target groups will be involved in the development of these resources
There will be an emphasis on engaging with people from deprived
communities, as identified by the demographic area profile statistics
The provision of accessible and affordable transport to the Plantation will be
investigated throughout the delivery stage in order to ensure that a more
diverse range of local people are able to access the Plantation

10.3.2
AIM: To develop partnerships with local organisations
OUTCOMES:
• The delivery stage will involve working with existing partner organisations
identified during the development stage, but new partnerships will also
continue to be formed throughout the life of the project
• A key element of partnership development is that activities and initiatives set
up during IPAP should be sustained after the life of the project where
possible. Throughout the delivery stage, there will be an emphasis on
capacity building and training to ensure that partner organisations are
equipped to support a range of ongoing activity at the Isabella Plantation
• By the end of the delivery stage, the Isabella Plantation website will feature
links to all partner organisations involved with IPAP, and will identify activities
and volunteering opportunities at the Isabella Plantation linked to these
partners
10.3.3
AIM: To expand the volunteer programme
OUTCOMES:
• There were no volunteers active within the Isabella Plantation at the start of
the development stage. By the end of the delivery stage, 90 volunteers will
have contributed to a range of activity relating to IPAP
• Working with partner organisations will ensure that a diverse range of
volunteers has been recruited
• Many elements of IPAP would not be achievable without volunteer support
and delivery. Volunteers will have contributed over 4000 hours by the end of
the delivery stage
• Volunteers will work closely with partner organisations to increase the range
of volunteering opportunities and ensure sustainability
• Volunteers will be provided with opportunities for personal enrichment and
skills development through training and
• Staff who work with volunteers will receive appropriate training
• Volunteers will have access to Equal Opportunities, Health and Safety, and
Disability Awareness training
• Volunteering in the Royal Parks is supported by a corporate volunteer
strategy (see Appendix XIV: TRP Volunteer Strategy)
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10.3.4
AIM: To offer appropriate training to volunteers, staff, and partners
OUTCOMES:
• During the delivery stage, 10 staff and 90 volunteers will have been trained in
order to deliver the various elements of the Activity Plan. A Skills Audit of all
people involved in IPAP during the development stage will identify existing
skills and training needs (see Appendix XII: Skills Audit Questionnaire). In
addition to role-specific training, a range of skills development opportunities
will have been offered to all those involved in IPAP, including First Aid training
and Disability Awareness training
• During the delivery stage, 4 short term horticultural skills experience
placements will have been undertaken per year by young people with
disabilities
• By the end of the delivery stage, individuals and groups from partner
organisations will have been trained in order to continue the provision of some
activities and initiatives set up during IPAP
• Throughout the delivery stage, the Isabella Plantation will have been used as
a venue for training by third parties, such as schools, FE (Further Education)
and HE (Higher Education) providers, and non-formal education providers.
The development and promotion of resources, and links made with partner
organisations, will enable the Plantation to be used as a venue for training
beyond the life of the project. The Plantation has previously been used as a
training venue for specialist horticultural groups and experts (see section
11.1) and this will continue throughout delivery and beyond
10.3.5
AIM: To develop a range of promotional and information materials about
Isabella
OUTCOMES:
• Throughout the delivery stage, a range of promotional materials, maps,
activity and interpretation resources, and education resources will be
designed and developed with partner organisations, schools and colleges,
and target groups. These resources will be trialed and evaluated once the
works on site at the Plantation have been completed, and will then be
promoted and made available for access via the website and from other
relevant points of distribution such as the Visitor Centre at Pembroke Lodge
and the Richmond Park office
• All resources will be fully evaluated for their accessibility by target audiences
and resources will be made available in a variety of formats and translations
as required

10.4 Continuing the Programme – Spring 2012
March – May 2012
At the start of the HLF application process, it was envisaged that there would be a
seamless transition between the development and delivery phase. It is now clear that
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there will be a gap between the submission of the bid and the notification of success.
However, the project will remain active during the period March to May 2012.
This work will include:
• Waymarking design workshops involving local organisations representing
target groups. Groups will visit the Isabella Plantation and then work with
artists, sculptors and landscape architects to create designs for waymarkers
on site
• Guided Walks Volunteer Training will continue with sessions at Kew Gardens
to shadow Kew Gardens Guided Walk volunteers, and guided walk creation
and development sessions with the gardening team on site at the Plantation
• Ongoing support and training for the Horticultural Volunteers
• First Aid training sessions for Horticultural and Guided Walks volunteers, and
project staff
• Input of Plant Collection and Social History archive images and information to
the pilot Isabella website (on Pembroke Lodge website)
• Transport Working Group meetings
• Collate and analyse all Skills Audit questionnaires
• Production and distribution of project Updates
• Production and facilitation of a ‘door-to-door’ project update mailout to all
surrounding wards
• Steering Group meetings
• Organising the ‘before’ assessments from Gardeners, Steering Group
members, Volunteers, Access Advisors and Community Evaluation group
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11. A Programme for Delivery
PACE Officer
The appointment of a Partnership and Community Engagement (PACE) Officer has
been integral to the grant and development stages of the HLF application. As the
application for delivery stage funding has progressed, it has become evident that the
post of the PACE Officer needs to continue for a further 12 month period after the
physical changes in the Isabella Plantation have taken place.
A great deal of the preparation work for activities and engagement with the priority
target groups can be progressed before the end of the project. But there is a need to
test out the improvements and waymarking systems, and to trial and evaluate
resources, after the works on site have been completed.
The role of the PACE officer is supported by the Head of Education and Community
Engagement for TRP, and by the Richmond Park Team.
The PACE Officer’s role and responsibilities include:
• To consult and communicate with the local community during development
and delivery
• To develop links with local organisations
• To work with partners to inform delivery and to sustain activity beyond the life
of the project
• To develop and promote educational and interpretation resources
• To plan and pilot activities to introduce target groups to the Plantation and
encourage them to continue to visit and explore
• To explore mechanisms to improve transport to and within the Plantation
• To work in Richmond Park to deliver the Partnership and Community
Engagement programme identified through the Isabella Plantation Access
Project
• To support the implementation of The Royal Parks Corporate Plan (in particular
the strategic plans for Volunteering and Education (see Appendix XIV: TRP
Volunteer Strategy and Appendix XV: TRP Education Strategy)
During the development stage, the PACE Officer has identified 10 themes, or areas
of activity, which will engage the target groups and the wider public, involve
volunteers, and integrate the training programme. Whilst there is a great deal of
cross-over between the themes, and no theme will be delivered in isolation, the
concept of the 10 themes identifies key areas of work and activity and will provide a
framework for the delivery and evaluation of the project.
The ten Activity themes are:
• Plant Collection
• Horticultural Volunteers
• Guided Walks
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biodiversity
Social History
Waymarking and Access Resources
Education Resources
60th Anniversary Activities 2013
Transport
Website

(See pages 91 – 106 for the delivery Action Plan, with timescales)

11.1 The Plant Collection
The internationally important plant collection is visited by a vast number of people
during April and May when many specimens are in full flower. The Park
Management and gardeners work closely with other botanical gardens to support
propagation and continuation of the species which are on site. The Collection is
visited annually by specialist horticultural groups and experts, such as the
International Camellia Society, the International Dendrological Society, and the
Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.
Public and specialist consultation have revealed that there is a demand for more
information about the plant collection to be made available. An archive of slide
images of the plant collection already exists and Plant Collection Volunteers will be
recruited to scan this existing archive to convert the images to a digital format. These
images will be made available, with supporting information, via the web. A further
role for Plant Collection Volunteers will be in taking new photographs of plant
specimens and uploading these to the web. Plant Collection Volunteers will also
have access to the Library and Archives at RBG Kew, and will collate information on
the history of the Plant Collection, for dissemination on the web. This will include
information on the Wilson 50, and the Stirling Survey.
There will be opportunities for Plant Collection Volunteers to receive training and to
develop skills in plant identification and classification, with the opportunity to attend
the “Introduction to Botany” Study Days at RBG Kew, and training opportunities with
TRP Guild will also be explored. There will also be opportunities to develop skills in
photography and digital media. Plant Collection Volunteers will also work with an
existing group of volunteers working on the Pembroke Lodge archive project.
With one Plant Collection Volunteer already recruited to begin photography during
the development stage, the initial task for the delivery phase will be to photograph
the plants described in the monthly plant diaries produced by the Assistant Park
Manager. These plant diaries, with images, will be available in a number of formats
and will assist visitors to locate and identify key plant specimens in the Plantation.
A number of opportunities will be planned for people to develop photographic skills,
including public photography competitions in conjunction with FRP, and photography
workshops for local schools, colleges and groups.
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The work of the Plant Collection Volunteers in recording and collating information
about the Plant Collection will contribute to a number of activity resources and
educational resources (see section 11.7) that will be made available via the web.
These will include the monthly plant diaries, ‘Eye Spy’ style identification booklets for
a range of audiences, Plant Hunter and Garden Design educational resources for a
range of Key Stages, and seasonal self-guided trails for a range of audiences.
Benefits
• To create an accessible record of plant specimens in the Plantation
• To promote greater understanding of the Plant Collection
• To provide opportunities for engagement with target groups and the wider
public through activity
• To provide opportunities for people to develop skills in photography,
classification and botany

11.2 Horticultural Volunteers
Volunteers have not worked in the Isabella Plantation prior to this project. As a pilot
initiative for the development stage, a first tranche of 12 Horticultural Volunteers
were recruited through FRP. Having started work on site in September 2011, the
group have so far contributed over 400 hours of their time. This pilot group of
volunteers have played a crucial role in developing relationships with the Isabella
gardening staff, and in helping to develop a framework for Horticultural Volunteer
activity during the delivery stage. The work of the Horticultural Volunteers is closely
linked to the Maintenance and Management Plan (MMP) and the Conservation
Management Plan (CMP) for the Plantation, and their positive impact on the
Plantation is already clearly evident.
The current volunteers, 10 women and 2 men, all have an interest in horticulture, but
have varied levels of experience, ranging from RHS qualifications in garden design,
to no experience at all. The volunteers have been trained in the use of equipment
and provided with personal protective clothing and tools. The group have been
allocated an area within the Conservation Area / Nursery, with an equipment store,
and a mess facility. This is a new project for the gardening staff and so sensitivities
around work programmes have had to be carefully managed. The Assistant Park
Manager and the PACE Officer have worked closely with the gardening staff to
produce an annual work programme and one of the volunteers has taken on the role
of Volunteer Coordinator in order to provide a link between staff and volunteers (see
Appendix XI: Horticultural Volunteer work plan).
During the delivery stage, Horticultural Volunteers will continue to work alongside the
Isabella gardening staff, who will provide basic training in horticultural tasks, such as
taking cuttings, pruning and sowing seeds. Seasonal walks led by the Assistant Park
Manager and the gardening staff will also provide opportunities for knowledge
development. The Horticultural Volunteer programme will be expanded during the
delivery stage, with the intention to recruit more volunteers, and to increase the
diversity of people volunteering. Linked to this will be a number of training
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opportunities for staff to develop skills in training and management of volunteers, so
that the volunteering initiatives can be sustained and further developed beyond the
life of the project.
During the delivery phase, opportunities for short term volunteering placements will
be made available to local young people with disabilities. These placements will
provide a range of experience in basic horticulture and land-based industry in an
effort to assist the young people with potential career choices. The LBRuT
Transitions Team have a number of clients who have already expressed an interest
in this opportunity. The provision of ‘Introduction to Horticulture’ sessions will also be
developed with key partners such as RBG Kew and TRP Guild, in an effort to
promote horticulture as a career option for young people.
Benefits
• Involving a range of volunteers in the practical conservation and maintenance
of the Plantation
• Developing horticultural skills and experience in a range of volunteers
• Introducing young people with disabilities to horticulture and land-based skills
• Providing training and development opportunities for staff and contractors
Comments from Development Stage Horticultural Volunteers
“Many thanks for organising lunch for us all last week, it was fun and it’s good to
meet up socially from time to time”.
“Wednesday was the best day in the Isabella, everyone worked happily together as a
team”
“Still very happy chopping down as we get plenty of exercise, see immediate results
and keep warm. Planting good too - before frost hardens ground. I think I can speak
for everyone in saying we're all very glad to help an extremely good cause AND we
all love doing it for a variety of reasons, so it benefits both parties!”

11.3 Guided Walks
Gardening staff currently provide two or three free public guided tours of the Isabella
Plantation each month. The dates and meeting points for these tours are advertised
on notice boards within the Plantation and do not need to be pre-booked. The
numbers of people attending the walks can range from 1 person to over 40 people.
The Friends of Richmond Park provide a regular programme of guided walks in
Richmond Park, for their members and for the public but they do not currently
provide any guided walks in the Isabella Plantation.
Public and specialist consultation have revealed that there is demand for guided
tours of the Plantation, but it would be impractical and unsustainable to request that
the gardening staff expand their current offer. As such, a group of volunteers will be
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recruited and trained to deliver a range of guided walks within the Plantation, with
particular emphasis on providing walks and tours for a range of target groups.
An initial tranche of Guided Walks volunteers has been recruited during the
development phase. This first tranche of 8 volunteers have been recruited through
FRP and THLC. The volunteers have undertaken a 3-day guided walk training
course, including a session on designing and delivering walks for people with visual
impairments, and their skills will be further developed with visits to RBG Kew to
shadow their volunteer guided walks leaders. The group will then be fully involved in
the design and development of the guided walks for the Plantation, and will trial and
evaluate the walks. The availability of guided walks will be promoted through partner
organisations and target groups.
During the delivery stage, more volunteers will be recruited and trained to deliver
guided walks, with particular emphasis on training a more diverse range of
volunteers in order to meet the needs of target groups. Links will be developed with
relevant partners to work with guided walks interpreters to ensure that the guided
walks can be made accessible to all.
The aim for the Guided Walks programme is to create 4 seasonal guided walk routes
that will be the basis of delivery to any group. Individual volunteers will then develop
their walks based on their particular interests or on the requirements of the visiting
groups. THLC will also extend their current educational offer to include Guided
Walks at the Plantation, with a particular emphasis on sensory tours for children with
disabilities.
During the delivery stage links will also be made with local schools and colleges to
support GSCE and GNVO Leisure and Tourism courses. By producing an
educational resource based around the development and delivery of guided walks,
the project will engage and educate young people in understanding and increasing
their employability skills and understanding the specialist skills required to be
inclusive in offering support to the wider community.
Benefits
• Involving volunteers in the design and delivery of guided walks
• Providing opportunities for the community to engage in activity at the
Plantation and to promote greater understanding and enjoyment of the
Plantation
• Creating a range of guided walks that will highlight key features of the
Plantation throughout the year, and not just at peak season
• Providing opportunities for specialist guided walk provision and interpretation i
• Providing opportunities for practical and vocational skills development for
young people
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11.4 Biodiversity
As a NNR and a SSSI, Richmond Park contains a wide variety of ecological habitats
that support a wide and diverse range of species. Despite a high proportion of nonnative planting, the Isabella Plantation supports high levels of biodiversity. Working
with TRP Ecology unit, existing biodiversity data and records relating to the
Plantation will be collated and made available as a web resource The web resource
will also link to the ISpot site, developed by the OPAL programme with TRP as a key
partner, to enable visitors to the Plantation to upload photographs of plants, fungi
and animals for identification.
Numerous aspects of the physical improvements on site are also intended to
enhance biodiversity. One notable example is the creation of reed beds around
Peg’s Pond, and educational resource for investigating reed bed habitats will be
developed in conjunction will local schools.
A range of other activity resources relating to biodiversity will be created for a range
of audiences during the delivery phase. These will include identification and
information resources about birds, fungi, trees, butterflies, water birds, and bees and
heather.
Some of the guided walks offered by the Guided Walks volunteers (see section 11.3)
will be themed around biodiversity, and there are plans to offer evening bat walks in
the Plantation during the delivery stage. A number of activities focussing on natural
themes will also be offered to target groups and organisations during the life of the
project in order to engage the local community and to promote understanding of
biodiversity.
Benefits
• Making information on biodiversity within the Plantation available as an
accessible resource
• Creating educational resources and activity resources relating to biodiversity
• Engaging target groups and the wider public in activity at the Plantation and
promoting the importance of biodiversity and conservation

11.5 Social History
The Isabella Plantation was opened to the public in 1953, and communication with
the public has revealed that many people have had a life time relationship with the
site and care deeply for it. Happy memories have ensured that people have
continued to visit the Plantation throughout their lives, and have enjoyed introducing
new generations of family and friends to the Isabella. The small size and longevity of
service of the Isabella Plantation workforce has also created strong bonds between
people and Plantation.
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Linking with a group of volunteers who are currently working on the Pembroke Lodge
archive project for Richmond Park, an existing collection of images and printed
information relating to the social history of the Plantation will be scanned and made
available on the web. Throughout the delivery stage of the project, appeals will be
made to the public and to local history organisations for further images or
documentation relating to the Plantation, and this will also be made available as an
online resource.
In an effort to capture people’s memories of the Isabella, an oral history project will
engage staff, target groups and the wider public in recording their experiences, and
will result in the production of audio files that will be available to download via the
web. During the development phase, a number of key past and present staff
members have already recorded their reminiscences. This aspect of the project will
be further expanded during the delivery phase in conjunction with TRP Guild and
Pembroke Lodge, with plans to hold workshop training sessions for local young
people in interview techniques and audio recording, and for these young people to
then be engaged in recording the memories of individuals from target groups and of
the wider public. There will be particular emphasis on intergenerational work with
older people.
In addition to the creation of a web-based archive, with images, documentation and
audio files relating to the social history of the Plantation, the young people involved
in the oral history project will contribute to the creation of a practical educational
resource that will be made available to schools and colleges as an exemplar of how
to deliver an oral history project.
Benefits
• Collating records and images relating to the social history of the Plantation
and making them available as on online resource
• Capturing memories and experiences of the Plantation and making them
available as audio files on the web
• Providing opportunities for young people to develop skills and to deliver an
oral history project, and to assist in the creation of an educational resource
that will support other young people to deliver oral history projects
• Engaging young people and older people in an intergenerational project

11.6

Waymarking and Access Resources

Public consultation has revealed strong sentiments that the ‘nature’ of the Plantation
should not be altered. Many people referred to their enjoyment of ‘getting lost’ in the
Plantation and there is clear resistance to providing too much signage on site.
However, specialist consultation has clearly revealed that a fear of getting lost and a
lack of navigation on site are seen as barriers by many people from the target
groups. With a number of physical improvements planned for the Plantation, such as
a new accessible path network and the provision of accessible toilet facilities, it is
important that people are able to locate these improvements and to plan their visit
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based on their access requirements. Language also creates a barrier, not only for
some local people from ethnic communities, but also for the international visitors who
come to the Plantation to see the Plant Collection.
A major aspect of the project is to improve signage and navigation on site. During
the development stage, the PACE Officer has been consulting with target groups
and partner organisations to identify what resources are needed to make the
Plantation fully accessible. In addition to the provision of maps highlighting key
features and routes, there was clear support across all target groups for the
introduction of a system of waymarking on site. There was a clear indication from
both the wider public and from target groups that the system of waymarking should
be subtle, creative, and in keeping with the Plantation, so that it could be used if
required, but should not become an overwhelming presence within the Plantation.
During the delivery phase, waymarking design workshops will be held, with local
groups representing the five target audiences. With a site visit, followed by a creative
workshop with sculptors, artists and landscape architects, the ideas and designs
produced by groups and individuals will feed directly into the design process of the
waymarking system, which will be installed once the other works on site have been
completed in 2013. The completed waymarking system will enable navigation around
the site but will also link to other aspects of the project, such as educational
resources, activity resources or guided walks.
The waymarking system will need to be supported by accompanying maps. A new
TRP map of the Isabella Plantation will be produced as a base map, and another
map will highlight the new accessible path network, Maps linking resources to the
waymarking system will be provided with the various resources online, and all maps
will be available to download in a variety of formats, including large print and
language translations. Hard copy maps will also be available from the Richmond
Park Office and the Visitor Centre at Pembroke Lodge, with additional maps
provided on site at the Isabella Plantation. Access resources will be trialled on site
with relevant target groups after the completion of the physical works.
Benefits
• Creating and installing a system of waymarking that will enable navigation on
site
• Linking the system of waymarking to a variety of resources to enable activity
on site
• Involving local people from target groups in the design and production of the
waymarking system
• Producing a series of maps that will allow people to plan their visit based on
their access requirements
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11.7

Education Resources

Whilst schools and other educational groups use the main body of Richmond Park
for geography, science, environmental education and other studies, they seldom
use the Isabella Plantation. During the delivery stage of the project, the PACE Officer
will work with local schools and other educational groups to develop a range of
opportunities for using the Plantation for formal and non-formal education. The
physical improvements on site, notably the improved toilet facilities, will encourage
group visits, and the development and promotion of educational resources which will
be made available on the web will enable schools and groups to adapt and plan their
visits to suit their requirements. The PACE Officer will work with schools, trainee
teachers and educational groups during the life of the project but it is important to
develop activities and resources that enable self-guided visits so that educational
activity can be sustained after the life of the project.
Appropriate educational resources that have been identified for development during
the delivery stage include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plant Hunters (version 1 for KS1 & 2 / version 2 for KS3 & 4) – linked to Plant
Collection theme (section 11.1)
Garden Designers (version 1 for KS3 & 4? / version 2 for vocational
courses?) – linked to Plant Collection theme (section 11.1)
Guided Walks Project Resource (GCSE / GNVQ Leisure and Tourism) –
linked to Guided Walks theme (section 11.3)
Reed Bed Habitats (version 1 for KS1 & 2 / version 2 for KS3 & 4) – linked to
Biodiversity theme (section 11.4)
How to plan and deliver an Oral History Project (KS3 & 4 & FE) – linked to
Social History theme (section 11.5)
Map Skills / Orienteering (version KS1 & 2 / version 2 for KS3 & 4) – linked
to Waymarking and Access Resources theme (section 11.6)

Some educational resources will clearly link with other areas of the project, providing
opportunities for volunteers to have an input (for example, Plant Collection
volunteers contributing to Plant Hunters resource materials; Guided Walks
volunteers contributing to Guided Walks resource materials etc)
The Holly Lodge Centre provides a range of formal and non-formal educational
opportunities to mainstream (Key Stages 1&2) and special needs schools and
groups. The PACE Officer will be working closely with the Project Manager and
volunteers of THLC to create appropriate educational resources to make visits to the
Plantation part of their educational offer. The recent donation of a Sunshine coach to
the charity has also opened possibilities of transportation of groups from the Centre
to the Isabella Plantation. Educational activities, which can be offered to young
people, particularly those with special or additional needs will be designed,
developed and tested in the delivery phase of the project in collaboration with THLC.
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Benefits
• Creating a range of educational resources relevant to the Plantation, linked to
the National Curriculum where appropriate, and making them available online
• Involving local schools and group in the creation and evaluation of educational
activities
• Providing educational resources for people with a range of needs
• Expanding the educational offer of The Holly Lodge Centre

60th Anniversary Activities 2013

11.8

2013 marks the 60th anniversary of the Isabella Plantation being opened to the
public. As the capital works and physical improvements on site will not be completed
until 2013, many aspects of the project will still be in development at this time so, in
addition to celebrating the anniversary of the Plantation, a series of events and
public activities will be planned and delivered during Spring and Summer 2013 in
order to raise awareness of the Plantation and to promote the forthcoming
improvements. The activities will also provide opportunities for engagement with
target groups, with an emphasis on promoting the activities through partner
organisations.
A group of activity volunteers will be recruited at the start of the delivery stage, with
particular emphasis on recruitment from target groups. The volunteers will receive
training in order to deliver the activities in 2013, but will also be involved in the
planning and promotion of the activities. Once the 2013 activities are completed,
volunteers will be invited to continue their involvement by working on other aspects
of the project, or by continuing to volunteer for partner organisations, and it may be
possible to hold a second series of events in 2014 after the works on site are
completed.
Proposed activities include:
•

Still Pond Reflections (capturing visitor memories on site - linked to Social
History theme – see section 11.5)

•

Family Explorer Days

•

Art and Craft Activities

•

Guided Walks

•

Bat Walks	
  

•
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Benefits
• Celebrating a milestone in the history of the Plantation
• Increasing awareness of the Plantation among target groups and the wider
public
• Promoting the forthcoming improvements and encouraging repeat visits
• Involving volunteers in the planning, promotion and delivery of activities
• Providing opportunities for volunteers to engage with local partner
organisations and potentially facilitate volunteer recruitment to these
organisations

11.9

Transport

(See Appendix VII: Transport Workshop notes)
Consultation has clearly demonstrated that a lack of transport to and around the
Plantation is a major barrier, preventing many local people from accessing the
Isabella Plantation. There are numerous public transport routes around the perimeter
of Richmond Park but no transport links into the Park. The Isabella Plantation is
some distance from the nearest public transport links, and routes to the Plantation
from the nearest public car park (Broomfield Hill), and around the Plantation itself,
cause problems fro those with mobility issues.
During the development stage, a specialist partner workshop was held to investigate
transport issues and to identify potential solutions. Representatives from the Holly
Lodge Centre, a range of disability groups, and local community transport providers,
from all three surrounding boroughs (Richmond, Kingston and Wandsworth)
contributed to the workshop and it was agreed that a Transport Working Group
should be formed to continue to investigate accessible transport initiatives
throughout the delivery stage and beyond.
There are plans to upgrade the existing wheelchair hire facility to enable access
around the Plantation, to investigate the provision of a shuttle buggy service linking
the Broomfield Hill car park with the Plantation, and to develop and promote
community transport provision to provide access to the Plantation from surrounding
local areas. Transport to the Plantation for groups participating in activities will also
be provided by the project throughout the delivery stage.
The Holly Lodge Centre has generously offered to support this aspect of the project
by providing their ‘Sunshine Coach’ minibus for group transport and potentially as a
shuttle link service from nearby public transport terminals to the Plantation. The
‘Sunshine Coach’ has already been used several times during the development
stage to transport groups to the Plantation for site visits and consultation activities,
and for transporting groups of volunteers.
Richmond and Kingston Accessible Transport (RaKAT) will also be key partners in
this area of work, by promoting the Isabella Plantation to the 200+ local groups who
use their community transport services, and playing a key advisory role on the
Transport Working Group.
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10 Transport Volunteers will be recruited during the delivery stage, and their role will
be shaped by the Transport Working Group. Volunteer roles may include minibus
driving, supporting and operating the proposed shuttle buggy system, or supporting
the proposed electric wheelchair / mobility scooter hire facility. With the help of the
Transport Working Group and partner organisations, the volunteers will be supported
in developing systems that can be sustained after the life of the project.
Benefits
• Providing transport to the Plantation for local groups
• Developing initiatives that will improve public access to the Plantation
• Developing services that will enable access around the Plantation
• Working with local partners and volunteers to ensure sustainable transport
initiatives for the future

11.10

Website

Cutting across all of the themes of the Activity Plan is the need for an accessible
web-based resource that will house all of the information, resources and
documentation produced during the project. With the ultimate aim of creating an
Isabella Plantation section within the TRP website, initial work has been underway
during the development stage to pilot an Isabella Plantation section on the Pembroke
Lodge website, which already houses the results of much of the archive research on
Richmond Park that has been undertaken by the Hearsum family and a group of
volunteers. The Isabella website will be designed with full access in mind and will not
only hold information and resources, but will also provide links to partner
organisations and relevant local services. The Isabella website will be an ongoing
and sustainable legacy for the project.
The website would include the following sections and features:
• Access information, including information on Transport to and around the
Plantation
• Map downloads
• Activity and Education resource downloads on a range of topics and themes
• Images and information about the Plant Collection
• Social History archive and Oral History recordings
• Information on biodiversity including identification functions
• Links to all partner organisations
• Social media functions
During the delivery phase of the project, training in using the internet would be
offered to target groups, in an effort to ensure that the local community is able to
access the Isabella website. Opportunities for local FE/HE students to develop skills
in digital media and social media will also be provided during the delivery stage, and
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the students would also be invited to support the computer training sessions for
target groups.
Benefits
• Creating a sustainable legacy for the Isabella Plantation Access Project
• Providing a single accessible web location for all information, resources and
documentation produced during the project
• Providing opportunities for target groups to develop IT skills
• Providing opportunities for intergenerational engagement and learning
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12. Measuring Success
12.1 Evaluation methodology
This project will be monitored throughout its lifetime by a number of agencies, most
significantly, regular reporting will be required to TRP’s ExCom (Executive
Committee) and the Heritage Lottery. The Project Team and Steering Group will
maintain an overview of progress for both the physical improvements to the site, and
the Conservation Management Plan (CMP) and the Management and Maintenance
Plan (MMP).
12.1.1 Partner, Stakeholder, Public Input
The IPAP is a collaborative project adopting a partnership approach, working with
members of the local community, organisations and other stakeholders to develop
and design the project, and to be involved in delivery. Consequently, we are also
adopting a collaborative approach to the evaluation of the project. Sections 12.2 to
12.7 include detailed arrangements for monitoring and evaluation.
A sequence of quality workshops were held in 2010 involving key stakeholders and
Steering Group members to establish quality success standards and to measure
design against these. This was followed up with a Steering Group workshop in
August 2011 to consider success measures, and a further stakeholders’ workshop in
September 2012 to assess the design and proposals against these measures.
These measures have been adapted to sit alongside the HLF’s requirements for
monitoring (see Appendix XVI: Measuring Success).
Partners, local organisations and individuals will be invited to take part in a series of
‘before’ and ‘after’ studies to assess character, tranquillity, access (including social
access and wayfinding) and resources.
12.1.2 Data Collection
In addition to both qualitative and quantitative information gathered through partners,
stakeholders and members of the public, a range of data will be collected to help
assess the success of the project. This will include:
• Visitor Surveys carried out in March and May 2012 and again in March and
May 2014 (subject to project completion)
• Records regarding the biodiversity and ecological life of the Plantation will be
gathered and assessed
• A photographic record is being kept of the changes in the Plantation
• Gate counters will be maintained on the Plantation’s gates for the lifetime of
the project
• Financial records showing maintenance costs will be reviewed
• Records of all activities, training, volunteering will be maintained
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12.1.3 Review and Evaluation
The Activity Plan contains an Action Plan (see pages 91 - 106) which will feed into
the annual work programme for the Isabella Plantation. It sets out recommended
actions derived from the Activity Plan and will help to inform progress on these
actions.
The Action Plan will undergo regular review through the IPAP Project Team and
Steering Group meetings continuing until completion of the project in 2014. These
meetings provide a suitable forum for reporting progress. Regular reporting against
targets is required by the Heritage Lottery Fund.
As part of this process the PACE Officer, and after this post has finished, the Head
of Education and Community Engagement will carry out an annual review of the
Isabella Plantation Activity Action Plan to report on progress towards achieving
targets and recommended actions.
At project completion, key stakeholders and partners will be invited to take part in a
review workshop to discuss project outcomes. This will be incorporated into a final
evaluation report along with comparative post-project surveys.

12.2 Increasing the Range of Audiences Using and Enjoying the
Plantation
Although a Visitors Survey was carried within the Plantation in May 2010 more
directed surveying will be carried in March and May 2012 and then repeated post
development to provide a way of measuring user experience and opinions on
change. This information will also be used to measure any changes taking place in
the profile of the visitors to the Plantation. At the same times (pre and post
development), a survey will be circulated via our project update mailing list to gather
views.
We will also carry out a number of other ‘before’ and ‘after’ studies to gain
perspectives on specific aspects of the project. A number of groups will be invited to
carry out assessment visits to the Plantation in May 2012 and at the end of the
project across a range of times of day/days of the week to score zones of the
Plantation against a number of ‘character’ criteria. The groups will then repeat the
same exercise when the development is complete. The groups will include: Project
Steering Group members; Horticultural Volunteers; Plantation Gardeners;
representatives of ‘target’ communities (people with disabilities, older people,
families with young children, those from BAME communities, young people).
Partner organisations with specialist knowledge of physical access issues will also
be asked to carry out a ‘before’ and ‘after’ assessment of the access of the site
against a set of criteria determined in conjunction with our access consultant.
During the development stage records have been maintained of the number of
groups and individuals consulted, and the numbers involved in planning and
participating in activities, as well as obtaining feedback information from each group
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taking part in activities. This monitoring will continue throughout the delivery stage.
We will also ensure we get feedback from all groups taking part in training initiatives.
After project completion, we will carry out further visitor perception surveys and
group feedback discussions with partners and organisations who have taken part in
the project.

12.3 Conserving and Enhancing Heritage
Biodiversity improvements will be measured in a number of ways. Entec UK Ltd
dredging and sediment analysis (2010) and PSYM based water quality testing (2011)
have provided a baseline for water quality of ponds pre development. PSYM testing
will also be carried out post development in 2015 to help to evaluate the value of
ecological enhancement to water bodies. In addition to this the Richmond Park Bird
Recording Group standard bird walk and bird nesting surveys have provided
excellent baseline data on birds. The group’s effort will continue through
development into completion and will also provide a measure for the success of the
project in terms of biodiversity. In addition to this the comprehensive information on
Isabella Plantation flora and fauna species already recorded by GiGL will also be
enhanced by further species recording carried out by both commissioned specialists
and enthusiasts encouraged wherever possible via TRP Community Ecology Unit,
The Richmond Park Wildlife Group and the LBRuT Biodiversity Group through
development, delivery and after completion of the Project.
Plant collection health will be measured by the effectiveness of strategies to improve
health such as canopy thinning, the removal of Rhododendron p
Ponticum and the reduction in incidence of associated pest and diseases such as
Scale Insect and Sooty Mould. The success of renovative pruning techniques on
Rhododendron, evergreen and deciduous Azaleas and Camellia japonica cultivars
on improving the health and vigour of plants is evident.
Fixed point and time photography in defined landscape character areas (as set out in
the IPAP Conservation Management Plan) and carried out on regular basis
throughout the development and delivery stages as well as after project completion
will provide a visual measure of the effects that the Project changes have had on the
Plantation on a number of different levels which include its natural character and
public use.
We will also record the numbers of people trained and educated in plant
management and we will secure feedback from them following training.

12.4 Increasing the Range of Volunteers
Evaluation in this area will be supported by:
• Profile of volunteers ‘before/after’ – by number, ethnicity, age, disability.
‘Before’ to be carried out during development.
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•
•
•
•
•

Record of volunteer progress, individual development to be kept during the
development and delivery stages.
The Volunteer Strategy to be produced during development will include
targets
The delivery of the Volunteer Strategy to be monitored through Steering
Group
Records to be kept of numbers of volunteer hours worked during lifetime of
project
Volunteer satisfaction and feedback, including partner organisations and
Steering Group. Volunteer satisfaction survey to be carried out as ‘before’
and after (before during development), and other information to be gathered
by post project discussion groups to include staff, volunteers, partners,
Steering Group, etc..

12.5 Improving Skills and Knowledge through Training
Evaluation in this area will be supported by:
• Benchmark skills audit needs assessment and baseline for staff, volunteers
and partner organisations which will include individual self assessment and
targets.
• Revisit skills audit in 2014
• A register will be maintained of how many people are trained in what
• Get feedback from all training provided for individuals and groups
• Feedback from groups using activities tools and education packs and from
groups visiting the Plantation for taster visits and induction sessions
• Records will be kept of who and how many use education resources and take
part in induction
• Records will be kept and feedback secured from the number of new schools,
groups, educational agencies that start using the Plantation as a result of
IPAP activities and initiatives
• Records will be kept of the number of resource downloads from the web

12.6 Sustainability, Management and Maintenance
Quadrennial conditions surveys carried out on both the existing toilet block and the
new building and shelter by the Facilities Management Contractor to assess
condition of buildings. Surveys will also provide a measure of quality in terms of
maintenance, management and build.
Sustainability is at the heart of this project: to ensure that the Plantation remains
accessible; to develop sustainable partnerships; to deliver sustainable activities. To
this end, the project includes the following components:
• Steering Group with an ongoing role in programme management to help
sustain partnerships and to ensure that the programme continues beyond the
life of the project
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Involvement of partners, volunteers and other stakeholders in managing
projects
Increased numbers of volunteers to enable new programmes to take place
Training volunteers in horticultural skills helps maintain the Plantation to a
high standard
Staff involvement engages and motivates staff to be involved the project and
new initiatives associated with it
The creation and promotion of information and educational resources will
enable better communication and provide opportunities for ongoing
community engagement
Working in partnership with local organisations and individuals to ensure
continuity after the end of the project
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Action Plan 2012 – 2015 (see Appendix I: Cost Summary for Activity)
Theme 1
Aim: To create a visual record of plants in the Isabella Plantation
Plant Collection
Objectives:
To organise current records of the plants and develop an ongoing recording system for the future
TOTAL COST:
To make all of the images and information on the plant collection available on the website
£2,000
Task
Target
Lead and partners
Timescale
Recruit Plant Collection
Recruit 8 volunteers
PACE / Isabella staff Sept 2012 –
volunteers
Deliver TRP volunteer induction,
/ APM
Dec 2012
and IPAP Induction and Site
Orientation
Train Plant Collection
Volunteers to attend “Introduction to
PACE / Volunteers /
Sept 2012
volunteers
Botany” Study Day at RBG Kew
RBG Kew / TRP
– March
Volunteers to attend Induction at
Guild
2013
RBG Kew Library & Archive
Train volunteers in use of camera
and IT equipment
Convert existing slide archive
Volunteers to scan existing slide
PACE Officer /
Sept 2012
to digital format
collection to digital format
Volunteers / Isabella
–Dec 2013
Volunteers to identify and
staff /APM / RBG
Create new versions of
Monthly Plant Diaries with
photograph plants described in the
Kew
images
monthly plant diaries
Research and collate historical Volunteers to use research facilities
information about the Plant
at RGB Kew Library & Archive to
collate information
Collection
All Plant Collection information
to be uploaded to IPAP
Website
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PACE / TRP
Webmaster
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2013 - 2014

Develop activity resources and
educational resources relating
to the Plant Collection

PACE / APM /
Volunteers / Schools /
FE providers / Target
Groups

Develop
resources
2013
Trial and
evaluate
Spring /
Summer
2014

Upload finalised resources to
IPAP website and produce
hard copies for distribution

PACE / TRP
Webmaster

2014

Promote website resource

PACE / Partner
Organisations / TRP
Marketing & Comms

2014

Theme 2
Horticultural
Volunteers

Work with a variety of groups and
education providers to develop
appropriate resources, with trial and
evaluation after the physical works
on site have been completed

Aim: To involve the local community in the maintenance and management of the Isabella Plantation
Objectives:
To recruit and train a team of volunteers to support the Isabella Plantation staff in horticulture
tasks
To provide opportunities for young people to understand training and career development in
Horticulture
To provide opportunities for young people with disabilities to engage with horticulture

TOTAL COST:
£3,500
Task
Targets
Recruit Horticultural Volunteers Recruit 8 volunteers (in addition to
12 volunteers recruited in dev
stage)
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Lead and partners
PACE / Isabella Staff /
APM
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Timetable
Sept 2012
– Dec
2012

Equip Horticultural Volunteers

Deliver TRP volunteer induction,
and IPAP Induction and Site
Orientation
Provide a mess facility, tools,
equipment and PPE

PACE / APM

Complete
September
2012

Train Horticultural Volunteers

Provide a range of horticultural
training and skills development
opportunities for volunteers, both
on site and off site

PACE / Isabella staff /
APM / RBG Kew /
TRP Guild / RHS

2012 2014

Create an annual work
programme for volunteers

Develop the provisional work
programme created during dev
stage and adapt accordingly if
required (particularly whilst
physical works are being
completed)

PACE / Volunteers /
Isabella staff / APM

Sept 2012
onwards

Develop and deliver a series of
‘Introduction to Horticulture’
sessions for young people to
promote horticulture as a
career option

Work with key partners to develop
sessions at the Isabella Plantation
and other partner sites. Develop
links with groups working with
young people, particularly those
needing support with career
development

PACE / Volunteers /
Isabella Staff / TRP
Guild / RHS / Local
providers of
Horticulture and Landbased Skills courses /
MET Police Probation
Officers

Develop
2012
Deliver
2013 and
2014

Provide work horticultural work
experience opportunities for
young people with disabilities

Offer 4 placements per year
Placements to involve 5 full days
experiencing a range of

PACE / LBRuT
Transitions Team /
Young people and

2013 and
2014
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Develop strategies for
sustaining the Horticultural
Volunteer programme after the
end of the project
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horticultural tasks

carers / Isabella staff

Work with staff and partners to
create an ongoing work
programme and to identify and
agree support mechanisms and
funding

PACE / Isabella staff /
APM / Volunteers /
Partner organisations
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2014

Theme 3
Guided Walks

TOTAL COST:
£3,500
Tasks
Recruit Guided Walks
Volunteers

Aim: To provide opportunities for community groups to engage in guided tours of the Isabella
Plantation
Objectives:
To provide opportunities for community volunteers to engage in delivery of guided tours at the
To make Isabella Plantation making it more accessible, enjoyable and informative for a wider
audience
To recruit and train a team of volunteer to deliver guided walks to a public audience
To recruit and train volunteers to deliver specialist guided walks
To develop links with career development in Leisure and Tourism students

Train Guided Walks Volunteers

Develop guided walks

Promote guided walks
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Targets
Recruit 12 volunteers (in addition to
8 volunteers recruited in dev stage)
Deliver TRP volunteer induction ,
and IPAP Induction and Site
Orientation
Volunteers to undertake 3 day
Guided Walks training programme
Volunteers to shadow guided walks
volunteers at RBG Kew
Volunteers to participate in guided
tour of Plantation with Isabella Staff
Work with Guided Walks
Volunteers to develop a series of
guided walks, linked with
Waymarking (see Theme 6 –
Waymarking & Access Resources)
and work with partners to identify
requirements for specialist guided
walks provision

Lead and partners
PACE

Timescale
Sept 2012
– Dec
2012

PACE / TRP Service
Provider (Ruth
Hayhurst) / RBG Kew
/ Isabella Staff

Jan 2013
onwards

PACE / Volunteers /
Sept 2012
Partner Organisations/ onwards
Target Groups
Trial
Summer
2013
PACE / Partner
Organisations

Promote the Guided Walks as an
activity to local community groups
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2014

and target groups
Develop strategies for
sustaining the Guided Walks
programme after the end of the
project
Develop and produce Guided
Walks educational resource for
GCSE / GNVQ Leisure &
Tourism students
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(See Theme 7 – Education
Resources)
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PACE / Volunteers /
FRP / Partner
Organisations

2014

PACE / Schools / FE
providers / Guided
Walks Volunteers

Develop
2013 /
Trial &
evaluate
2014

Theme 4
Biodiversity

TOTAL COST:
£1,000
Task

Aim: To create a record of biodiversity in the Isabella Plantation
Objectives:
To Collate biodiversity records and information to make them available via the website
To create a range of activity resources and materials related to biodiversity, make available to the
public
To raise awareness of biodiversity
Targets

Lead and partners

Timescale

Recruit Biodiversity
Volunteers

Recruit 2 volunteers with
background in Ecology, possibly
local HE students

PACE / TRP Ecology

Sept 2012
– Dec 2012

Collate Biodiversity records

Volunteers to work with TRP
Ecology to identify and collate
Biodiversity records for Isabella
Plantation
Work with target groups to
develop and trial a range of
appropriate activity resources

PACE / TRP Ecology /
Volunteers

Sept 2012
– Sept
2013

PACE / TRP Ecology /
Target Groups

(See Theme 7 – Education
Resources)

PACE / Schools

Develop
Sept 2012
– Sept
2013 / Trial
& Evaluate
2014

Develop and produce a range
of activity resources relating
to Biodiversity
Develop and produce an
educational resource on Reed
Bed Habitats
Upload all Biodiversity
resources to website and
promote website

Theme 5
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PACE / TRP
Webmaster

Aim: To capture the social history of the Isabella Plantation, past and present
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2014

Social History

TOTAL COST:
£2,000
Tasks

Objectives:
To collate images and documentation relating to social history of the Plantation, and make available
to the public via the website
To record memories and experiences of staff (past and present) and members of the public
To involve older people and young people in an intergenerational project
Targets

Cost/resources

Lead and partners

Timescales

Collate and scan existing
Social History archive

Work with existing volunteers at
Pembroke Lodge to identify and
collate existing Social History
evidence (documentation and
images) for Isabella and convert
to digital format

PACE / Pembroke
Lodge / FRP

Sept 2012 –
Sept 2013

Appeal to the public for
Social History evidence
relating to Isabella from
public

Promote appeal for information
through Visitor Centre, local
history societies and partner
organisations
Collate information and convert
to digital format

PACE / Pembroke
Lodge / FRP / Partner
Organisations

Sept 2012 –
Sept 2013

Oral history recordings –
staff

Continue recording memories
and experiences of staff past
and present

PACE / TRP Staff / TRP
Guild / Fountains

July 2012 –
Dec 2012

Oral history recordings public

Work with 2 groups of local
young people, providing training
in interviewing techniques and
use of recording equipment

PACE / Target groups
(young people)

2013
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Involve young people in
recording memories and
experiences of public and target
groups, including sessions on
site at Isabella
Develop and produce Oral
History project resource for
schools

PACE / Schools / Oral
History group / TRP
Guild

Develop 2013
/ Trial &
evaluate 2014

Upload all Social History
resources and oral history
recordings to website

PACE / TRP
Webmaster

2014

Theme 6
Waymarking and
Access Resources

Aim: To enable access and navigation around the Isabella Plantation
Objectives:
To produce a range of maps to enable access and navigation
To involve the local community in the design and development of a way marking system

TOTAL COST:
£5,000
Tasks
Engage target group in
workshops to design and
develop waymarking systems
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Targets

Lead and partners

Deliver 2 workshop sessions,
including site visits, with each of
the 5 target group exploring
designs and options for way
marking.
Pilot designs at 2 event days with
the public. Review and complete
final design proposals ready for

PACE / Target Groups Sept 2012
/ Sculptor / Artist /
– Sept
Landscape Architects / 2013
Guided Walks
Volunteers
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Timescale

installation

Produce new TRP main map
of Isabella and map
highlighting new accessible
features

PACE / TRP
Marketing &Comms

Trial new maps on site

Produce pilot hard copies of maps
and trial on site with target groups
Evaluate and make changes
accordingly

PACE / Target Groups
/ TRP Marketing &
Comms

Identify and produce
specialist access resources

Work with target groups to identify
Specialist resource requirements
such as language translations,
large print versions etc and
produce

PACE / Target Groups
/ TRP Marketing &
Comms

Jan 2014
onwards

2013 –
2014

2014

Upload all maps and access
resources to website and
create hard copy as needed
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Sept 2013
- Dec 2013

PACE / TRP
webmaster / TRP
Marketing & Comms
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Theme 7
Education
Resources
TOTAL COST:
£1,500
Tasks

Aim: To provide opportunities for teaching and learning at the Isabella Plantation
Objectives:
To work in partnership with local schools, colleges and non-formal education providers to create a
range of educational resources
To promote the availability of education resources and make available on the website

Develop and produce
education resources

Targets

Lead and partners

Timescale

Work with local schools, THLC,
trainee teachers, and non-formal
education providers to identify,
develop and produce educational
resources linked to Activity
themes, with a minimum projected
output of producing 1 resource for
each National Curriculum Key
Stage, (Early Years, KS1, KS2,
KS3, KS4, FE, and 2 special
needs or additional needs
education resources). Link with
FRP educational development.

PACE / THLC /
Schools / FE providers
Teacher Training
providers / non-formal
education providers /
FRP

Develop
Sept 2012
– Dec 2013
Trial &
evaluate
2014

PACE / TRP
Webmaster

2014

Upload all education
resources to website and
promote
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Theme 8
60th
Anniversary
Activities 2013
TOTAL COST:
£1,500
Task

Aim: To attract new audiences and introduce them to Isabella Plantation
Objectives:
To deliver a series of public events and activities during Spring and Summer 2013
To raise awareness of the Isabella Plantation and forthcoming IPAP improvements
To involve volunteers in the design and delivery of the events and activities
To encourage Activity volunteers to continue their involvement with IPAP and/or partner
organisations
Targets

Lead and partners

Target

Recruit Activity Volunteers

Recruit 20 Activity Volunteers with
particular emphasis on recruiting
people from target groups

PACE / Partner
Organisations / Local
CVS

Sept 2012
– Dec
2012

Train Activity Volunteers

Deliver TRP volunteer induction ,
and IPAP Induction and Site
Orientation
Work with volunteers to design
activities and identify training
needs
Particular emphasis on promotion
to target groups

PACE / Volunteers

Jan 2013

PACE / Volunteers

Jan –
March
2013
Deliver
activities
March –
Aug 2013

Work with volunteers to identify
potential future IPAP opportunities
or opportunities to volunteers with
partner organisations

PACE / Volunteers /
Partner Organisations

Plan and design activities
Promote and deliver activities

Identify ongoing volunteer
opportunities
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Sept 2013
onwards

Theme 9
Transport

Aim: To ensure that the local community is able to access the Isabella Plantation
Objectives:
To form a Transport Working Group
To upgrade and promote the existing mobility assistance service
To work with relevant local partners to provide and promote transport options for the local
community

TOTAL COST:
£2,500
Task
Establish Transport Working
Group (TWG)

Recruit Transport Volunteers
Train Transport Volunteers

Pilot THLC ‘Sunshine Coach’
minibus public service
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Targets
Identify 10 people from partner
organisations to form TWG
Schedule 4 meetings per year
throughout delivery stage

Lead and partners
Timescale
PACE / THLC /
Sept 2012
RaKAT / WILF / KCIL / – Dec 2014
RUILS / VISOR /
Wandsworth
Accessible Transport /
Partner Organisations

Recruit 10 volunteers through
partner organisations
Identify relevant training
requirements in conjunction with
the TWG and provide accordingly

PACE / THLC /
Partner Organisations
/ RaKAT

2013

Promote and trial public pickup/drop-off service from 4 different
locations
Evaluate success and identify
sustainable service development
opportunities in conjunction with
TWG

PACE / THLC /
Transport Working
Group / Transport
Volunteers / TRP
Marketing & Comms

April – Aug
2013
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Improve the assisted mobility
service in the Plantation

Provide Transport for target
groups

Promote Isabella Plantation as
an accessible destination

Promote existing TRP wheel chair
availability though partner
organisations
Monitor use of wheel chair
Evaluate and respond to usage
Purchase wheelchairs and or
mobility scooters in response to
evaluation
Explore proposals for Broomfield
Hill ‘shuttle’ buggy
Provide accessible transport to the
Plantation for community groups
involved in IPAP activities
throughout the delivery stage

PACE / Transport
Working Group /
Partner Organisations
/ Transport volunteers

2014

PACE / RaKAT /
THLC / Partner
Organisations / Target
Groups

Sept 2012
– Dec 2014

Promote through website and
partner organisations

PACE / RaKAT /
Wandsworth
Accessible Transport /
Partner organisations

2014

Develop strategies for
Work with partners to identify and
sustaining transport initiatives agree support mechanisms and
after the life of the project
funding

Theme 10
Website
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PACE / Transport
2014
Working Group /
Partner organisations /
Transport volunteers

Aim: To provide a sustainable legacy for the Isabella Plantation Access Project
Objectives:
To create and promote an Isabella Plantation website
To ensure that all information and resources relating to the Isabella Plantation are fully
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TOTAL COST:
accessible via the website
£5,000
Task
Targets
To build an Isabella website as Organise content and upload to
part of the new TRP website
web. Establish interactive social
media elements of website
Launch the Isabella website
Plan and deliver a launch event

Lead and partners
Timetable
PACE / TRP
Dec 2012
Marketing and Comms
/ TRP Webmaster
PACE
Autumn
2013

To engage young people in
web site development

Work with local FE/HE providers to
plan and deliver digital and social
media workshop for 25 students in
conjunction with TRP staff

PACE/ Local FE/HE
providers / TRP
Marketing & Comms /
TRP Webmaster

2013

To provide training for target
groups in using the Internet
and the Isabella website

Identify local target groups to
participate in computer training
and deliver 4 sessions. Invite
FE/HE students from digital media
workshops to support training for
target groups, particularly older
people
Promote website through all
partner organisations, schools
target groups and IPAP contacts

PACE / Target Groups
/ FE/ HE students /
Trainer

2014

PACE / TRP
Marketing & Comms /
Partner Organisations
/ Target Groups /
Schools / FRP / THLC

2013 /
2014

Collate all partner information and
contact details and create direct
links from Isabella website to

PACE / Partner
organisations / TRP
Webmaster

2013 2014

To promote Isabella website

To provide links to all partner
organisations and service
providers related to Isabella
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project

partner websites

Ensure the sustainability of
the website

Work with TRP and partners to
identify strategy for continued
maintenance of the website
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Webmaster / TRP
Marketing & Comms /
Partner organisations
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APPENDIX I
Cost Summary for Activity

Appendices IPAP Activity Plan v6 February 2012
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Appendices IPAP Activity Plan v6 February 2012

2

IPAP Activity Delivery Cost Summary
ACTIVITY
Plant Collection

2,000

Including: Volunteer Training

Horticultural Volunteers

3,500

Including: Volunteer Training / Introductory Vocational Sessions /
Tools & Personal Protective Equipment

Guided Walks

3,500

Including: Volunteer Training / Guided Walks Trials

Biodiversity

1,000

Including: Volunteer Training

Social History

2,000

Including: Volunteer Training / Oral History Training and Recording

Waymarking & Access Resources

5,000

Including: Waymarking Design Workshops x 10
(Access Resources included in Cost Plan Item 7.3 – see below)

Education Resources

1,500

Including: Resource Development / Group Trials & Evaluation
(Education Resources included in Cost Plan Item 7.3 – see below)

60th Anniversary Activities 2013

1,500

Including: Volunteer Training / Event Delivery

Transport

2,500

Including: Volunteer Training / Group Transport to Isabella
(Transport Capital Costs included in Cost Plan Item 7.5 – see below)

Website

5,000

Including: Website Design & Activation / Community Web Training

Additional Training and Development

2,000

Including: Disability Awareness Training / First Aid Training

Other
TOTAL

500
30,000

SIGNAGE & COMMUNICATIONS
See Cost Plan Item 7.3
EVALUATION & MONITORING
See Cost Plan Item 7.4
TRANSPORT
See Cost Plan Item 7.5
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26,000
15,000
10,000
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APPENDIX II
Consultation Log
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HLF Isabella Plantation Access Project Development Stage
Consultation Log
Blue=public consultation; pink=target groups/specialist consultation;
purple=partner/stakeholder input; yellow=staff
Date

Who

Topics: Findings - headlines

Feasibility Stage March - August 2010
March
24

80 people

April

Partner Planning

Friends of Richmond Park; The Holly Lodge Centre detailed planning
meetings – ongoing

April

Stakeholders’ Steering
Group

Key partners, stakeholders, local organisations, 17 members, met
April, June, July, August 2010, March, June, July, September,
November 2011 ongoing. This group oversees the direction of the
project and makes ongoing input.

AprilMay

Developed group contacts
23 local organisations

Developed links with local voluntary sector groups – phone calls,
visits, making contact with targeted groups concerned with disability
and older people

April
ongoing

Currently includes approx
150 plus about 1000 others
via lists

Mailing list established– also mailout material via 4 networked CVS
and council lists – have produced updates/ newsletters

April 12

21 members Project team,
contractors, key
stakeholders

Quality Workshops - met twice to consider quality standards for
project

May
onwards

Total visitors: 139,152 MayAug 2010

Gate counters on Isabella Plantation Countnumbers going in each
day

May 6-9

160 interviews carried out
with individuals visiting
Plantation

Synovate Visitor Survey at gates to Isabella Plantation

May 19

13 Adults from disability and
older people’s organisations
in Richmond, Kingston and
Wandsworth

Access Lunch – invited people to hear feedback from YPIAD and
discuss access issues

June 17

Approx 30 people Local
councillors, key
stakeholders

Stakeholder Breakfast Meeting – briefing

June

Approx. 60 people

Breaking the Barriers Conference – presentation for the London
Parks and Green Spaces Forum on YPIAD to Representatives from
London Boroughs, voluntary sector organisations

20 disabled young people,
20 carers, 40 helpers

Appendices IPAP Activity Plan v6 February 2012

YPIAD Day – Planning for Real Day to engage young people in
considering how to improve access in Isabella Plantation Involved
schools, community groups, college, disability groups. This set the
framework for the access aspects of the project

7

June 23

6 Garden contractor staff

Garden Staff Consultation – briefing on the project and discussion

June 23,
25, 26

139 people gave feedback

Public drop in and display and consultation sessions at gates of
Plantation

July 19

21 members Project team,
contractors, key
stakeholders

Quality Workshops - met twice to consider quality standards for
project

Development Stage March 2011 - March 2012
May 7

25 Friends of Richmond
Park + JS

Briefing on IPAP and HLF update. Feedback: Garden History,
plants, people, memories are important.

May 24

Gardeners x 4 HP/JS

Visit to Bushy Park, discuss garden volunteering and how it works in
Bushy Park. Meet with Chris Nickerson, TRP Technical Officer,
Bushy volunteers, Grounds Maintenance Staff.

Garry Scarffe, Dick Farr,
Nigel Smallwood and
Damien Black

May 27

Gardeners x 4 HP/JS

Follow up meeting to discuss logistics of IPAP Horticulture Vol
programme. Aim to recruit volunteers from start June 2011, with
volunteer work to start September 2011

July 4

Activity with Ham Youth
Centre HP

12 children/young people aged 11 -18 years took part in a Map Quest
activity around the plantation. Evaluation forms showed that the
young people didn’t often visit the Isabella but enjoyed the evening’s
activity and would come again for similar activities. Waymarking,
interpretation and improved toilet facilities were all highlighted as
necessary improvements.

12 young people, 2 staff

July 6

Specialist Partner
Workshop HP / AB / JA
4 representatives from
partner orgs: RAID, VISOR,
KCIL, THLC

July 9

Public Consultation
Disabled Car Park

Positive feedback. Need further discussion on Liberty
Drive/wheelchair scheme. At least one toilet must be Radar locked.
Benches need to have arms, be wide enough and not force you to
lean too far back. Would be good to have visit to site with group with
mixed disabilities.

Positive feedback esp about accessible toilets. Mixed views on paths
and gates. Seating needs attention to ground around and under.
Waymarking and signage important.

29 people

July 10

Public Consultation
Broomfield Gate
137 people

July 26

Site visit and Workshop
with Richmond AID
Community Involvement
group at The Holly Lodge
Centre
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Very positive feedback – most common ‘like’ was toilets. Very
positive about wood-carved waymarking, interpretation and
information. People want natural seating from fallen logs, etc.
Positive about ford idea.
12 adults with a variety of disabilities spent 1 ½ hours on site at the
Plantation with HP, JS, Garry and Urgi (Isabella gardening staff)
looking at proposed access improvements. A workshop followed at
Holly Lodge Centre with some clear outcomes being: Coxwell gravel
as the preferred surface, new toilet block MUST have shelter attached
and should have one RADAR accessible toilet and a second
accessible toilet with baby change. The best option for gates would
8

HP/JS

be an electric opening system. A mobility scooter should be available
for hire, in addition to an electric wheelchair.

12 adults
1 RAID staff

There should be seating available in the disabled car park. There was
also support for the idea of minibus transport to the Plantation.
HP meeting again with this group in early September to discuss
access improvements in further detail.

July 28

Public Consultation at
Ham Village Green
15 people

Aug 11

Activity with Kingston
NCT Group HP
20 people

Sept 1

RAID Community
Involvement Group – 2nd
Workshop HP
1 RAID staff
4 people

Sep 9

Public Consultation at
Disabled Car Park

15 people took part (very quiet day!) Very positive feedback, with
particular support for improvements to toilets, signage and
interpretation (natural wood signage was mentioned several times),
meeting point and shelter, and a transport service to the Plantation
eg. minibus
Guided walk for mums (with young babies) – consultation
questionnaire completed at end of walk. Key design features that
were identified as improvements to the Plantation were: More
Benches, Maps and Activity Leaflets, Signage and Information
Boards, Shelter and Meeting Point, Baby change facilities, Fully
Accessible Toilets, Improved Path Surfaces, Transport to the
Plantation (eg. minibus), Mobility Scooter/Electric Wheelchair Hire
th

A follow-up to the site visit and workshop on 26 July 2011. This
workshop (at the Disability Action and Advice Centre in Teddington)
re-visited the design features with a focus on disability access. All
approved proposed design for car park with marked bays. Seating
should be added in the car park. Despite some discussion on electricassisted opening for gates, the possible maintenance issues led to an
agreement that a simple self closing gate would be best but that it
should be as lightweight as possible. All approved the design of the
new toilet block and shelter but there will need to be further
consultation regarding fixtures and fittings (eg. bi-fold doors).
Refurbishment of existing toilet block Option A was preferred as it is
the only option with a separate entrance for the accessible toilets.
Unanimous selection of Coxwell gravel for path surfaces. All
approved of the anti-slip timber decking. All approved the design for
simple plank bridges with handrails. All approved of the rustic style for
benches as shown in the visualisations and approved the proposed
features (ie. good depth to the seat, a straight back rest, wide arm
rests that project forward). There was some concern that the number
of benches shown in the designs did not appear sufficient. Further
discussion needed on transport around the Plantation (eg. mobility
scooters, electric wheelchairs)
Positive feedback – general support for the revised design proposals.

70 people
Sep 10

Public Consultation at
Broomfield Gate

Positive feedback – general support for the revised design proposals.

56 people
Appendices IPAP Activity Plan v6 February 2012
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Sep 11

Public Consultation at
Roehampton Gate

Very little interest

9 people
Nov-Feb

Research and interviews
with target organisations

Very positive response, most groups very prepared to take part. High
level of awareness of Richmond Park and Isabella. Transport
identified by all target groups as key issue.

28 Nov

Group Consultation Older
People (19)

The Bradbury Centre, Kingston

7 Dec

Group Consultation

Cambrian Centre Youth Club

Young People (10)
13 Dec

Group Consultation

Age Concern Kingston ‘Fit as a Fiddle’ group

Older People (15)
11 Jan

Transport Workshop (11)

Discussing and identifying solutions to transport barriers to Plantation.

19 Jan

Stakeholder Workshop

Look at Design, comment against Quality Criteria

19 -30
Jan

Public Consultation at
Pembroke Lodge

Exhibition and drop in, opportunity to leave comments

March
20, 24

Visitor Survey

Broomfield Gates, Disabled Car Park Gates, Weekday and Weekend
day

May

Visitor Survey

Broomfield Gates, Disabled Car Park Gates, Weekday and Weekend
day
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APPENDIX III
Public Consultation Summaries
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Isabella Plantation Access Project - Consultation
June 23-26 2010 Summary of Results
Between June 23 and June 26 2010, a public consultation exercise was carried out for the
Isabella Plantation Access Project. June 23rd took the form of a drop in session from 4 to 9pm
with an exhibition at Pembroke Lodge. June 25-26 involved setting up an exhibition trailer at
each of the gates to Isabella Plantation (disabled car park June 25, Broomfield Gate June 26)
between 12 noon and 4pm. At all events, the public were invited to inspect the exhibition, ask
questions of members of the project team, and make comments in any of three ways: 1) Dots
Exercise – each person wishing to take part was given 5 dots and invited to place them next to
‘like’ or ‘dislike’ for a range of possible aspects of the project. Individuals were told that they
could put their dots in any combination, including all 5 on one place. 2) Questionnaire –
people willing to complete questionnaires were provided with pens and a place to sit to fill
them out. Some people took them away and sent them back to Richmond Park office. 3) Postit notes – people were invited to make comments onto post-it notes as they looked at the
exhibition and stick them onto the panels. No assistance or intervention was provided for any
of these means of making input unless the person requested assistance. Staff did offer to note
comments onto post-its when people were talking to them. This paper contains a summary of
the results of that consultation exercise.

Profile of Contributors
TOTAL CONTRIBUTORS – 139
Male: 63

Female: 76

Child: 15

Youth: 1

Young Adult: 21

Adult: 73

Older Person: 32

Accompanied by children: 5

Sensory Impairment: N/A

Mobility Restriction: 14

White: 118

Asian: 15

Black: 1

Other: N/A

Vehicles in the disabled car park 25.6 – Cars: 17 Bikes: 19 Minibus: 5
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Dots Exercise
Total dots = 295 = 59 people Pembroke = 69 (14 people), Dis Car Pk = 127 (26 people),
Broomfield Gate = 98 (20 people)
Total

What Do You Like

Like

Dislike

Enhance Plants and wildlife

28

0

Sustainable water/irrigation system

27

0

Reed beds for biodiversity

28

1

Improve access to bridges and gates

12

1

More seating and rest places

19

0

Shelter for individuals and groups

5

4

Improve path surfaces

27

1

Improved information

11

0

Improved signage

9

1

Refurbished toilets

25

0

New accessible toilet

18

0

Catering in plantation

4

33

Catering in/near disabled Psns car park

16

4

Activities for groups

2

5

Activities for adults and children

9

5

240

55

Comments:
1. Enhance Plants and Wildlife; sustainable water system; reed beds and refurbished
toilets most consistently positives across all areas of LIKE.
2. In park consultation, ‘improve path surfaces’ was highest LIKE factor.
3. DON’T LIKE Catering in plantation most frequently selected box on all days.
4. In Disabled Persons Car Park consultation, ‘new accessible toilet’ and ‘more seating
and rest places’ scored as highly as other LIKES
5. ‘Catering in/near disabled persons’ car park’ scored quite highly after other factors
mentioned above in both consultation days at park.
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Questionnaires
Total returned 38: post - 13, 23/6 – 6, 25/6 – 13, 26/6 - 6
Blue shading = significant support
Pink Shading = moderate support
Collated Results
Work to enhance the plant collection and wildlife

H 30

M4

L3

A new non mains reliant water storage and irrigation system using the ponds

H 19

M 13

L2

Planting reed beds to enhance biodiversity and landscape

H 27

M7

L4

Making bridges and gates more accessible

H 13

M 18

L4

More benches and seating

H 10

M 14

L13

Improving path surfaces with natural gravel

H 16

M 12

L7

A simple shelter for use by groups and individuals

H7

M 19

L12

Improved information about the Plantation

H7

M 19

L11

Improved signage

H 16

M5

L12

Refurbish existing toilets

H 25

M9

L2

New toilet block by the disabled persons car park replacing Portaloo

H 23

M9

L5

Provision of catering

H6

M 10

L19

Comments:
1.

Work to enhance plant collection and wildlife clearly has the most support, followed
by reed beds, toilet refurbishment and new disabled toilets.
2. Provision of catering received a significant ‘low’ priority ranking, however, a number
of people expressed an interest in there being some low key catering near the disabled
persons’ car park.
If catering is desired, should it be:
In the Plantation near Peg’s Pond

1

In the Plantation screened from Peg’s Pond

3

In the disabled persons car park

8

On the edge of the car park

12
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Light Meals

5

Tea/Coffee/Cake/snacks

15

Getting to and around the Plantation
Do you find it difficult to find the Plantation?

4

Do you have difficulties getting to the Plantation?

1

Do you have difficulties getting around the Plantation?

3

Do you think others may have difficulties getting around the
Plantation?

26

Would these be useful
More Signs

13

Better links with public transport

3

Reasons for difficulties in getting to and around
Gate hard to open

12

Path edge undefined

4

Path surfaces too rough

14

Bridges narrow

14

Bridges dangerous

1

Path surfaces too soft

7

Not enough information to find way

11

Information in a form hard to access

5

Information out of reach

0
Would you use…

Maps on the web

6

Self guided walk leaflets

24

Self guided walks on the web

5

Audio guides

5

Guides to download from the web

8

Leaflets about plants and wildlife

25

Themed/targeted walks

7
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Way marked trails

13

Tactile maps

2

Walks and activities for adults

4

Activities for groups

1

Activities for children

5

Information geared towards children including activity sheets

4

What is the most important thing about Isabella?
Peace and tranquillity

26

Plant Collection

19

Water

10

Wildlife

22

Feeding the birds/ducks

3

Walking dogs

1

Exercise / taking a walk

9

A place to go with kids

2

Visiting with or in a group

0

To learn about and observe nature

10

What is needs most attention?
Toilets

21

Information/interpretation

5

Water

2

Activities

1

Somewhere to rest/benches

8

Providing refreshments

3

Path surfaces

10

Approach road and disabled person’s car park

9

Signage/orientation

6

Improving biodiversity

9

Canopy thinning and pruning

6
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Comments:
1. Different numbers chose to respond to different questions – this accounts for the huge
variation in numbers selecting a particular item.
2. Generally there was little difference between responses at any of the three consultation
sites. However, the responses collected in the Disabled Persons’ car park placed a
higher emphasis on path surfaces and benches and bridges.
3. Web based information was not something many people felt they’d use, however, other
consultation with organisations suggested that those taking groups to the Plantation
would wish to use web based information.
4. Of those who visited the Plantation on June 25 and 26 but DID NOT stop to look at the
exhibit, a high proportion were families with young children.
5. Group orientated activity received little support, however, this is to be expected with a
consultation exercise aimed at individuals.
6. Toilet provision is clearly the most frequently supported area of improvement.
7. Although there is active opposition to catering in the Plantation, there is a significant
body of people would welcome catering outside or nearby the Plantation.

General comments from Questionnaires and Post-it notes
For this section, we have grouped comments under a number of headings and indicated the overall
number of comments/post-its giving the same general perspective. A selection of comments/post-its
have been included to give a flavour of the information. A full version of information can be made
available on request. A total of 104 comments were made.

1.

Peace and tranquillity

7 comments related specifically to the peace and tranquillity of the Isabella Plantation. A
number of these made a ‘plea’ for not building on the plantation, banning joggers and ball
games.
Sample Comment:
‘I would like the Isabella to be kept as a place of horticultural intrest. Over the past few years it has
become increasingly a childrens playground – climbing trees, breaking branches, wading in streams
– and worse, and WORSE! Many visit for peace – at end of relatives life – please keep this peace.’
2.
Delightful Place
8 comments related directly to the love people have for the Isabella Plantation without relating
directly to the proposed project.
Sample Comments:
‘If there’s such a thing as paradise on earth this must be the place.’
‘We value the peace and quiet of Isabella and its wild and formal gardens. We love the water, the
wildlife and appreciate all the efforts to keep this an unspoilt place to come and relax at all times of
day and evening.’
3.
It’s Fine as it is, don’t spoil it
3 people suggested that the key thing is not to ‘spoil’ the Plantation
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Sample Comments:
‘This is a wonderful place – if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.’
‘While a lot of the proposals are good – Please do not spoil a really special garden.’
4.
Information and Signage
10 comments were about information and signage. People asked for more information about
shrubs and plants (4), better information about how to find your way around the Plantation (6)
Sample Comments:
‘Label trees and plants so that visitors know what they’re looking. Numbers on pegs by selected
trees to compare with a non available plan is not good enough.
‘Its easy to get lost in the Plantation if you don’t know it.’
5.

Transport

13 comments were about transport. Several (3) of these suggested the need for a drop off point
at the Broomfield side, and (1) made a comment about the problems of access for older people
who don’t have a blue badge. Others (3) commented that the disabled car park should be used
by blue badge holders only, and that the disabled car park is too small (1). Location is clearly
an issue people raised in different ways, one person suggested moving the disabled car park
next to the nursery, and another commented on the need for able bodied people to get to
Isabella.
Sample Comments:
‘It would be lovely if somehow Public Transport could come here.’
‘Lots of elderly people may not be able to make it from the top car park, but don’t have a disabled
badge.’
6.
Activity
6 people commented on activities, most suggesting that activities are a good thing, although a
few people did suggest as part of comments on other aspects of the project that they felt
activities were not needed.
Sample Comments:
‘More walks for adults led by volunteers.’
‘Its good to have logs and stepping stones and things for kids to play on.’
‘This is not a wilderness, it’s a park and should be accessible to all!’
‘Concern about children misusing the plantation and suggest thought goes into how to divert/reeducate.’
7.
Reed Beds, Planting and Biodiversity
4 comments expressed enthusiasm for reed beds and improvements to the plants and wildlife.
Sample Comment:
‘Reed beds are a very good idea – sustainable water.
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‘I would love to see improvements towards wild life, the paths and signage are not essential, they
should be focussed on the wildlife side.’
8.
Benches
3 comments specifically welcomed benches, one suggesting log benches are good.
Sample Comments:
‘The Isabella is special. Keep it simple, no activities etc. Benches are very welcome.’
‘Why do all seats need to be near the disabled accessible paths. Could there not be more seats near
some of the other paths?’
9.

Water and Ponds

4 comments related specifically to water. 2 actively supported the idea of sustainable water,
and 2 relating to ponds, one suggesting Peg’s Pond should not be increased and one asking for
a new pond by the Broomfield gate.
Sample Comments:
‘Really like the idea of sustainable water.’
10.

Access

1 comment related to an individual access issue, ‘Chicken wire is a tripping hazard.’
11.

Surfaces and Paths

3 comments related to surfaces and paths. 1 suggested that surfaces should be resilient, 1 that
the car park surface makes it difficult to push wheelchairs and 1 that paths need to be redone.
Sample Comment:
‘Car Park surface hand to push wheelchairs.’
12.
Catering, no thanks
11 comments specifically objected to the idea of catering within the Plantation. Concerns were
expressed that catering might upset the ecology; attract people to the Plantation purely for the
catering, and several (4) suggested that catering was only about income generation.
Sample Comments:
‘A catering facility would be totally out of keeping in the Isabella Plantation and could be regarded
purely as a way of producing income which many would regard as distasteful.’
‘Isabella is a place of peace and tranquillity. The introduction of catering of any sort would impact
on this, leading to noise, litter and change its unspoilt nature to more of a “visitors attraction”. This
would ruin its charm. There is catering at Broomfield Hill Car Park already. Visitors can always
bring their own food and drink if required. Please, no catering. Also, please ban joggers. Toilets and
paths are the most important items. New toilet block to replace portaloo should be screened from
view.’
‘This is pathetic. People are not too stupid to get around. It’s an excuse to make money with the
cover of improvement. Keep things simple, food vans are horrid, bring a drink from home.’
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13.
Catering, yes please
5 people suggested a more positive view of catering, saying catering is helpful for people with
mobility difficulties. Most of these felt catering should be low key, screened and one person
asked for healthy foods.
Sample Comment:
‘I like the roof a lot. Catering is a good idea, reduces traffic. Disabled drivers can’t find space in other
car parks at peak times.’
14.

Shelter

5 people commented on the idea of a shelter. Some of these (2) suggested an information or
visitor centre selling merchandise instead of catering. 2 comments made specific suggestions
about a possible shelter.
Sample Comments:
‘Some walls (possibly half height) to reduce effect of wind/driving rain. Some bench
seating needed.’
‘If you have a shelter, make it high enough for vehicle drop off/collection.’
15.
Toilets
5 comments identified the need for toilets (in addition to some references to toilets in other
comments, particularly in relation to catering (toilets yes, catering no).
Sample Comments:
‘I always take my aged parents to the Isabella over the Christmas period and the toilets aren’t open.
‘Toilet problems need addressing esp. disabled toilets (my mother in law is 90).
16.
Building design
10 people made specific comments about buildings. Of these 1 was opposed to any buildings,
5 made suggestions to ensure any buildings are screened, out of sight, and masked by
planting. 2 liked the idea of a ‘green’ roof, and 3 prefer a traditional roof shape.
Sample Comment:
‘Would prefer woodland structure, more in line with area. Growing things up pillars. More
traditional roof shape.’
17.

Ideas

2 people made specific suggestions, 1 that there should be a way of dealing with dog waste
disposal, 1 that consideration should be given to putting in a new gate entrance by the existing
toilet block.
18.

Other

4 other comments were made. 1 questionned the need for benches and suggested litter bins,
one pointing out that the Plantation is heavily used by families and for picnics.
Sample Comments:
‘Please don’t relax ‘rule’ against ‘no memorial plaques on benches’.’
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‘It all sounds fine – if I hated it I’d do a questionnaire’

Consultation Summary/ Issues July 6,8,9 2011

Introduction
This document contains a brief summary of the key points and issues raised at 3
consultation meetings held between 6-9 July 2011. These took place as follows:
July 6 – Partner workshop with disability organisations
July 8 – Public consultation at Disabled Car Park Gates to Isabella Plantation
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July 9 – Public consultation at Broomfield Gate to Isabella Plantation

Methodology
1. Partner workshop
A number of key disability organisations from local boroughs were invited to attend a
lunchtime workshop at Pembroke Lodge. There was a presentation and slide show of
the scheme as it has been developed to date, followed by discussion around a number
of key areas: overall approach; path surfaces and edgings; bridges and gates;
benches and furniture; toilets; signage and waymarking.
2. Consultation at gates
Two consultation days were also held at the Disabled Car Park gate and at the main
Broomfield gate. There was an exhibition of the scheme to date with a number of key
question areas (paths, toilets, gates and bridges, furniture, waymarking and signage).
Three staff were available to talk to people, and they were invited to feedback via
questionnaires, comments onto post-it notes and by placing coloured ‘like’ and ‘dislike’
stickers directly onto the exhibition boards.

Participants
4 partner organisations attended the specialist workshop on July 6. 2 of these had a
disability.
Public consultation July 8-9 Isabella Plantation Gates with the following participants:
Total

166

Male

76

Female

90

Adult

99

Older
People

People w/

43

2

Disability

Young
Adult

Children

BME

4

20

15

Summary Feedback
1. Car Parks
• Use of disabled car park – at the workshop, there was concern about the number of
spaces, and whether there is the ability to enforce the ‘blue badge only’ aspect of it.
It was proposed that there should not be signage within the park to this car park but
information in car park in ‘access’ booklet so as not to attract non blue badge
holders.
3 people ‘liked’ the car park proposals
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•

Getting from Broomfield car park to Isabella and around Isabella – at the workshop
there was a discussion about Liberty drive and electric wheelchair. There was
general approval for these proposals.
1 person ‘liked’ the Liberty Drive proposal
1 person commented that one of the biggest issues with visiting the Isabella is
parking when accompanying elderly people

2. Paths
• At the workshop there was discussion about ensuring there is a distinct edging so
that people can feel it. Need to think about how to get feedback from visually
impaired people about how the paths work.
• At the workshop there was discussion about widths of paths – whether there is a
need to have paths as wide as two wheelchairs, could be better to have paths with
passing places but not necessarily full width the whole route.
• At the workshop there was discussion about the needs of people with mobility
difficulties but not wheelchair users – can be really difficult to get around for people
with lack of balance.
Responses on path surfaces and gates were inconclusive:
Surfaces
One person commented they don't like the orange on the Coxwell gravel, like cool
colours of a.
3 people disliked path d, 1 disliked path b and one disliked path c
2 people liked path a, 1 liked path c
Gates (all from comments)
No heavy sprung gates
Need to have room for wheel chair pusher in the gates.
Make the gate small dog proof
2 liked Petersham gate
Drawn image of round gate - too excessive
2 dislike and one liked square pedestrian gate, and a comment proposing there
should be the possibility for opening at both ends for ease of access for wheel chair
and pushchair.

3. Toilets
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There was overall support for both the new toilet block and refurbishment of existing
toilets. 11 ‘likes’ related to the new/refurbished toilet block, and comments gave
support for accessible toilets, toilet refurbishment, and the new gate to the toilets.
• The workshop group felt that the proposed shelter adjacent to the new toilet block is
important, it should be open sided so as to reduce risk of vandalism.
Comments supported this:
Like the shelter walls are not solid and people can see through the walls to the
vegetation.
Good to have shelter/meeting point. 3 questionnaire respondents felt a covered
meeting point was important, two felt there should be notice boards and
information, and one specified seating.
•

•

Appearance - One person commented there should be a green roof on the toilet
block. Questionnaire respondents favoured natural (3) and rustic (2) style. They
commented they were happy with the proposed design and location, and suggested
climbing plants.
The workshop group spent time discussing the configuration of the new toilet block,
specifically:
o Radar locked - there was the view that there should be at least one locked
(Radar) disabled toilet. Agreed that at the new toilet block there could be one
locked and one unlocked toilet. The group didn’t reach a final view about the
toilet in the refurbished toilet block. One questionnaire respondent also
identified Radar locked as important.
o Baby change – does this go into the disabled toilets, is there one in each
disabled loo – some discussion about the pros and cons of where baby change
facilities go. Need to make sure there is baby change for fathers as well as
mothers, supported by one questionnaire respondent. Ideally have dedicated
baby change facility, but not at the cost of only having one accessible toilet.
Preferable to have two accessible toilets than just to have one accessible toilet
and one baby change room. One questionnaire respondent also commented
that the baby change should not be within the disabled toilet, but three
questionnaire respondents proposed baby change as a priority for the new
toilets.
o There is a need for space for storage of materials for activities at the new toilet
block.

4. Benches and Furniture
2 people ‘liked’ more benches, and one commented about the need for more benches
on paths in a variety of sizes and heights. One comment proposed clusters of benches
at angles for picnics and groups and another suggested low tree trunk picnic tables.
• Discussion of benches at the workshop – Cathcart benches – problem with them
being narrowness of seat, lack of arm rests and potentially the fact that you lean
backwards slightly when you sit. Comments included a desire for bench arms to be
wide enough for a flask or cup
• One person at the workshop suggested there may not be a need for a bench every
50m if there are fallen logs, leaning posts and so on in addition to sit or perch on,
and two other comments included an enthusiasm for benches from fallen logs. Two
comments related to the need to provide a firm surface under benches. 3
questionnaire respondents prioritised the location as important, and 2 prioritised
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•

frequency. One person commented that not all benches need to be near well
constructed paths.
Leaning posts received mixed comments: 1 disliked leaning post, and one person
liked them. Similarly, one liked the tall leaning post and one liked them.

5. Wayfinding and Signage
• The workshop group felt wayfinding is important and could be creative and used in
a number of different ways – to wayfind, to mark things of interest to link to maps, to
link to activities. Comments and ‘likes’ also supported the ideas on wayfinding,
suggesting better signage throughout and increased interpretation, whilst not
overloading the Plantation with signs. Signage to the toilets and maps were
particularly identified as important. One person commented on waymarking trails,
and one on the need for marking the way out from Peg’s Pond.
• Several people commented on the need for increased interpretation: by the first
pond; on water birds; on plant species.
• 2 people liked the carved waymarking, three liked the dragonfly image. 3 disliked
paint on the tree and one liked it.
6. Other
•
•

Ponds and Reeds - 2 liked Reed Beds and pontoon decking, 1 disliked Thompson
pond section BB image
Fords - 3 liked Ford Crossing, although in the workshop group, concern was
expressed about the potentially wet feet for those pushing wheel chairs and push
chairs at the fords, and the need to ensure that the stones are not slippery in the
winter, and that the ford does not look like a municipal park.
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Isabella Project Public Consultation - Ham Village Green – 28th July 2011 (HP /
JS)
15 people – 7 x male / 8 x female
9 x adult / 1 x child / 1 x older person / 4 x young adult
1 x BME
Likes & Dislikes
LIKES
Breedon gravel x 1
Coxwell gravel x 3
New toilet building x 1
Kissing gate x 2
New view of toilet building x 1
Upgrade existing toilet x 1
Sitting Post x 1
Shallow ford crossings x 1
Bench modification x 1
Accessible bridge & stepping stones x 3
Waymarking carvings x 2
Resurfacing car park x 1
Questionnaire Responses

DISLIKES
Sitting posts x 1
Existing car park x 1
Cage gate x 1

8 questionnaires completed - all had visited the Isabella Plantation before
Number of ticks next to “features that would improve the Isabella”:
Shelter and meeting point x 5
Fully accessible toilets (Disabled access) x 5
Baby change facilities x 5
More benches x 5
Improved path surfaces x 5
Signage and information boards x 5
Maps and activity leaflets x 6
A transport service to the Isabella Plantation (eg. minibus) x 5
Mobility scooter / Electric wheelchair hire facility x 2
Any other comments:
“Signage should be natural wood carving” (2 people said this)
“My mother would use a wheelchair or scooter if it was available”
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Isabella Plantation Access Project, Richmond Park
Public Consultation Summary September 9, 10, 11, 2011
Consultation took place as follows:
All consultation used a sequence of visual images of the design development to date,
with specific images, panels and questions associated with:
• Refurbishment of existing toilet block
• Benches
• Gates
• Path and road surfaces
• Bridges and water crossings
• Waymarking and signage
People were invited to talk to staff present and ask questions and make general
comments recorded in a number of ways:
• to complete a questionnaire that will help form part of the benchmarking for
future monitoring of outcomes;
• put ‘like’ and ‘dislike’ stickers onto the exhibition boards;
• to record comments on the design onto post-it notes
People were also invited to sign up to receive information about the project in the form
of the Isabella Plantation Newsletters.

Contributor Profile
A total of 135 people contributed to the consultation. It is of interest that in past
consultation at the Plantation gates, the vast majority of comments have come from
people at the Broomfield Gate, but on this occasion, the majority were at the Disabled
Car Park Gate.
On Sunday September 11th, at Roehampton Gate, few people engaged in the
exhibition as they were visiting the Park to view the Duathlon taking place. This
location had been selected to attempt to gain input away from the Isabella Plantation
itself, particularly from local residents from the more deprived areas surrounding
Richmond Park, of which Roehampton is one.
Friday 9th September – Isabella Plantation Disabled Car Park Gate
Saturday 10th September – Isabella Plantation Broomfield Gate
Sunday 11th September – Richmond Park Roehampton Gate

Total
Male
Female
BME
People with a Disability
Adults
Older Persons
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Dis Car
Pk 9.9

Broomf.
Gate 10.9

70
24
46
1
2
40
19

56
27
29
9
1
30
11

Roeh
Gate
11.9
9
4
5
0
0
7
2

Total
135
55
80
10
3
77
32
28

Young Adults
Children

5
6

2
13

0
0

7
19

General Feedback
Quite a number of people did not make specific comments or indicate ‘likes’ or
‘dislikes’. The overall feedback was positive, people welcomed the improvements,
although concern was expressed about the need to ‘retain the tranquil quality of the
Plantation’.
Likes and Dislikes
Design Aspect
Coxwell Gravel
Breedon Gravel
Car Park Surface Option 1
Car Park Surface Option 2
Marked Bays in Car Park
Crossing Point 1
Crossing Point 2
Crossing Point 3
Crossing Point 4
Stepping Stones
Accessible Bridge Crossing with stepping stones
Reed Beds
Leaning Post (height 700)
Leaning Post (height 400)
Leaning Posts (all)
New Toilet Block and Shelter
Existing Toilet Option A
Modified Cathcart bench
Carved Wildlife symbols
Carving on leaning post

Like
7
1
5
3
2
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
4
3
2
1
1

Dislike
1
1
2
1

1
1
1
1
1

Additional Comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There should a drinking water available at the new toilet block or under the
shelter
There should be a third toilet facility in the middle of the Plantation
A buggy system for transport to and from Broomfield Hill Car Park would be very
useful for my elderly relatives
Location of litter bins should be clearly marked
There should be a charge to enter the Plantation
Sponsored benches would provide income generation
The proposed toilet block is too large
Please don’t change the “rustic” nature of the Plantation
Resource materials (eg. wildlife trails to follow) for children would be great
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APPENDIX IV
Specialist Consultation Summaries
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Isabella Plantation Consultation
NCT Kingston Guided Walk 11th August 2011
Questionnaire Responses
11 questionnaires completed (all female / all adult / no BME or Disability)
8 had visited the Isabella Plantation before / 3 had not visited before
Main reasons for visiting the Isabella Plantation were:
Walks / To look at plants (particularly azaleas in Spring) / Picnics / Duck Ponds /
Photography
Number of ticks next to “features that would improve the Isabella”:
Shelter and meeting point x 5
Fully accessible toilets (Disabled access) x 7
Baby change facilities x 9
More benches x 4
Improved path surfaces x 2
Signage and information boards x 7
Maps and activity leaflets x 4
A transport service to the Isabella Plantation (eg. minibus) x 2
Mobility scooter / Electric wheelchair hire facility x 1
Any other comments:
•

There could be box of laminated maps that people can take at the gates as they
enter the Plantation and then return them to the box when they leave

•

I don’t drive and therefore it is difficult to get to this part of the park. A minibus
from Kingston Gate would be great

•

Clear signs to the toilets are needed

•

I think this will be a great improvement

•

There should be more staff to ensure plenty of walks and continued
management of the site
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APPENDIX V
Questionnaire Samples
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Isabella	
  Plantation	
  Access	
  Project	
  –	
  Consultation	
  Summer	
  2011
1.	
  	
  What	
  facilities	
  should	
  there	
  be	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  new	
  toilet	
  block?	
  
Tick	
  any	
  you	
  think	
  are	
  important,	
  and	
  add	
  any	
  other	
  ideas	
  you	
  have	
  
Baby	
  change	
  
	
  
Seating	
  
	
  
Notice	
  board	
  

	
  

Radar	
  locked	
  disabled	
  toilet	
  

	
  

Leaflet	
  racks	
  

	
  

Covered	
  meeting	
  point	
  

	
  

Other	
  ideas?	
  	
  

	
  

Interpretation	
  material	
  

	
  
2.	
  	
  What	
  should	
  the	
  new	
  toilet	
  block	
  look	
  like?	
  	
  Tick	
  as	
  many	
  as	
  you	
  think	
  are	
  appropriate	
  or	
  add	
  other	
  
ideas	
  
Modern	
  
	
   Rustic	
  
	
  
Natural	
  
	
  
Invisible	
  

	
  

Other	
  ideas?	
  
	
  

3.	
  	
  What	
  do	
  you	
  think	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  location	
  of	
  the	
  new	
  toilet	
  block?	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
4.	
  	
  Which	
  gate	
  option	
  do	
  you	
  prefer?	
  
Rotogate	
  
	
   Cage-‐style	
  
	
  
Semi	
  Circular	
  Kissing	
  Gate	
  

	
  

5.	
  	
  Do	
  you	
  think	
  there	
  should	
  be	
  the	
  same	
  gravel	
  path	
  surface	
  throughout	
  or	
  a	
  range	
  of	
  different	
  
gravel	
  surfaces?	
  
Same	
  
	
   Variety	
  
	
  
Don’t	
  know	
  
	
  
6.	
  	
  What	
  is	
  most	
  important	
  about	
  benches?	
  	
  Tick	
  as	
  many	
  as	
  you	
  think	
  are	
  appropriate	
  or	
  add	
  other	
  
ideas	
  
Frequency	
  
	
   Location/position	
  
	
  
Height	
  
	
  
Arm	
  Rests	
  

	
  

Back	
  Rest	
  

	
  

Other	
  ideas?	
  
	
  

7.	
  	
  What	
  aspect	
  of	
  the	
  scheme	
  do	
  you	
  think	
  will	
  most	
  improve	
  the	
  plantation?	
  Be	
  specific	
  please	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
8.	
  	
  Are	
  there	
  aspects	
  of	
  the	
  scheme	
  you’re	
  concerned	
  about?	
  Be	
  specific	
  please	
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About	
  You	
  
This	
  information	
  will	
  help	
  us	
  understand	
  the	
  make	
  up	
  of	
  those	
  who	
  use	
  the	
  Plantation,	
  and	
  lets	
  us	
  know	
  
if	
  you	
  wish	
  to	
  be	
  kept	
  informed	
  of	
  how	
  we	
  are	
  progressing	
  
Name	
  (not	
  essential).............................................................................	
  
Address..............................................................................................................................................	
  
Postcode........................................................................	
  
Email........................................................................	
  
□	
  I	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  be	
  kept	
  informed	
  about	
  the	
  project	
  
Are	
  you	
  a	
  regular	
  visitor	
  to	
  the	
  Plantation?	
  
Yes	
  
more	
  than	
  once	
  a	
  week/	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  weekly/	
  	
  	
  	
  monthly/	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
annually	
  
How	
  did	
  you	
  come	
  here	
  today?	
  	
  
car/	
   	
  	
  bus/	
   	
  	
  	
  train/	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  walking/	
  
cycling	
  
Did	
  you	
  come	
  here	
  today?	
  
alone/	
   with	
  children/	
   with	
  elderly	
  visitors/	
   with	
  someone	
  
requiring	
  assistance/	
   someone	
  with	
  a	
  disability	
  
How	
  far	
  are	
  you	
  comfortably	
  able	
  to	
  walk	
  ?	
  	
  	
  Less	
  than	
  10	
  mins/	
  	
  	
  	
  10	
  mins/	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  20	
  mins/	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  More	
  than	
  
20	
  minutes	
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Monitoring	
  Information	
  
	
  
Age	
   16	
  or	
  under	
  
17-‐19	
   	
  
20-‐29	
   	
  
30-‐39	
   	
  
	
  
60-‐74	
   	
  
75+	
  
	
  
Gender	
  	
  
M	
  
	
  
F	
  
	
  
Do	
  you	
  consider	
  yourself	
  to	
  have	
  a	
  disability	
  
N	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Y	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Are	
  you	
  registered	
  disabled	
  
	
  
	
  
N	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Y	
  
	
  
Ethnicity	
  
1.White	
  
	
  
British	
  
Irish	
  
Other	
  White	
  
2.Mixed	
  
	
  
White	
  and	
  Black	
  Caribbean	
  
	
  
White	
  and	
  African	
  
White	
  and	
  Asian	
  
Other	
  Mixed	
  
3.	
  Asian	
  or	
  Asian	
  British	
  
	
  
Bangladeshi	
  
	
  
Pakistani	
  
	
  
Indian	
  
	
  
Other	
  Asian	
  
4.	
  Black	
  or	
  Black	
  British	
  
	
  
Caribbean	
  
African	
  
	
  
Other	
  Black	
  
5.	
  Chinese	
  or	
  Other	
  Ethnic	
  Group	
  
	
  
Chinese	
  	
  
Other	
  Ethnic	
  Group	
  
Prefer	
  not	
  to	
  Say	
  

49-‐49	
   	
  

50-‐59	
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Isabella Plantation Access Project Designs – January 2012
We are keen to get your response to design proposals before we submit the scheme to the Heritage
Lottery for funding at the end of February. Please use the form below to comment (feel free to use the
reverse for more space) or email to Isabella@royalparks.gsi.gov.uk with the heading ‘January 2012
Comments’
Concerns about the design

Things I like about the design
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General comments

I would like you to add me to the Isabella Plantation Mailing List for Regular Project Updates
Please use block capitals
Name

Postal Address

Post Code

Email Address

Telephone Number
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Age Concern ‘Fit as a Fiddle’ Nordic Walking Group (13th Dec 2011)
Number of people:

Age range:

Mx

Fx

BMEx

Isabella Project Focus Group : Question
Have you been to Richmond Park before?
How often? (Daily / Weekly / Monthly / Yearly)
What do you do in Richmond Park?
How do you usually get there?
Have you ever been to the Isabella Plantation?
If you haven’t been, why not? Are there any barriers to you
accessing the Isabella Plantation?
• If you have been, how did you get there?
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXPLAIN PROJECT
• What kind of activities would you take part in at the Isabella
Plantation?
• Would you use website resources for activities at the Isabella?
• If not, why not?
• We are hoping to have a system of way marking on site but not just
using signposts – what else could we use?
• Would you take advantage of transport initiatives to access the
Isabella Plantation?
• Would you be interested in a group visit to the Isabella Plantation
next year?
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Age Concern ‘Fit as a Fiddle’ Nordic Walking Group (13th Dec 2011)
Number of people:

Age range:

Mx

Fx

BMEx

Isabella Project Focus Group : Question
Have you been to Richmond Park before?
How often? (Daily / Weekly / Monthly / Yearly)
What do you do in Richmond Park?
How do you usually get there?
Have you ever been to the Isabella Plantation?
If you haven’t been, why not? Are there any barriers to you
accessing the Isabella Plantation?
• If you have been, how did you get there?
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXPLAIN PROJECT
• What kind of activities would you take part in at the Isabella
Plantation?
• Would you use website resources for activities at the Isabella?
• If not, why not?
• We are hoping to have a system of way marking on site but not just
using signposts – what else could we use?
• Would you take advantage of transport initiatives to access the
Isabella Plantation?
• Would you be interested in a group visit to the Isabella Plantation
next year?
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APPENDIX VI
Access Workshop Notes
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Specialist Partner Workshop – Access - July 6 2011

Present:
Stewart Perkes (The Holly Lodge Centre)
Jamie Cutler (RAID – Richmond Advice and Information on Disability)
Jackie Venus (VISOR – Visually Impaired Society of Richmond)
Robert Reilly (KCIL – Kingston Centre for Independent Living)
John Adams – Land Use Consultants
Hannah Pritchard – Partnership and Community Engagement Officer,
Isabella Plantation Access Project
Alice Bigelow – Project Manager, Isabella Plantation Access Project
Toni Assirati – Head of Education & Community Engagement, The Royal
Parks

6. Introduction to project, timetable and scope for input from AB.
7. JA took the group through a slideshow describing plans. There were
a number of discussions.
8. Car Parks/access
• Use of disabled car park – there was concern about the
number of spaces, and whether there is the ability to enforce
the ‘blue badge only’ aspect of it. It was proposed that there
should not be signage within the park to this car park but
information in car park in ‘access’ booklet so as not to attract
non blue badge holders.
• Getting from Broomfield car park to Isabella and around
Isabella – talked about Liberty drive and electric wheelchair.
There was general approval for these proposals.
9. Paths
• JA described the path network and desire to improve surfaces,
make it wide enough for two wheelchairs to pass each other
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with surfacing firm enough for wheelchairs and buggies but fit
within natural environment. There was discussion about
ensuring there is a distinct edging so that people can feel it.
Need to think about how to get feedback from visually impaired
people about how the paths work.
• Discussion about widths of paths – Jackie questioned whether
there is a need to have paths as wide as two wheelchairs,
could be better to have paths with passing places but not
necessarily full width the whole route.
• Discussion about the needs of people with mobility difficulties
but not wheelchair users – can be really difficult to get around
for people with lack of balance.
• Jackie suggested that we look at surfaces used in places like
Grizedale in the Lake District where there is a specific trail for
people with disabilities.
10.
•

•

•

•
11.

Toilets
Shelter – the group felt that the proposed shelter adjacent to
the new toilet block is important, it should be open sided so as
to reduce risk of vandalism.
Toilets to be Radar locked? Discussion about this – Jackie
suggested that it is important that there is at least one locked
(Radar) disabled toilet. Agreed that at the new toilet block
there could be one locked and one unlocked toilet. The group
didn’t reach a final view about the toilet in the refurbished toilet
block.
Baby change – does this go into the disabled toilets – one in
each disabled loo – some discussion about the pros and cons
of where baby change facilities go. Need to make sure there is
baby change for fathers as well as mothers. Ideally have
dedicated baby change facility, but not at the cost of only
having one accessible toilet. Preferable to have two
accessible toilets than just to have one accessible toilet and
one baby change room.
Hannah stated there is a need for space for storage of
materials for activities at the new toilet block.

Benches
• Discussion of benches – Cathcart benches – problem with
them being narrowness of seat, lack of arm rests and
potentially the fact that you lean backwards slightly when you
sit.
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• Robert suggested there may not be a need for a bench every
50m if there are fallen logs, leaning posts and so on in addition
to sit or perch on.
12.
Wayfinding and Signage
JA discussed wayfinding – finding some way of installing a
numbering/identifiers around the Plantation. The group felt this was
important and could be creative and used in a number of different
ways – to wayfind, to mark things of interest to link to maps, to link to
activities.
13.

Further Consultation:
• Jackie suggested it might be useful to have a group of mixed
adults with disabilities visit the plantation and give feedback on
a number of specific issues: path surfaces, siting of benches,
she proposed that the Richmond Environmental Disability
Action Advisory Group – environment directorate advisory
group. The group serves to advise on all rebuild – meets the
first Tuesday of each month, and the meetings keep getting
cancelled as there’s nothing to do. Convenor of the group
could be Clare Ryan (check person) – find out who the
convenor of the group is and contact them to set up a visit with
Project Team.
• It was also proposed to go back to Paddock School – closest
school for people with disabilities and they are very keen to be
involved – need to feed back to them results of YPIAD.
• Holly Lodge Centre – Hannah reported that there has been
some discussion about taking groups to IP, but needs facilities
to be constructed to be able to invite people to take part in
activity there.

14.
Comment on the Pembroke Lodge facilities – not good visibility
for slides. This to be taken into account for future meetings of this
group. Proposed to have a similar group session in September.
The group was thanked for taking part, and thanks were noted to
Pembroke Lodge for the delicious lunch.
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Isabella Plantation Access Project – Disability Access Consultation
Richmond AID Community Involvement Group
26th July 2011
Staff: HP / JS / Gary Scarffe / Ergun Ahmed
Participants: Jamie Cutler (RAID staff)
Bob Burgess (VISOR) / Edward Boamah / Joan Morgan / David Merkel /
Mrs Forbes / Mr & Mrs Norville-Williams (+ 2 children) / Theresa Rowe /
Katie MacQueen
(1 ½ hour site visit / 1 hour workshop at The Holly Lodge Centre)
(Holly Lodge Centre minibus provided for transport / Mobility scooter hired
from Direct Mobility Hire)
Key design features for discussion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approach Road
Car Park
Entrance / Gate
Shelter
Toilet Block
Paths
Decking
Bridges
Seating
Transport to and around the Plantation

Comments:
• Approach Road & Car Park
Ø Road and car park should be tarmac
Ø Clearly marked bays
Ø Enforcement of parking regulations needs consideration
Ø Bench sitting should be provided in the car park
• Entrance / Gate
Ø None of the proposed designs are fully accessible
Ø The preferred option would be electric opening
Ø Could solar power be used for gate function???
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• Shelter
Ø A sheltered meeting point / waiting area with some seating is
essential
• Toilet Block
Ø The preferred arrangement would be 2 fully accessible toilets,
1 with RADAR lock, and 1 incorporating baby change facility
Ø RADAR keys could be provided and distributed to local groups
as part of the project???
Ø The accessible toilets must be of sufficient capacity to
accommodate electric wheelchairs
Ø Bi-fold doors would be preferable
Ø Locking mechanisms should have large handles
• Paths
Ø Unanimous selection of Coxwell gravel as the preferred
surface
Ø Cambers and gradients need to be improved
• Decking
Ø A small lip or rail at edges of decking would improve safety
• Bridges
Ø Should be of sufficient width to accommodate a wheelchair
Ø A small lip or rail along edge of bridges would improve safety
• Seating
Ø Modification to Cathcart bench design would need to consider
seat height and depth, angle of backrest, height of armrest
Ø Benches should be on hard standing, with space provided at
side for wheelchairs
• Transport to and around the Plantation
Ø If providing an electric wheelchair hire service, a mobility
scooter hire service should also be provided
Ø A community transport service should be considered, eg. a
minibus service collecting from locations such as Richmond
Station
Ø Wheelchair / scooter hire service and community transport
initiative should be advertised through appropriate publications
and local disability service providers
Ø A transport service from Broomfield Hill car park to Broomfield
Hill gate would be useful
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There was only time for brief discussion on each of the design
features. HP is meeting with the RAID Community Involvement Group
on 1st September 2011 for a second consultation workshop to
discuss design features in greater detail.
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Isabella Plantation Access Project – Disability Access Consultation
Richmond AID Community Involvement Group
1st September 2011
Staff: HP
Participants: Jamie Cutler (RAID staff)
Bob Burgess (VISOR) / David Merkel / Theresa Rowe / Venna ???
(2 hour workshop at the Disability Action & Advice Centre (DAAC),
Teddington – the workshop was a follow-up to the site visit and workshop
at Richmond Park on 26th July 2011)
Key design features for discussion, based on the revised design
presentation provided by LUC:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approach Road
Car Park
Entrance / Gate
Shelter
Toilet Block
Paths
Decking
Bridges
Seating
Transport to and around the Plantation

Comments:
• Approach Road & Car Park
Ø All approved of the proposed design
Ø Marked bays should have sufficient space on either side to
allow easy entry/exit to and from vehicles. This is often marked
with an area of hatching around disabled parking bays
Ø As noted at the previous workshop, some bench seating
should be provided in the car park area
Ø There are still concerns over the enforcement of parking
regulations in the disabled car park and it was suggested that
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signage needs to be very clear on the marked bays and
minibus area
• Entrance / Gate
Ø At the previous workshop there was some discussion about
the possibility of electric assisted gates with a push pad for
opening but after some discussion it was decided that these
would be expensive to maintain and likely to be misused
Ø The most preferable option would be a simple self-closing gate
but made of the most lightweight material possible to enable
easy access
Ø The self-closing mechanism needs to ensure that the gate
closes slowly enough to allow people to get through the
gateway
Ø The pedestrian gate at Teddington Gate in Bushy Park was
cited as an example of a simple pedestrian gate that allows
easy access for people using wheelchairs and people with
mobility issues
• Shelter
Ø All approved the proposed design
• Toilet Block
Ø All approved the proposed general layout for the new toilet
block
Ø As discussed at the previous workshop, the accessible toilets
must be of sufficient capacity to accommodate electric
wheelchairs
Ø It was stressed that bi-fold doors for the accessible toilets are
the only truly accessible option as it is extremely difficult to
open and close standard doors for people using a wheelchair
Ø All fixtures and fittings must be large and simple to use – the
locks on the disabled toilets at Pembroke Lodge were cited as
an example of poor design in terms of accessibility
Ø Refurbishment of existing toilet block
Ø This was not discussed in the previous workshop
Ø Looking at the range of designs provided (the A – F options
from Jon Bolter (not in the main design proposal pack)) all
agreed that option B was by far the most preferable as there
was a separate entrance to the accessible toilet – ease of
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access can be compromised if there are other people in the
way!
• Paths
Ø As agreed at the previous workshop, there was unanimous
selection of Coxwell gravel as the preferred surface
Ø All approved the proposed layout of the new and improved
path circuit, and approved the variety of circuits that would
allow short, medium and long trails around the Plantation
• Decking
Ø All approved the anti-slip timber decking boards as shown in
the design proposals, although there was a question over the
maintenance of these and whether the anti-slip capability
would deteriorate over time?
Ø All were particularly supportive of the proposed design feature
of inlaid timber lettering in the decking
• Bridges
Ø All approved of the simple bridge design as shown in the
design proposal
Ø Bridge width should be sufficient to ensure good clearance on
either side for electric wheelchairs or large mobility scooters
Ø A simple handrail, as shown in the design proposals, would
provide a feeling of security to those with mobility issues
• Seating
Ø All approved of the simple, rustic design shown in the
visualisations in the design proposals, with the key features
being good depth to the seat, a straight back rest, wide arm
rests that project forward slightly
Ø Benches with a range of seat heights should be provided
Ø Benches should be on hard standing that is linked to the paths,
with space provided at side for wheelchairs
Ø There was some concern that the number of benches
displayed on the designs for the new accessible path network
did not seem sufficient – there should be some form of seating
option provided every 50 metres
Ø Where leaning posts are provided, they should be in clusters
with a variety of heights
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• Transport to and around the Plantation
Ø The ideal would be to have an electric wheelchair, a mobility
scooter and a manual wheelchair available for use around the
Plantation – this does not necessarily affect the design
planning process and so further discussion around transport
will be had at a later stage
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APPENDIX VII
Transport Workshop notes
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IPAP Specialist Partner Workshop

TRANSPORT 11th January 2012
Abbreviations: TRP = The Royal Parks / IPAP = Isabella Plantation
Access Project / THLC = The Holly Lodge Centre / RAID = Richmond
Advice and Information on Disability / VISOR = Visually Impaired Society
of Richmond / RUILS = Richmond Users Independent Living Scheme /
KCIL = Kingston Centre for Independent Living / WILF = Wandsworth
Independent Living Forum / RaKAT = Richmond and Kingston Accessible
Transport / DAAC = Disability Action and Advice Centre
Attending:
Jo Scrivener, Assistant Park Manager, Richmond Park, IPAP / TRP
Toni Assirati, Head of Education & Community Engagement, IPAP / TRP
Hannah Pritchard, Partnership & Community Engagement Officer, IPAP / TRP
Malcolm Childs, THLC / IPAP Steering Group
Jamie Cutler, RAID
Venna ? , RAID Community Involvement Group
Ben Harrison, RAID Community Involvement Group
DeborahHarrison, RAID Community Involvement Group
Bob Burgis, VISOR / RUILS
Theo Harris, KCIL
George Robertson, Wandsworth Care Alliance / WILF
Anna Robertson, Wandsworth Care Alliance, WILF

Notes
(Item 1 was an update on the Isabella project from Jo Scrivener and
Hannah Pritchard)
Item 2: Assisted transportation within the Isabella Plantation
Outline existing electric wheelchair hire service
- The existing wheelchair hire service at the Isabella consists of a
power-assisted wheelchair that is kept with the Isabella gardening
staff. The wheelchair can be booked, free of charge, through Holly
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Lodge (the Park Office). People wishing to book the wheelchair must
call with at least 24 hours notice and arrangements are then made
for the gardening staff to prepare the wheelchair for use and to meet
with the person on site at the Isabella Plantation. The scheme is not
advertised widely and seemingly few people are aware of the
service. There are infrequent bookings for the service.
Discuss improvement / expansion of this service
- The simplest and cheapest option would be to replace the existing
wheelchair with a new one, or possibly two, and to retain the existing
system of booking through the Park Office. This is likely to be
possible within the cost plan for the project.
- THLC has wheelchairs available for the use of groups using their
facilities. There could be scope for making these available for groups
at the Isabella and transporting them using the Holly Lodge Centre
minibus.
- It was stated that motor assisted scooters should also provided to
cater for people with different disabilities and mobility issues.
- There were concerns about Health & Safety of people using mobility
scooters around the Plantation (and the safety of other users of the
Plantation) – it was suggested that people using mobility scooters
should be accompanied by another person.
- The key issues to consider are cost, storage and maintenance of
scooters.
- Separate funding could be secured for the mobility scooters if they
prove too expensive to be incorporated into the cost plan for the
project.
- Storage for mobility scooters could possibly be provided in the
Plantation but there were concerns that the gardening staff should
not be responsible for maintenance. A volunteer group could
potentially manage this but there would need to be some overall
organisational responsibility for bookings, maintenance, Health &
Safety etc.
- It was suggested that THLC could store and maintain scooters,
which could then be transported to the Plantation as needed using
their minibus. A system of booking would need to be established and
this system would depend on the availability of THLC minibus and
drivers.
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- It was suggested that assisted tour days could be offered, where
scooters and wheelchairs were bulk hired on specific days for the
use of groups or individuals who would need to pre-book. There
would be sufficient funds to offer assisted tour days during the life of
the project as part of the Community Engagement budget but the
cost of hire would need to found elsewhere if this initiative were to be
sustained after the project.
- It was suggested that wheelchairs and mobility scooters could also
be offered for use in the main body of Richmond Park, rather than
just for Isabella.
Discuss promotion of this service
- There appears to be limited local awareness of the existing
wheelchair service. As an minimum aim for the project, the existing
service should be promoted more widely through local community
organisations, on park noticeboards, at the Information Centre at
Pembroke Lodge, and ultimately on the Isabella Plantation section of
the Royal Parks.
- Any future initiatives should be promoted widely through the
channels mentioned above.
Item 3: Broomfield Hill assisted transport service
Discuss viability of shuttle buggy service from Broomfield Hill car
park to Broomfield Hill gate
- Blue Badge holders can park at the Disabled User’s Car Park but the
public car park for accessing the Isabella Plantation is situated on
Broomfield Hill, with a steep hill between the car park and the
Plantation. The hill presents a challenge to those with mobility issues
and may prevent some from accessing the Plantation. There is a
suggestion that a shuttle buggy service could be provided to ferry
people from the car park to the gates of the Plantation and back
again.
Is it needed?
- It was unanimously agreed that the service was required and that
the steep hill does present a problem for those with mobility issues.
A golf-style buggy seating 6 – 8 people would be sufficient and
would allow whole families to use the service.
- The service could be offered at peak times only, or on certain days
of the week. With good promotion of the available service it was
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suggested that people would plan their visits around the availability
of the service.
Who would manage it?
- The key issues with the provision of this service were identified as
cost, storage, maintenance and management.
- If costs proved too high for the project budget then separate funding
could be secured. It was suggested that this might be an attractive
package for a local business to sponsor. In addition to the purchase
of a vehicle, there would be costs incurred in providing storage for
this vehicle, in addition to ongoing maintenance and running costs.
- To reduce costs it was suggested that arrangements could be made
with one of the golf clubs in Richmond Park who may be prepared to
loan a buggy vehicle on certain days, or to store a vehicle.
- A group of volunteers could be recruited to drive and maintain the
vehicle, but there would need to be ongoing organisational support
and funding for the scheme to be sustainable.
- It was suggested that this service could be added at some point after
the project.
Item 4: Transport to Richmond Park and to the Isabella Plantation
Discuss potential community transport initiatives
- Public and specialist consultation have revealed that one of the key
barriers preventing access to the Plantation is the distance from
public transport stops and stations. Public transport allows travel to
the perimeter of Richmond Park it is then some distance to the
Plantation and those without their own modes of transport find the
Plantation difficult to access easily.
- One suggested option was to extend public transport routes into
Richmond Park. It was suggested that the smaller local buses (eg.
The K Route buses in Kingston) would be suitable for extended
routes into the park at peak times or on certain days. This would
need extensive consideration by Park Management and local
transport providers. It was suggested that local community
organisations and groups could become involved in lobbying for the
provision of extended public transport routes.
RaKAT and other accessible transport initiatives
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- With the proposed improvements to the Disabled User’s car park
and approach road, and with the proposed provision of a shelter /
meeting point attached to the new toilet block near this car park, this
area would be a suitable drop off / pick up point for groups using
minibus transport.
- With existing community transport initiatives already operational in
the area, the promotion of the Isabella Plantation as an accessible
destination would hopefully encourage groups to visit the Plantation.
- Representatives from RaKAT were unable to attend the Transport
Workshop but Hannah Pritchard has spoken to Liz Mills from the
organisation, which provides a range of community transport
services, including affordable hire of accessible minibuses to
community groups for visits and outings. They work with around 100
local disability and elderly groups and would be happy to work with
us on promoting the Isabella Plantation to these groups.
- It was suggested by HP that a portion of the main phase project
budget could be allocated for covering the cost of RaKAT trips to
Isabella for a number of community groups throughout the life of the
project. This might encourage a first visit for some of the groups and
might prompt return visits in the future.
- It was suggested by HP that the project could fund minibus driver
training for any local groups that may want to train a driver, but Liz
Mills thought it unlikely that there would be much call for this as most
groups already have a designated and trained minibus driver. This
aspect may benefit from further investigation as one of the aims of
the project is to provide a range of training opportunities that could
benefit the community and create a sustainable legacy for the
project and the Plantation.
- Similar services exist locally, such as Wandsworth Community
Transport and, by promoting the Plantation through these
organisations to the groups that already use them, it would hopefully
increase the range of groups using the Plantation.
Holly Lodge Centre minibus
- As one of the key partners in the project, the Holly Lodge Centre
have kindly offered the use of their Variety Club minibus to enable
and improve access to the Plantation, and for any other aspects of
the project that require transport. The minibus has already been
used several times for the project, including for transporting
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volunteers to the Plantation for training, and for transporting
members of the RAID Community Involvement Group to and from
the Plantation for a Specialist Access Workshop session.
- It was suggested that the Holly Lodge Centre minibus could be
made available on certain days throughout the year to provide a
shuttle link from nearest available public transport links to the
Plantation. For example, a shuttle service from Ham Gate Avenue to
the Disabled User’s car park. This would require promotion,
organisation, and volunteer drivers, but could provide a valuable
transport link from the perimeter of Richmond Park.
- It was also suggested that the minibus could provide a scheduled
pick up service from community locations on certain days of the year
– such as a scheduled run from the DAAC in Teddington to the
Isabella, with a return journey at a scheduled time. Again, this would
require promotion and possibly a booking system.
- Any such services would require some overall organisational
responsibility in order to be sustainable after the project has ended
and it must be noted that the existing work and clients of the Holly
Lodge Centre would be prioritised in terms of the availability of the
minibus.
The way forward...
- To replace the existing wheelchair, and to promote the existing
wheelchair service, would be possible
- To promote the Isabella Plantation as an accessible destination to
local community groups and through local community transport
services would be possible (with particular emphasis on encouraging
visits after the access improvements on site (ie. accessible paths,
accessible toilets etc) have been completed).
- For all other aspects of transport, there was general agreement that
a working group should be established to continue exploring the
possibilities discussed at the workshop. This working group would
meet with members of the IPAP Project Team throughout the life of
the project and would work to develop initiatives that would be fully
sustainable after the end of the project.
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APPENDIX VIII
Notes of all Steering Group meetings
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Isabella Plantation Access project Steering Group
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Meeting 1, April 12th, 2010
Notes
Present:
Simon Richards, Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP (Chair)
David Thomas, Chair, Holly Lodge Centre Charitable Trust
Ron Crompton, Chair, Friends of Richmond Park
Gaye Galvin, Parks Service Development Manager, Richmond Council
John Adams, Lead Designer, Land Use Consultants
Daniel Hearsum, Chairman, Hearsum Family Ltd., Pembroke Lodge
Jo Scrivener, Assistant Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP
Lucy Skipper, Corporate Communications, TRP
Greg McErlean, Director of Major Projects, TRP
Toni Assirati, Head of Education & Community Engagement, TRP
Ian Nightingale, Richmond Park Administration Officer, TRP
Gary Scarffe, Head Gardener, Isabella Plantation, Connaught Ltd.,
Ergun Ahmed, Apprentice Gardener, Isabella Plantation, Connaught Ltd.
Alison Dickens, Interim Project Manager
Apologies/ unable to attend:
Andrew Hand, Contract Manager, Connaught Ltd.
Simon Higgins, Marketing manager, TRP
Jane Braham, Richmond Park Wildlife Group
Kelvin Clarke, Community Liaison, Safer Parks Team, Metropolitan Police
Alice Bigelow, Stage 1 Project Manager
1.

Welcome and Introduction
Simon Richards welcomed people to the first meeting of the Isabella Plantation
Access Project Steering Group and introduced the aims of the project:
• Improvements to physical access
• Improvements to infrastructure/ facilities
• Protection of habitats and sustainability
• Establishment of an education, volunteering and community engagement
programme
And purpose of the steering group:
• To serve as an advisory body to The Royal Parks on the development (and if
the bid is successful, implementation) of the Isabella Plantation HLF Access
Project.

2.

Purpose of the Steering Group – Experience from the Bushy Restoration
Project
Greg McErlean gave background information on the Bushy Park Restoration
Project Steering Group experience. He explained its roots and purpose in
widening access to Bushy Park and involving a wide range of groups and users/
potential users in the development of the scheme; its importance in the Heritage
Lottery Fund process and the way its role changed over time as the process
progressed. Over an 8 year period some 24 meetings continued to attract
between 20 and 100 people keen to be part of the project. It was hugely
important in securing representation from a range of different interest groups,
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getting people to contribute their ideas, support and challenges and in developing
consensus over the balance of competing needs. It enabled Royal Parks’ staff to
learn more about the range of users’ needs and for group members to
understand the legislative framework and constraints under which TRP operates
and the demands of the HLF. Overall, TRP and group members felt there was
great value in the process and it was seen as a model of good practice by the
HLF.
An important learning point was that the structure, function and process changed
over time, for example; large, open meetings worked well at the ideas/
development stage, but it was necessary to set up a small TRP-run project team
during implementation, when rapid decisions were needed to keep delivery on
track. At this point it was agreed that when time permitted or the issue was of
sufficient importance, wider consultation would be undertaken.
3.

Draft Terms of Reference
The draft terms of reference were discussed and accepted in principle – with the
proviso that the flexibility described above was built into them and the wording in
relation to voting is amended to reflect the ultimate responsibility (statutory duty)
of The Royal Parks and fundamental aim to work towards achieving consensus.
Ron Crompton expressed concern that the SSSI and National Nature Reserve
status of the Plantation was formally protected and it was accepted that TRP
would need an ultimate ‘veto’ to ensure this status could not be compromised.
Other suggested members were Natural England and a local umbrella disability
organisation (eg. Richmond Disabled Access and Equality Partnership, which is
coordinated by Richmond Council). The issue of youth representation will be
considered during the consultation process.

4.

Project Timetable and Consultation Plan
Alison Dickens introduced the project timetable and consultation plan and the
group contributed ideas and suggestions.
Action: Richmond Council will help supply lists of local groups for the
consultation process (ensuring coverage of youth groups and BME communities).
Action: Richmond Friends will seek initial views from their membership
Action: JS and AD to discuss process for securing input from Richmond Park
staff & regular local users

5.

Dates of future meetings
June 8th, 10 – 12.00, Richmond Park Offices, Holly Lodge.
July 19th, 3 – 4.30pm (following Quality Workshop 2), Pembroke Lodge

Isabella Access Project Steering Group
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8th June 2010 - 10am
Notes
Present:
Ron Crompton RC

Friends of Richmond Park

Kelvin Clarke KC

Metropolitan Police

David Thomas DT

The Holly Lodge Centre

Garry Scarffe GS

Connaught/Isabella Chargehand

Gaye Galvin

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames

GG

Jane Braham JBr

Richmond Park Wildlife Group

Ergun Ahmed EA

Royal Parks Apprentice at Isabella Plantation

Toni Assirati TA

The Royal Parks Head of Education and Community
Engagement

John Adams JA

Land Use Consultants LUC

Jon Bolter JBo

Rees Bolter Architects

Simon Richards SR

Manager, Richmond Park

Jo Scrivener JS

Assistant Manager, Richmond Park

Alice Bigelow AB

Project Manager, Isabella Access Project

1. Apologies
Lucy Skipper, Ian Jupp, Jamie Cutler, Greg McErlean

2. Notes from Previous Meeting (April 12, 2010)
•
•
•
•
•

Notes were agreed as a correct record.
It was commented that the notes from the Quality Workshops were extremely helpful.
The Terms of Reference have been revised and this is on the agenda.
A consultation list has been produced.
A leaflet has been produced to advertise the upcoming consultation meetings – this is
available in both hard copy and pdf. Anyone who wants copies should let Alice or Jo
know, contact Richmond@royalparks.gsi.gov.uk
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3. Steering Group Terms of Reference
These were agreed subject to the deletion of the second sentence in paragraph 2, section 3.
(Revised version attached).

4. Consultation Summary
AB reported on consultation that has taken place to date, giving a brief summary of the key
issues identified in each session. Notes of consultation meetings/summaries are attached.
YPIAD (Young People’s Inclusivity Access Day)
Synovate Survey of Isabella visitors May 6-9
Access Lunch Meeting May 19
Quality Workshops April 12 (notes previously circulated, please contact Alice if you
need a copy of these notes alice.bigelow@virgin.net)
There are a number of upcoming events:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Drop in consultation 4-9pm Pembroke Lodge June 23
Staff consultation 12 noon June 23
Guided walks and information session June 25 & 26 12-4pm
Quality workshop 2 July 19

Discussion:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

A number of people questioned the Synovate findings – and there was some discussion
of the profile of those interviewed, particularly the low number of disabled people (4%)
EA suggested that a questionnaire could be devised for the users of the wheelchair
service.
RC suggested that the Synovate Research reflected term time usage, but not the school
holiday period, particularly in the summer when there are many more children using
the Plantation, as well as more tourists, including more people from ethnic minority
backgrounds.
It was suggested that when the consultation is done at the end of June we should
ensure we collect the demographic profile of those taking part.
RC expressed concern that the demographic of those taking part in the Synovate survey
is very different from those taking part in other aspects of the consultation.
TA suggested that there would always be a balancing act between the interests of those
who use the Plantation already and those who don’t use it at present, and that the
spectrum of people consulted will hopefully reflect this.
JA pointed out that there are common themes between the YPIAD and lunch
consultations: path surfaces; safety on bridges; provision of information.
GS suggested that it would be good to have maps available for visitors at entryways as
opposed to lots of signs.
JBr asked if there could be a pocket for leaflets at the front of the new noticeboards. JS
to check this out.
KC suggested that there should be signs telling people where they are, not where to go.
There was a discussion on different types of way marking.
JBr proposed that there should be a principle that signage/ labelling/ waymarking
should be kept to a minimum. This was agreed.
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5. Design Progress
Landscape
JA presented a powerpoint showing design progress to date. LUC have taken on board the
consultation so far and are developing ideas. So far, nothing is fixed.
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Question if it is the intention to retain the same footprint for the disabled person’s car
park. SR replied that it is not the intention to expand the footprint.
Surfaces – Breedon Gravel is good from an access point of view, however, it is made of
limestone and as alkaline, has an impact on the acid soil. There was a discussion of
different types of gravel surfaces, LUC have examined 4 different types and each has
advantages and disadvantages.
Benches – looking at a range of different types at approximately 50m intervals along
the main paths, set back from the path but with the path surface extending in a ‘bump’
to accommodate the bench.
Bridges – there is a proposed schedule of those to be renovated – made wider and
given handrails. There was a question about how a non slip surface will be created to
replace the current chicken wire which potentially could puncture wheelchair tyres.
This is under investigation.
Way finding – the principles suggested are discrete, not producing clutter, providing
information. There is the possibility of combining these with leaning posts for people
to rest against. It was suggested that the benches could be numbered to use as a
wayfinding device.
Stepping Stones – LUC are looking at creating fords alongside the stepping stones to
create an accessible alternative.
The gate needs to be revised to make it easier to get through whilst keeping the
Plantation deer free.
Reed beds – this is being investigated as a possible means of dealing with sewage from
the toilets. They would also add to the biodiversity of Peg’s Pond.
There was a discussion about the possible locations of toilets and catering kiosk. The
former is proposed to be in the location of the current portaloo. The kiosk could be
either alongside Peg’s Pond or further back more screened from the Pond.

Buildings
Jon Bolter gave a presentation on initial ideas about toilets, shelter and catering kiosk.
•
•
•
•

•

JBo said it was taken as a starting point that all buildings are unwelcome, and there is a
need to minimise impact.
JBo asked if there is a need for the toilet block to include a changing place for adults.
JBo explained proposals for the treatment of grey water – recycling water from the
catering kiosk and potentially Peg’s Pond for toilet flushing.
JBr questioned the need for the kiosk and shelter at all. She feels they are not necessary.
There is a kiosk already in Broomfield car park and elsewhere in Richmond Park. The
kiosk would interfere with the unique quality of the Plantation, and, she suggested
Isabella does not need a shelter either.
RC agreed with this, and expressed concern that we will stimulate demand – that
people will come into the Plantation from elsewhere in Richmond Park and could
potentially cause lots of problems.
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•
•
•
•

EA asked if there is an option to move the kiosk outside the Plantation gate into the
disabled persons’ car park?
KC suggested that a shelter/picnic area is important as a way of encouraging groups to
visit the Plantation.
There was discussion about ensuring we get feedback on the catering from the
upcoming consultation.
Anyone wishing to make further comments should pass them onto Jo at
jscrivener@royalparks.gsi.gov.uk and John at John.Adams@landuse.co.uk

6. Activities
TA introduced a discussion paper (attached) on a potential range of activities that might be
organised as part of the project. It was stressed that the activities programme will certainly
evolve as consultation continues and the scheme develops. It is proposed that the Stage 2 HLF
bid will include the Partnerships and Community Engagement post, and that this person will
lead on further consultation and developing links with local organisations. The post holder
will be on a fixed term contract and will include a sustainable exit strategy for the work. Any
comments on the paper or the subject should be passed to Toni on
tassirati@royalparks.gsi.gov.uk

7. AOB
JBr pointed out the need to keep a balance between encouraging new/ additional usage of the
Plantation when at times it is heaving – there is a danger of generating demand and
consequently over-use.

8. Date of the Next Meeting
Pembroke Lodge 19th July 3pm-6pm

Isabella Access Project Steering Group
19th July 2010 – 3pm
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Notes
Present:
Ron Crompton RC

Friends of Richmond Park

Garry Scarffe GS

Connaught/Isabella Chargehand

John Adams JA

Land Use Consultants LUC

David Thomas DT

The Holly Lodge Centre

Jane Braham JBr

Richmond Park Wildlife Group

Ergun Ahmed EA

Royal Parks Apprentice at Isabella Plantation

Simon Richards SR

Manager, Richmond Park

Jo Scrivener JS

Assistant Manager, Richmond Park

Alice Bigelow AB

Project Manager, Isabella Access Project

Gaye Galvin

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames

GG

Toni Assirati TA

The Royal Parks Head of Education and Community
Engagement

1. Apologies
Sheila Hamilton, Ian Jupp, Greg McErlean, Andrew Hand, Ian Nightingale, Simon Higgins,
Jamie Cutler

2. Notes from Previous Meeting (April 12, 2010)
Notes were agreed as a correct record.
Matters Arising:
• JS has checked about putting a leaflet holder onto the notice boards, and this will be
possible.
3. Consultation Results
AB gave a brief presentation on the results of the consultation at the end of June. There were a
number of questions/ comments on this:
•

RC confirmed that the headlines are: No to catering; Yes to toilets/reedbeds and
biodiversity; Then slightly lower priority, yes to path surfaces/ bridges/ benches.
Mixed message on signage and interpretation.
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•
•

JB pointed out that the presentation misrepresents the information on the shelter – the
‘dots’ exercise showed very mixed views – 5 ‘pro’ and 4 ‘con’
AB suggested that it is important not to see the feedback as a ‘vote’ but as information
providing guidance. We have to differentiate between things that have to be decided
upon now (e.g. catering) and things that can wait for later and further consultation
feedback.

4. Outline Scheme
JA talked through scheme design.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

RC raised the issue about the width of the paths around the bottom of Peg’s Pond –
near the entrance, at busy times there can be a lot of people on that stretch of path – not
sure if it is wide enough.
Discussion about possibility of opening up another gate to enable access into the
Plantation near the existing toilet block.
Discussion about the shelter – it’s not clear what people want from this.
Overall it is necessary to get a balance between light and screening
The building needs to be screened.
JB expressed concern about the use of materials, there is a need to think particularly
about natural materials use deeper in the Plantation, where the natural feel is
particularly important.
There was some discussion about the possibility of catering being provided outside the
Plantation at the disabled car park side. JB stressed that she felt there should be no
catering at all, and wanted assurance that there would be an opportunity for more
discussion if this becomes a possibility. It was agreed that there would be an
opportunity for further discussion with the SG and further consultation before any
provision is made in the future for catering of any kind.

5. Activities
TA gave a brief presentation on the proposed activities plan and circulated a proposed plan of
action. (attached)
•
•
•

•

RC said the Friends are concerned about the proposed role of the Friends as the group
has limited resources.
It was suggested that it is important to make sure that there is enough money to
implement the proposals.
Concern was expressed that the timing is a bit ‘off’ – there is a year of development and
a year of wind down, which may be imbalanced with the year to implement. It was
stressed that Phase 1 needs to be sharpened, this will be about planning outcomes, and
that’s what we will be promising to HLF.
DT said he is concerned it is ambitious, but that it is essential that Holly Lodge Centre
is involved.

6. Costs
AB explained the cost issues, particularly the potentially high costs associated with bringing in
power and water, and the uncertainties about securing match funding in the current climate of
cut backs. She explained there are a number of cost related uncertainties:
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•
•
•
•

Possibility of use of green technology
Possible savings
Response from The Royal Parks about putting the bid forward and match funding
overall
Response from the Heritage Lottery about the maximum percentage they might be
prepared to fund.

7. AOB
None

8. Date of the Next Meeting
Although no further meetings had originally been scheduled, in view of the uncertainties
discussed under item 6 above, a provisional date was set for a future meeting on Monday
August 16th at 3pm.
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Isabella Access Project Steering Group
16th August 2010 – 3pm
Notes
Present:
Ron Crompton RC

Friends of Richmond Park

Garry Scarffe GS

Connaught/Isabella Chargehand

John Adams JA

Land Use Consultants LUC

David Thomas DT

The Holly Lodge Centre

Jane Braham JBr

Richmond Park Wildlife Group

Ergun Ahmed EA

Royal Parks Apprentice at Isabella Plantation

Simon Richards SR

Manager, Richmond Park

Jo Scrivener JS

Assistant Manager, Richmond Park

Alice Bigelow AB

Project Manager, Isabella Access Project

Toni Assirati TA

The Royal Parks Head of Education and Community
Engagement

Jon Bolter

Project Architect

Kelvin Clarke

RPC

1. Apologies
Sheila Hamilton, Ian Jupp, Greg McErlean, Ian Nightingale, Lucy Skipper

2. Notes from Previous Meeting (July 19, 2010)
Notes were agreed as a correct record.
Matters Arising:
JS took the group through the minutes.
• Shelter to come up in today’s agenda
• RC pointed out that there was quite a lot of agreement on the provision of a gate
adjacent to the existing toilets, recycling the existing disabled car park gate.
• Activities plan, RC wanted to be clear that the Friends want to co-operate actively, and
didn’t mean to sound negative, just wanted to put in caveats.
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•

•

Concern expressed that there should be enough funding available for the activities plan
to be implemented. AB confirmed that there is just short of £100K over three years, and
she and TA had gone through these costs and feel there is adequate sum in the budget.
HLF have confirmed that they will consider 75% of the bid. They are going to visit the
site on Wednesday next week.

3. Feedback from Quality Workshop (July 19th)
AB took group through QW notes – most of the issues coming up in design at a later date.
4. Design
Building – JB gave presentation on design for building as it’s evolved. Some discussion took
place about shelter…
• EA raised concern about shelter floor surface, York Paving style is hard for him to walk
on. This will be considered at a later time.
• Discussion about need for shelter. JA explained that one reason to include it now is
because if it’s not in now, it can’t be added later, as it wouldn’t be included in the cost.
JB not happy with the shelter at all, underlying principle of retaining the overarching
natural beauty of the site with increasing access. JB feels that shelter is not necessary
and does not maintain this balance.
• JA distributed some images of how it might look within the site, and the overall level of
screening. Some discussion about not wanting it to intrude and how it is overall
masked. JB felt that the building has moved further forward, and that she preferred it
in its original location a few metres further back.
• AGREED that there is not a need to make a final decision on shelter and precise
location of building and level of screening at this stage, but that these things would be
subject to further consultation and discussion if we get funding for next stage HLF.
Pointed out that the next stage HLF is for further project development, and there will
be time for more consideration. AGREED to submit bid with inclusion of shelter, but
that if funding agreed, we will reconvene the SG with an agenda including those items
left outstanding at this stage, and at that point will consider how we will gather further
information on these matters.
Green Technology – JA gave a brief summary of the report of the consultants who have
looked at green technology options for the buildings.
• A number of options rejected as not viable.
• Combined Heat and Power units supported by solar panels.
• Group asked questions about how the system
• JS pointed out that not only would this be a more sustainable option but it would also
be a more attractive proposition for potential funders.
• Further investigation is going on about the irrigation and grey water systems.
• Discussion about risk factors with including this technology into the bid at this stage.
• EA suggested that the problem with the ‘green’ option is that it would only provide for
precisely what we need now, and give no scope for future proofing.
• JB said that this is quite an exciting option and could in the long term be really positive
for the Plantation.
• JB made the point that at present the system taking the irrigation system from the
mains is not legal and there’s a risk that at some point the parks could have to change
this anyway.
• AGREED to include green tech power option in the bid unless some information is
forthcoming to indicate it is not viable before bid submitted.
• Consultant coming to look at viability of Reed Bed waste filtration system. AGREED
that this will be included in bid if consultant feels it is viable.
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Landscape – JA and JS have gone through Plantation and looked at paths that require full
resurfacing as opposed to upgrading. They agreed about 25% can be resurfaced, but the rest
need full reconstruction.
• JB asked about where paths go over/around tree roots – JA explained how this would
work to protect tree roots by putting path surface over them, or going around them.
• JA explained that the pond extension has been omitted to save money. JS explained
that we’d like to do it at a later stage, but could be done locally later on.
5. Costs
SR explained that at the last meeting there was a need to go through costs and make as many
cut backs as possible whilst still protecting the key aspects of the scheme. JS identified the key
omissions:
• 50% desilt and deal with Still Pond locally
• Change of spec to entrance road to disabled car park
• Reduction in number of benches, leaning posts, waymarking, signage
• Reduction in number of full new paths assuming some can be reconstructed
• Reduction of power from full grid option
• Going through spec in more detail and making sure that there’s no ‘fat’ contained in
the bid.
AB explained the financial situation, that there is some question about the future of the bid,
given the current cutbacks. TRP are unable to underwrite the match funding, so there is some
uncertainty about how the bid will be progressed. The project team will still proceed to
prepare the bid as planned. HLF is going to come and visit on site next week.
If bid is ‘parked’ due to lack of match funding, JS and AB hope to go through bid and extract
components that might be suitable for doing independently of the rest of the scheme.
6. Timetable and Next Steps
The bid will be submitted by 31st August. There will be a mailout to stakeholders in September
to let people know what the current state of play is. There will also be information made
available to SG on state of play.
If bid is successful, we will be informed by end of December 2010. We have assumed we’d
reconvene the SG at that time and involve them in some way in the recruitment of the PACE
officer. If bid is unsuccessful or parked, will convene a SG meeting to discuss next steps.
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Isabella Plantation Access Project (IPAP)
Steering Group March 28th, 2011
Notes
Present:
Gaye Galvin

GG

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames Park
Development Manager

Jamie Cutler

JC

Richmond AID Community Involvement

Ron Crompton

RC

Chairman, Friends of Richmond Park

Peter Burrows-Smith

PBS

Vice Chairman, Friends of Richmond Park

Ian Nightingale

IN

Richmond Park Admin Staff Representative

Hannah Pritchard

HP

PACE Officer

Toni Assirati

TA

Head of Education and Community Engagement, TRP

Simon Richards

SR

Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

Greg McErlean

GMc TRP

John Adams

JA

Land Use Consultants

Jo Scrivener

JS

Assistant Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

Jane Braham

JB

Richmond Park Wildlife Group

Garry Scarffe

GS

Chargehand, Isabella Plantation

Alice Bigelow

AB

IPAP Project Manager

Apologies for Absence: David Thomas, The Holly Lodge Centre

1. Introductions
SR welcomed the meeting and people introduced themselves.

2. HLF Approval
JS introduced the item, explaining the Heritage Lottery Fund had awarded development stage
funding for the IPAP, for a stage 2 bid to be submitted at the end of February 2012.
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a) Budget – a summary budget as approved by the HLF had been circulated. AB
introduced this and spoke briefly about what the budget covers: primarily the cost of
the PACE officer for 14 months, some funds for developing an activities programme
and fees for the design team. A number of questions were asked:
o PBS asked how much flexibility exists within the budget, and is there scope for
transfer of funds between budget headings. AB explained that there is not
much flexibility, all transfers between budget headings have to be approved by
the HLF, and only if a case can be made.
o AB and JS explained that a minor transfer has already been approved by the
HLF for savings from the PACE Officer budget (see below) to cover unexpected
VAT charges on ‘advisory’ design fees. When the stage 1 submission was
prepared in the summer of 2010, advice was sought about reclaimable VAT on
fees, and the understanding was that all the fees were ‘advisory’ and
consequently VAT would be reclaimable. Following HLF approval, further
discussions revealed that part of the VAT would not be reclaimable as part of
the design work would be considered ‘delivery’ rather than ‘advisory’, and
consequently would incur non reclaimable VAT. The HLF has agreed for the
transfer between budget headings to cover this.
o AB explained that the initial HLF bid had been based on an 18 month period for
the PACE officer to allow for the worker to continue during the period between
the HLF stage 2 bid submission and the announcement of funding for stage 2
(or not). The purpose of this would be to ensure continuity of the post holder,
and, should the bid be unsuccessful, it would allow time for an exit strategy to
be implemented. Unfortunately, during the start up meetings with the HLF,
they identified that some of this period would not be eligible for the stage 1
funding, leaving a gap before the announcement of the decision on stage 2. This
leaves a gap of two to three months for the PACE officer post. It has resulted in
some savings from this budget heading, which the HLF have agreed should be
reallocated, however, it means that in fundraising for stage 2, a priority needs to
be given to identifying funding for the PACE officer ‘gap’ period.
b) AB explained HLF reporting process will be quarterly, starting with the period ending
31st March 2011 – not really a quarter, only one month, but allows the quarters in
future to coincide with the financial year quarters used by TRP. The first report will be
done for April 4th, and in future, the IPAP Steering Group will be provided with
information contained in the HLF reports.
o JC asked about how the HLF have been to deal with overall, JS replied that
they’ve been helpful. The project has an officer at HLF and an independent
project monitor.
c) The Stage 2 submission will be made at the end of February 2012, and the work during
this stage (the Development Stage) will be leading up to that point, although much of
the work of the PACE officer will be developing links with the community, recruiting
volunteers and piloting activities, all of which has a purpose beyond the HLF
submission.
3. Development Stage Key tasks
A summary paper has been circulated showing the key tasks for this stage of work. SG
members have also been provided with a programme, a timetable and activities plan (all
forming part of the HLF submission) to familiarise members with the scope of the
Development Stage work.
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a) JS reported that the gearing up component is on programme. He reported on progress
to date:
o AB has been appointed as Development Stage Project Manager.
o HP has been recruited as PACE Officer via a recruitment process initially
carried out internally within TRP as a number of posts within TRP are being
deleted. She has been working on the Bushy HLF project and brings extremely
relevant skills and experience.
o TRP landscape ‘framework’ contractors were invited to tender for the role of
‘Lead Designer’ to incorporate the whole design team. LUC, who worked on
the feasibility stage, bid under the tendering process for this stage and won, but
new regulations covering procurement have been introduced and require
DCMS approval of ‘advisory’ consultants for more than £20K. Unfortunately
this had not been built into the timetable previously, and this will be the first
instance of such a process within TRP. Official government guidance suggests
that the process may take up to 12 weeks, however, we are hopeful that it can be
carried out much more quickly to allow for the appointment to be made in line
with the programme by the end of April. LUC have been most helpful in
coming along to the meeting today.
o TA asked if gantt chart programme could be amended to include marking of
quarters. This will be done and circulated. She also asked what the numbers in
the boxes mean. The numbers in the boxes relating to meetings, newsletters,
etc., relate to the meeting number. NB the other numbers were used to help produce
a cash flow, apologies that this version was circulated. To be reissued.
b) Surveys and Studies – JS and AB spoke briefly about the surveys and studies to be
carried out under the Development Stage.
o RC asked about Health of Plants and Arboricultural and Environmental Impact
Surveys – they are needed as background and will be carried out over the
course of the development.
c) Consultation and Visitor Information - RC suggested monitoring the flows of visitors
through Isabella, not just the overall numbers coming in. This may be helpful to
understand the periods of time and where the visitors go.
o TA pointed out the gate counters will help with that, although not the detail.
o RC suggested it may be helpful to gather the profile of where people go in
Isabella, and how they decide where to go?
o The Project Team will report back on that. JA pointed out that the design is
based on a reasonable idea of where people go. It was suggested that there may
not be a need to do a precise count, just need to look at flow, light/heavy/etc.
There may be the possibility of using volunteers for doing some of this type of
research, as this can be very expensive and the budget is limited in terms of
costs associated with surveys. RC suggested that gathering some information
on this may be a critical part of planning activities.
o Consultation – will mean working with local groups to plan consultation to
work with each of the key target groups. GG and JC offered to help. RC
pointed out that this all needs to be carefully planned to ensure that there’s not
over use or damage to ecology.
o GMcE pointed out that HLF have said that their key interest in this project is the
engagement aspect of the programme.
o RC – reminded the group of concerns around potential over use of the
plantation causing damage to the very resource we are trying to value.
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JB proposed that this could be addressed by seasonal use and encouraging
people to come in times that are underused.
d) Design (and Plans production) – the work during this stage is about getting the scheme
fully designed, working in collaboration with specialist consultants, carrying out
specialist surveys and studies with the intention of submitting planning application
October.
o

e) Activities – this includes some planning, as well as developing partnerships and doing
some pilot activity with partner organisations.
f)

Fundraising – there is a need to raise in the region of £45,000 for the delivery stage of
the project including the ‘gap’. This has to be secured by the end of Feb 2012.
o JS described the post box and sign strategy for asking for money from the
public.
o Bids planned for a number of trusts. AB and JS will be preparing bids for the
Marathon Trust, Bridge House Estates. They will co-ordinate with The Royal
Parks Foundation.
o JC suggested that there may be some funding available via the NHS for
‘Healthy Living’ initiatives.
o RC asked if the Foundation will contribute. This is not known at present, but
they will be kept informed.
o GMcE reminded everyone that project needs EXCOM approval.
o SG members will be invited to a special meeting to talk about fundraising.

4. Consultation and Steering Group
a) Consultation discussed above. Agreed to hold two open public consultation sessions, one
in late June/early July to get feedback on the design as it was submitted to the HLF, and
one in early September to look at design as it will have evolved before planning
application. Both to be held at gates of Isabella, on a Friday and Saturday alternating the
two gates using the Wildlife for All caravan as was done last June. There will also be a
sequence of workshop style events with different target audiences, such as the ‘access
lunch’ held last year. These will be developed with partner organisations.
b) Some members of the former SG did not come today who hadn’t sent apologies. AB will
make contact with them, and potential other SG members may be developed through HP’s
work with partner organisations.
c) The group discussed suitable times for Steering Group meetings. It was agreed they
should take place on Monday afternoons at 3pm. AB and JS will produce meetings
schedule with outlined agendas.
d) GMcE asked what this SG wants from process – this meeting needs to receive updates and
reporting back, but for the rest?
o RC – want to get teeth stuck in to issues and decisions. He is keen to make sure
there are enough meetings to make key decisions.
o JS and AB will consider this in the meeting and consultation schedule that will be
sent out.
5. Any Other Business
a) TA asked if it is OK to take photographs of meetings for HLF and project
documentation. All agreed it is OK.
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b) All agreed to extend formal thanks to Pembroke Lodge for kind hospitality. They have
offered the use of space for meetings as in kind support for the project. This is much
appreciated.
c) GS asked for sponsors for a sky dive he’s doing in June. Passed around.
d) AB to add PBS to the mailing list.
6. Date of the Next Meeting
Monday June 13th 3pm
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Isabella Plantation Access Project HLF Development Stage
Steering Group 2
Pembroke Lodge
June 13th, 2011
3 - 5pm
Notes
Gaye Galvin

GG

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames Park
Development Manager

Ian Nightingale

IN

Richmond Park Admin Staff Representative

Hannah Pritchard

HP

PACE Officer

Toni Assirati

TA

Head of Education and Community Engagement, TRP

Simon Richards

SR

Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

John Adams

JA

Land Use Consultants

Jo Scrivener

JS

Assistant Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

Jane Braham

JB

Richmond Park Wildlife Group

Garry Scarffe

GS

Chargehand, Isabella Plantation

Alice Bigelow

AB

IPAP Project Manager

Marion Irving

MI

Corporate Communications Manager, TRP

Jamie Cutler

JC

Richmond AID Community Involvement

Malcolm Childs

MC

The Holly Lodge Centre

1.

Apologies

Ron Crompton, Peter Burrows Smith, David Thomas – Malcolm Childs will from now on
represent THLC, and DT can be removed from distribution list. Action AB.
Malcolm Childs and Marion Irving were welcomed. Introductions were made.
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2. Notes of the previous meeting March 28 2011
Agreed as a correct record.
TA asked if there is further information on gate counters. There has been a new set of figures
on that, including annual figures. AB/JS will circulate that information to SG members. JBr
asked if we have a daily record – we can check out what we can extract from the system.
Action JS/SR

3. Updates – May Report
a) Progress – programme, milestones – AB explained the reporting process and that SG
members will be sent monthly reports as the project progresses.
b) Issues and Key Risks – the risk register was issued to all SG members and the monthly
report contains a summary of changes. SR has suggested that a risk associated with the
around Oak Processionary Caterpillar Moth infestation in Richmond, and this may
spread to the IP. This should be added to the risk register, brought forward as Key
Risk for the time being, could result in Plantation being closed for a period of time.
c) Fundraising – the group has met, attended by Peter Burrows Smith and Ron Crompton,
an update meeting will take place at 5pm today at the end of the SG meeting. AB
explained some of the issues associated with the fundraising planning, juggling
timetable issues and finance issues, including the oddity that for some of the corporate
waste management funders (including SITA) require us to give them the actual match
funding in cash. GG suggested another possible source of funding – Virador, another
land fill company.
d) PACE Officer report (Hannah Pritchard) – HP introduced the work she’s been carrying
out, including work on the Horticultural Volunteers (invite has gone out through FRP),
meetings with local organisations etc.
o She has done a news Update on the progress of the project and has been doing
work on planning consultation activity.
o JBr asked about the potential impact of the Horticultural Volunteering on the
gardeners – HP and JS reported that gardeners have been included in planning
and thinking about that work.
o GS reported on the way the gardeners have seen the volunteering programme –
things that get put aside and left due to pressure of other work, and this would
be helpful if it were done by volunteers. GS reported that there are some
conflicting views amongst gardeners, but that there is a massive amount of
work that could be done by volunteers.
o JBr raised the concern that the gardening volunteers don’t undermine the role of
the gardeners themselves.
o AB pointed out that the volunteering programme is being carefully monitored
by HLF and any indicator that volunteering is used to replace staff will be
picked up.
o JS said they were keen to ensure that GS and gardening team are involved in
planning the scheme – that they ‘own’ it.
4. Scheme to Date – Update on Bid
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JA outlined the scheme progress to date and what happens next – planning application to
be submitted by 31 October 2011, HLF bid for next stage to be submitted by 28th February
2012.
• He took the group through the main aspects of the scheme as it’s been developed to
date.
• Some discussion and questions.
• Need to ensure that toilet provision caters for peak usage rather than low level
usage – current toilet block has had septic tank overflow at peak times.
• Need to assess the gate counter statistics.
5. Quality Standards
JS introduced the Quality Standards set last April and July for the IPAP project – pointed out
to everyone to say the purpose of this is to agree a set of criteria that can be used in six months
or six years to measure whether the project has done the job we wanted it to do. He
introduced each of the three areas. TA asked if consideration has been given to how we will
know if they have been achieved – how they will be monitored. Once these have been agreed
then PT will come back with proposals for monitoring of each one once agreed. The group
went through each section and proposed the following additions/amendments. Subject to
these, the QS were approved. At the next meeting the PT will bring proposals for how each QS
to be measured.
•

•

•

Landscape
o Add: enhance environment for wildlife
o Add to Landscape and Buildings: use of sustainable and locally sourced
materials
o JBr pointed out that the Plantation is within the SSSI and this should be
embedded into the landcape QS
Buildings
o Modify ‘blend with environment’ rather than ‘minimal impact’
o Functional is key – suitable for volume – toilet use, shelter.
Activities
No comment

6. Steering Group Membership
AB raised that it has always been the intention that the SG might widen to include a greater
range of interests and diversity on the SG – and as HP is out making contact with people there
may be people suitable for the SG. No intention to overwhelm the group, but want to ensure
that the group is representative.

7. Any Other Business
•
•

Thanks to Richmond Admin team who have agreed to take on the role of taking on
some of the management of the mailing list for the project.
JBr – concerned about the inbuilt contradiction between the ‘preserve the tranquillity’
and ‘increase diversity’ – inevitably there’s a conflict of interest there. SR agreed that
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•

this is something associated with the whole park. HP pointed out that some of the
activity will take place at low impact times when people won’t notice. MC pointed out
that part of the point is to ensure people get more out of the experience of visiting the
Plantation.
JS said that there had been some thinking about how to preserve the work,
documentation, photographs, and so on generated by this project, and there is a
suggestion notionally called ‘Isabella Plantation Legacy Portal’ which is a web based
place where the project’s outputs can be located. Agreed to make this a main agenda
item for next meeting.

8. Date of Next Meeting
July 18th 3pm

Agenda Next Time
Feedback from consultation
Legacy Portal
Measuring QS
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Isabella Plantation Access Project HLF Development Stage
Steering Group 3
Pembroke Lodge
July 18th, 2011 3 - 5pm
Notes
Gaye Galvin

GG

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames Park
Development Manager

Ian Nightingale

IN

Richmond Park Admin Staff Representative

Hannah Pritchard

HP

PACE Officer

Simon Richards

SR

Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

John Adams

JA

Land Use Consultants

Jo Scrivener

JS

Assistant Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

Jane Braham

JB

Richmond Park Wildlife Group

Garry Scarffe

GS

Chargehand, Isabella Plantation

Alice Bigelow

AB

IPAP Project Manager

Malcolm Childs

MC

The Holly Lodge Centre

Peter Burrows Smith

PBS

Friends of Richmond Park

Ron Crompton

RC

Friends of Richmond Park

1. Apologies
Toni Assirati, Marion Irving, Jamie Cutler

2. Notes of the previous meeting June 13, 2011
•
•

Agreed as a correct record.
PBS asked about JB’s comment at the last meeting in item AOB item about the conflict
potentially between ‘protect the tranquillity’ an ‘increase the diversity’. SR pointed out
that this was an ongoing challenge associated an ‘action’.
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•

Gate counters – figures have been secured, not distributed, AB apologised and this will
be done.

3. Updates – June Report
e) Progress – programme, milestones – AB briefly reported that all is going well and
according to programme.
f) Issues and Key Risks – AB reported that the PT had reviewed the risk register earlier in
the day, that new risks had been added about the oak processionary moth and
Phytophthera infection. She also reported that the PT agreed that at the end of the next
quarter there will be a review of all the risk elements associated with partnership,
consultation and so on.
g) Fundraising – the group has met several times and reviewed the work on fundraising.
9.5K plus a pledge of 6K from the Friends for the gap are secured. A number of bids
are being prepared over the next few months – the aim of these is to make them selfsustaining so that should the HLF bid be unsuccessful, the schemes could go forward.
h) PACE Officer report (Hannah Pritchard) – HP has been organising activities and pilot
events with local groups.
o Horticultural volunteers have been recruited through the Friends, and it seems
that a good range have been identified.
o Pilot activities have been run (with Ham Youth Club) – and proposed (with
Kingston NCT, Children’s Centre and Richmond AID).
o JB asked about whether young people who came to the Ham YC activity had
visited the Plantation before. HP replied that most of them had not visited the
Plantation before, or had not for a long time.
4. Consultation Feedback
AB outlined the consultation that had taken place over the past fortnight and the summary
tabled of it, highlighting areas where there could be further discussion. She pointed out
that there were more people at the disabled car park last year since this year it was rainy
and blustery (June 2010-47 at disabled car park/ July 2011-29 at disabled car park gate)
(June 2010-61 at Broomfield Gate/ July 2011-137 at Broomfield Gate). RC asked if there
were really only 2 disabled people at the disabled car park – AB responded this was what
was observed, but that this was about the team’s observation. GS pointed out that there
were other visitors to the disabled car park that day, but they were in a group, or
accompanying someone in a car, and didn’t take part in the study.
•

There was a long discussion about the proposed Liberty Drive. This has been
included in the HLF bid along with a shed to house it and power to charge the
battery. Not much work has been done around this to date as this didn’t seem to
require a priority decision. People at the meeting expressed concern about a
number of aspects of it:
o Practical management issues
o Demand and control
o Crossing the main road
o Principle of introducing such a vehicle into the park
Agreed that this needs further discussion. SR proposed that this and other things
emerging from this discussion get flagged up and Steering Group members feed
back their views.
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•

•

•

•

Paths – JA reported that there has been no conclusive view of path surfaces – there
are some surfaces that may be more suitable than others for the soil quality. The
group discussed the practical and visual aspects of the surfaces – most people felt
that this decision should be informed by soil quality and the advice of the design
team. There was some discussion on edging, and HP fed back the views of VISOR
from the workshop about edging – that edging does not need to be a ‘lip’ unless
there’s an edge leading onto water etc.?
Gates – fairly extreme views on gates, but images were of very different quality –
agreed that Design Team should develop the proposals further and circulate them
to SG during August.
Toilets – discussion on radar locked/ non radar locked/ baby change/ disabled
facilities. The group agreed that the new block should have 2 accessible toilets, one
radar locked, and one not, and the not radar locked one should also have a baby
change facility. The refurbished toilet block should have an accessible toilet with
baby change, not radar locked. There was also some discussion on alarms for
accessible toilets. Agreed this should be investigated as part of design.
Benches – The consultation revealed a diversity of opinion about whether we go for
uniform or diverse design. JA explained the current approach is to create a
‘Cathcart’ style bench that can be constructed on site, but adapted for less able
users. Further discussion about feedback on this: benches at right angles to each
other for social groups; use of fallen logs and ‘natural’ seating; ensuring that the
surfaces below the benches are suitable; lack of enthusiasm for tall leaning posts.
There was general support for an adapted version of the Cathcart bench, with a
standard approach to design.

5. Quality Standards - Measures
Group identified a number of measures that could be useful for measuring success. The group
went through the standards that had been agreed at the previous meeting and looked at things
to be measured. There was lots of discussion around ‘preserve tranquillity’ and how to
measure it. PT needs to think about how to implement these and how to divide the Plantation
into ‘sections’ that may be helpful in setting performance standards. The measures identified
by the group have been recorded on the sheet with the performance standards. The Project
Team will produce a more detailed version on how performance will be measured for
consideration.

6. Legacy Portal
Deferred to next meeting.

7. Any Other Business
None

8. Date of Next Meeting
September 19th, 2011
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Agenda Next Time
Feedback from September consultation
Legacy Portal
Measuring QS Feedback – baseline information

Items for Future Discussion and Consideration
Liberty Drive and wheelchair scheme

For Design Development
Path surfaces and edgings
Benches and other furniture
Toilets
Gates
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Isabella Plantation Access Project HLF Development Stage
Steering Group 4
Pembroke Lodge
September 19th 2011
Notes
Present:
Gaye Galvin

GG

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames Park
Development Manager

Ian Nightingale

IN

Richmond Park Admin Staff Representative

Hannah Pritchard

HP

PACE Officer

Toni Assirati

TA

TRP Head of Education and Community Engagement

Jennette Emery-Wallis

JEW

Land Use Consultants

Jo Scrivener

JS

Assistant Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

Garry Scarffe

GS

Chargehand, Isabella Plantation

Alice Bigelow

AB

IPAP Project Manager

Ron Crompton

RC

Friends of Richmond Park

Jon Bolter

JB

Rees Bolter Architects (architect)

Marion Irving

MI

TRP Corporate Communications Manager, TRP

1. Apologies
Jane Brahim, Simon Richards, John Adams, Jamie Cutler, Peter Burrows Smith,
Malcolm Childs

2. Notes of the previous meeting July 18th
Agreed as a correct record
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3. Toilets
Agreed to move this item forward.
•

•
•

Existing Toilets – the steering group agreed a preference for option D (unisex
cubicles and heating for all). GG asked if there was going to be a baby change in
the disabled WC – JB said yes.
New Toilets – the steering group were happy with the plans, external
appearance as described by JB.
AB pointed out that one bit of consultation feedback was a request for a
drinking fountain/ drinking water tap to be located in or around the new toilet
building. JB will consider this and seek input from IJ on costs and feed back.

4. Design Update
JEM took the group through the current plans. Group members gave comments on a
number of items as follows:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Discussion on Disabled Car Park – need to prevent off road cycling from going
around hugging the fence from the car park; discussion of surface material;
discussion on where minibuses can park.
Request that there are installed a large number of cycle racks at the disabled car
park entrance.
Discussion about wheelchair accessible stepping stones. Concern expressed
about maintenance and how the wooden blocks can be replicated if need
replacing. JEM said they’d need to monitor this and make sure that the gaps
between them don’t get blocked. Discussion on safety, although it was pointed
out by HP that the point of the wheelchair accessible stepping stones is to allow
risk.
RC asked if there is the intention of retaining the gate from the disabled car park
entrance. JS explained that the plan is to relocate the gate to the ‘Camellia Gate’,
a new gate behind the existing toilet block where there is at present a
maintenance access point. Some concern expressed about increasing traffic in
that part of the Plantation as it’s already pretty busy at certain times of year.
Benches, two samples are being constructed on site for SG members to look at
and to see how difficult it is to construct them. TA asked if the leaning posts and
way mark posts would also be constructed on site. JS responded that this is the
intention.
Some discussion on waymarking and directional signs. LUC have proposed a
system of waymarking that links to activities or web based resource
information.
Waymarking on agenda – looked at the proposal produced for discussion. AB
gave brief introduction explaining the HLF Stage C meeting tomorrow and this
is why a whole range of papers are presented to the steering group for
consideration.
Long discussion about how many signs and to what extent the waymarking
intrudes on consciousness as being ‘management’ of the visitor. RC concerned
that there is a major intervention between people and the environment – if we
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•

•

are managing the environment to make it accessible, are we also intruding on
the environment for those who don’t want to be managed.
Discussion about site visit next time and working out how to ‘trial’ the scheme
so people can get a sense of how it might look/feel. HP and JS to think about
how it can be trialled.
AB to circulate the LUC boards to the whole SG for information.

5. Updates – August Report
• Progress – programme, milestones
• Issues and Key Risks
• Fundraising
• PACE Officer report
Noted. No questions or comments.
6. RAID and September Consultation Feedback
• Feedback from Consultation
AB briefly introduced the consultation results – general feeling that scheme is
developing well. RAID group very useful input.
• Consultation next steps
RC proposed that there is no urgent need to carry on broad general consultation. TA
said need for some opportunity for people to have a look at what we’re doing and to
widen relationships.

7. Quality Standards/ Monitoring/ Evaluation
Presented and noted. There was a brief discussion, with concern that the requirements
for monitoring and information gathering aren’t too complex. AB/HP think about
next steps and report back.

8. Any Other Business
None

9. Date of Next Meeting
Start meeting on site to look at locations for furniture and waymarking
November 21st
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Isabella Plantation Access Project HLF Development Stage
Steering Group 5
Pembroke Lodge
November 21st 2011
Notes
Present:
Gaye Galvin

GG

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames Park
Development Manager

Ian Nightingale

IN

Richmond Park Admin Staff Representative

Hannah Pritchard

HP

PACE Officer

Toni Assirati

TA

TRP Head of Education and Community Engagement

John Adams

JA

Land Use Consultants

Jo Scrivener

JS

Assistant Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

Garry Scarffe

GS

Chargehand, Isabella Plantation

Alice Bigelow

AB

IPAP Project Manager

Peter Burrows Smith

PBS

Friends of Richmond Park

Malcolm Childs

MC

The Holly Lodge Centre

1. Apologies
Marion Irving, Ron Crompton

2. Notes of the previous meeting September 19th
Agreed as a correct record. MC asked about the meeting being on site – AB explained that it
was thought better to have this in Jan.

3. Report - Update
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AB presented – outcome of HLF meeting. No detailed discussion about report. Accepted.

4. Costs and Savings
AB introduced the cost situation:
A. Shortly before the RIBA C review meeting, our Quantity Surveyor produced a revised cost
plan for the scheme. Unsurprisingly, this came out at significantly higher levels than the
original costing for the scheme that formed the Stage 1 bid. During the HLF review meeting,
the HLF strongly recommended that we make additional provision for the PACE Officer post
to extend it by a further 12 months, thus bringing the costs up still further. The HLF made it
clear that they had no difficulties with an enlarged scheme, however their grant aid would be
fixed at the sum contained within our Stage 1 bid – in other words, if we want to extend the
scheme, we need to raise the funds to pay for the increased budget.
B. The Project Team considered this position and has proposed adopting a two-level strategy.
This is to:
i) Continue to develop the scheme as evolved at RIBA C on the basis that should our
funding bids be successful, there would be adequate funds for the expanded scheme.
ii) Develop a set of savings that would enable the scheme to fit within the initial HLF
scheme costs.

In order to develop a viable option ii, the Project Team spent time going through the cost plan
to identify possible areas of saving. The team identified criteria by which savings could be
identified whilst retaining a viable scheme.

These criteria are:
a) Things that could be cut out completely and done at a separate point or could be the subject
of separate fundraising (e.g. works to the existing toilet block).
b) Things that could be pruned back and done internally.
c) Reduction of contingency from 15% to 10% (In Option i) it is at 15%, and when we have a
further cost plan we propose to go through it and allocate contingency in line with risk,
however, at this stage, it is proposed to calculate contingency at 10% overall for Option ii).
d) Reduction of allocation of unreclaimable VAT on path works to only apply to new paths.

A schedule was distributed showing the costs at a) HLF Stage 1 bid; b) RIBA C; c) possible
savings to meet Stage 1 bid budget.

Some discussion took place about why the costs had risen with queries about whether costs are
likely to rise again. It was pointed out that initial costs very rough, not based on detailed
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design, and as design becomes more specific costs become more precise. This can happen
throughout the project, but the difference between estimate and actual costs should reduce the
more detailed the scheme becomes.

SG agreed with the proposed strategy and that the possible savings identified was appropriate,
and could form the basis of future discussions. It was emphasized that no priorities within the
schedule have been identified as yet, and this would be the subject of future discussion if need
be.

AB suggested this would be revisited in the New Year when hopefully decisions will have
been made on some of the funding bids.

5. Existing Toilets
AB described situation with the existing toilet block.
a) Veolia bid can’t be processed until after planning consent received. Therefore the bid has to
be considered by Veolia in April/May.
b) TRP is considering its position on toilets, there is overall concern about the maintenance
costs. TRP has considered Isabella toilets and agreed to the new block; agreed to support new
and existing toilet block if additional funding secured for existing toilet refurb, but existing
toilets have to be seasonal only.
c) There is an opportunity to bid for funding to TRP to be spent by 31 March 2011 for existing
toilet refurb.

PT propose instructing architect to carry out detailed design to existing toilets within existing
footprint to accommodate a DWC. This would blow out all the work that has been done on
selecting design/layouts, but would be a way of prioritising the upgrading of those toilets and
getting a DWC.

SG very positive about this – felt that getting improvements and access to existing toilets is top
priority – a win-win whatever else we get funding from. Lots of enthusiasm for this
possibility.

Other bids will be submitted for TRP fund for bench construction and gates. Toilets refurb are
the top priority.
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6. Activities Plans
HP took the group through slides relating to proposed activities – this will be distributed with
the notes.
All agreed that this seems a good way forward – comments on any detail to HP.

7. Programme/ Decisions/ Meetings/ Site Visit
Proposed a public consultation/opportunity for stakeholders/ other partners to look at design
to date. And SG meeting to follow to take on board any comments on the open day and get SG
to do final sign off.

Proposed Thurs 19 Jan for consultation (all day) and Monday 30 Jan at 10am for SG. Malcolm
Childs offered to drive minibus to enable site visits and so on as needed on either/both days.

8. Any Other Business
John Adams showed images for gates for consideration. Group feedback was that the design
is a bit simple, and should include some symbol or decoration to make it welcoming. This
could be an arch over the gate, doesn’t have to be ON the gate, as everyone is mindful that the
problem with the current gates is the weight.

It would be good to evolve something via the waymarking workshops, but this would not
work with the timetable for the ‘shelf’ project. It might be possible to do decoration that is
added later.
Agreed LUC should evolve scheme and should still be included as shelf project but not if there
is a sacrifice of interest or time to evolve this properly.

9. Date of Next Meeting
Jan 30th 10 am. Include visit to site to look at bench prototypes.

Isabella Plantation Access Project HLF Development Stage
Steering Group 5
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Pembroke Lodge
January 30, 2012
Notes
Present:
Gaye Galvin

GG

London Borough of Richmond upon Thames Park
Development Manager

Ian Nightingale

IN

Richmond Park Admin Staff Representative

Hannah Pritchard

HP

PACE Officer

Ron Crompton

RC

Chair, Friends of Richmond Park

John Adams

JA

Land Use Consultants

Jo Scrivener

JS

Assistant Park Manager, Richmond Park, TRP

Garry Scarffe

GS

Chargehand, Isabella Plantation

Alice Bigelow

AB

IPAP Project Manager

Malcolm Childs

MC

The Holly Lodge Centre

1. Apologies
Neil Coyte, Peter Burrows Smith, Toni Assirati

2. Notes of the previous meeting November 21st
Agreed as a correct record.
Matters Arising: visit to look at bench took place this morning. Only one of the benches has
been constructed, as the other was felt to be very heavy, with a lot of wood. The one the SG
looked at is more efficient from a wood point of view. Feedback on bench – armrests should
be extended a little so that the arms extend slightly in front of you. Edges should be bevelled a
bit so that the arms are fully rounded. Height is good as is the angle of the back, although it
was felt that it would be nice if the back were slightly higher. Some discussion about the
visual effect of the arms being inset, although this is part of the structure. Agreed to explore
this further. JS will circulate photographs of the proposed version. MC said he is happy to
delegate this.
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3. Report - Update
AB presented. No detailed discussion about report. Accepted.
•

•

•

•

•

Timetable for bid decision making has indicated that we may need to have a separate
contract for the ponds and streams works, particularly if the SITA bid for these works
is successful. This may mean two contracts for the project.
Bid submission end February, aiming to get the main documents done by mid Feb to
allow time for formatting etc. Draft documents for Health and Habit of Plants Study,
the Management and Maintenance Plan and the Conservation and Management Plan
are now available, anyone who would like to see these in draft to comment, please let
JS know. There was some discussion on the desirability of having the final versions
available to SG members. All final documents can be put onto disk for anyone who
wants it.
Fundraising – Marathon Trust bid was unsuccessful. SITA Trust bid is hopeful.
Awaiting SITA decision, however, contrary to previous indications, SITA are now
suggesting that their decision won’t be until March. TRP Foundation have committed
£25K, which with previously committed funding from FoRP, RP Charitable Trust and
other misc. Donations, is enough to meet HLF match funding requirements. RC asked
about the ‘gap’ funding for HP’s post, and how that is progressing. AB reported that a
number of potential funding sources have been identified, one we can’t bid until match
has been committed from the HLF, one has to be spent within a short space of time of
decision, so bid can’t go in yet, and the third is being handled via TRP Foundation, and
is according to their timetable. RC reminded the SG that part of the FoRP’s
commitment to underwrite the ‘gap’ is getting some input from HP into their activities.
AB suggested that this is something that would more appropriately happen after HLF
submission and whilst awaiting decision. HP suggested that the FoRP discuss this with
her line manager, TA.
Shelf Project – very happy that approval has been given for funding for the refurb. of
the existing toilet block including one DWC, AND for fencing the perimeter of the
Plantation, something omitted from the project during the feasibility stage to bring
down costs. Funding has also been identified for benches (not to be installed until the
main scheme). This was felt to be very positive news. RC suggested we explore with
FoRP the idea of sponsorship for the benches, as the Friends have members who are
likely to be interested in sponsoring benches. IN pointed out that there is an existing
waiting list for bench sponsorship, so we need to make sure we’ve covered that before
inviting new sponsors. FoRP to be involved in this.
Reed Bed vs Composting Toilets –
JS and JA visited a park with 200K+ visitors pa with composting toilets. The visit
indicated this is a possible option. JS still concerned that it will smell and not be
satisfactory. Composting toilets would have a significant impact on design. AB
expressed concern about timing of decision making. Agreed that a decision is needed
within the next fortnight. In order to make a decision, some further work needs to be
done:
o Nat Sol to be asked to come and do an assessment
o Nigel Reeve to give his views
o Costs benefit analysis to be produced for maintenance and build
o Jon Bolter to have a look at design
AB asked if SG members have a view about this:
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RC pointed out that public expectation is not for composting toilets. Public
information has included possibility of composting toilets, although the
consultation documentation has given more emphasis to the reed bed option.
o GG said key aspect is maintenance and making sure there’s not an unrealistic
cost or labour requirement.
o Some discussion about the main concern being smell. People will complain if it
is smelly.
Accessible Transport – HP gave a very brief report on the transport workshop. Notes
will be circulated, but key message is that more work needs to be done, and it is
proposed that a working group is formed to take this forward.
SR pointed out that the December report has, under ‘costs’ a statement that xxx has
been drawn down from HLF. AB to get correct sum and ensure it’s in the minutes.
o

•

•

4. Quality Workshop
AB explained that the Quality Workshop took place on the 19th to look at the ‘success
indicators’ that this group had previously identified. The workshop ‘scored’ a number of
aspects of the project out of 5, and most items achieved 4s or 5s with a few 3s. It was a good
session, and feedback will be forthcoming.

5. Activity Plan
HP introduced the Activity Plan and circulated a draft Table of Contents and a draft Action
Plan. She asked if SG members would be kind enough to feed in any input to a SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) for Isabella (before any work done).
HP also explained that a draft version of the Activity Plan is going to be submitted to our HLF
monitor on Wednesday morning, so any comments on the documentation and input to the
SWOT by the end of Tuesday would be most helpful.
She also explained that she’s sent out a skills audit form for everyone to fill in, please return
this to HP asap as it’s feeding into the Activity Plan.

6. Any Other Business
SR passed on the congratulations of ExCom for all the work that’s gone into this project to
date, and thanks to all SG members for their ongoing commitment.
Worth noting that 2012 is the Olympics and consequently the programme for this project
means that assuming the HLF give approval in June, the scheme will activate in September
time.

7. Date of Next Meeting
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Agreed to have a meeting on March 26th at 2pm with site visit to see the toilet refurbishment.
Meet at Broomfield Gate/Car Park, AB to ask if anyone needs a lift. Can review where we are
at this meeting with SITA and activity to go on before the HLF decision.
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APPENDIX IX
List of all organisations who have made an input to IPAP
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Community groups/organisations making an input to the Isabella Plantation
Access Project during the Development Stage

People with Disabilities
The Access Project Specialist Day Centre
Disability Action Advice Centre
The Holly Lodge Centre (THLC)
Kingston Centre for Independent Living (KCIL)
LBRuT Transitions team
MIND Kingston
Richmond AID (Richmond Advice and Information on Disability)
Visually Impaired Society of Richmond (VISOR)
Wandsworth Independent Living Forum (WILF)
Richmond and Kingston Accessible Transport (RaKAT)

Older People
Age Concern Kingston – Fit as a Fiddle group
The Bradbury Centre (Age Concern Active Living Centre)
Age Concern, Richmond
Age Concern Rest Room
Age UK Richmond upon Thames
Avenue Club
Crane Community Centre
FiSH
Ham and Petersham SOS Scheme
Homelink Specialist Day Centre
Kew Neighbourhood Association
Sheen Lane Day Care Centre
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St Stephens Church Lunch Club for the Elderly
Whitton Network
Woodville Centre at Ham
Richmond Good Neighbours

Families with Young Children
Ham Children’s Centre
Kingston National Childbirth Trust (NCT)
Acorns Playgroup
Cambrian Playgroup - Parent and Toddler Group
Grena Road Children's Day Nursery
Jellie Tots Playgroup
Kingston Hill Children's Centre
Kingston Kindergarten
Riverside Playgroup
St Elizabeth's Nursery
Southfields Baptist toddlers group

Young People
Cambrian Community Centre Youth Club
Ham Youth Centre
Hampton Youth Project
Heatham House Youth Centre
Kew Scout Group
Kings Field Youth and Community Cafe
Powerstation
Richmond Secondary Student Council
Wandsworth Council Youth Work Service
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People from Black and Minority Ethnic Communities
Asian East African Senior Citizens Association
EAL Friendship Group
Ethnic Minorities Advocacy Group
Kingston Advocacy Group KAG
Kingston Chinese Association
Kingston, Surbiton & District Synagogue
Milaap Day Centre – RBK’s Multicultural Centre for Older People
Minority Ethnic Elders Group, Whitton
Refugee Action Kingston
Richmond Carers BME Support Group
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APPENDIX X
Partnership Letters
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APPENDIX XI
Horticultural Volunteer work plan
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Isabella Plantation Horticultural Volunteers
Volunteer Coordinator – Task List
If the Volunteer Coordinator is unable to attend a session, they must
inform TRP staff in advance and arrangements will be made for
another volunteer to act as Coordinator for that session

Off site:
• Contact volunteers re: availability and coordinate attendance
• Liaise with TRP and Fountains staff re: Horticultural Volunteer
programme
On site:
• Liaise with Fountains staff re: work plan for the session and inform
all volunteers. Inform volunteers of any changes throughout the day
• Liaise with Fountains staff re: weather conditions and inform
volunteers if decision is made to cancel session
• Collect volunteer mobile phone and carry at all times (and return to
Fountains staff at end of session)
• Ensure attendance sheet is filled in by all volunteers
• Make a record of tools and equipment taken to site and check
returns at end of work session
• Ensure First Aid kit is taken to site
• Advise volunteers to use appropriate PPE for the session, as
detailed in Health and Safety documentation
• Report Health and Safety breaches to TRP staff and complete Near
Miss and Accident forms as appropriate
• Advise volunteers of start, finish and break times (am session 10am
– 12pm / Lunch 12pm – 12.30pm / pm session 12.30pm – 2.30pm)
• Ensure all volunteers off site by 3pm
• Report any broken tools, or sundries to be re-stocked to TRP staff
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APPENDIX XII
Skills Audit Questionnaire
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APPENDIX XIII
IPAP Updates
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APPENDIX XIV
TRP Volunteer Strategy
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The Royal Parks Volunteer Strategy

Index
1.Introduction .................................................................................. 2
2.Volunteers – External Environment ............................................. 2
3.Vision ........................................................................................... 3
4.Key objectives .............................................................................. 4
5.Organisational Objectives ............................................................ 5
6.Where are we now – Research June 2008 .................................. 6
7.Risks ............................................................................................ 7
8.Equal opportunities ...................................................................... 8
9.Sustainability ................................................................................ 8
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1. Introduction
The Royal Parks has for many years worked with volunteers. Until recently,
volunteering has been achieved through collaboration with other organisations, such
as The Friends Groups, The Companion Cycles and so on. In the past seven years,
The Royal Parks has initiated a programme of direct volunteering, recruiting
individuals to operate within existing and new areas of work.
Volunteers in The Royal Parks include:
•
•
•

People working directly for the organisation’s departments
People working within agencies that are partners to The Royal Parks
People working for organisations that deliver a service to the public under the
umbrella of The Royal Parks

Volunteering contributes significantly to the range and extent of the services that The
Royal Parks can offer to the public. Not only does volunteering introduce a labour
force that is eight times the size of the paid staff group, but it brings skills,
experience, and knowledge of the parks and community links that cannot be covered
by the employed staff. In addition to bringing huge benefits to The Royal Parks,
volunteers bring commensurate responsibility. Those offering their time and
commitment for free are entitled to be treated with respect, fairness and have the
value of their input acknowledged.
There has not, to date, been a specific policy or strategic framework within which this
volunteering has taken place, although over the past few years, the number of
volunteers working within The Royal Parks has increased hugely.
In 2008, The Royal Parks commissioned a piece of independent research to
investigate the extent of volunteering within The Royal Parks1. This research
identified the need to formalise the arrangements for volunteers. As a consequence,
both a policy and a strategy for implementation have been developed for The Royal
Parks. The policy includes a general statement of approach towards volunteering
and includes a set of aims for the management of this service. This strategy
describes the vision for volunteering within The Royal Parks as well as exploring how
best this service can be appropriately managed.
1.

Volunteers – External Environment

Volunteering is at the heart of the government’s agenda, particularly around the
delivery of the 2012 Olympics. DCMS is the parent body for the Olympics together
with London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games (LOCOG). The Royal
Parks will host a number of games and cultural events and is involved with the
operational development of the 2012 games. An estimated 70,000 volunteers will be
needed to help run the games and LOCOG aims to launch their official programme
1

’Volunteering in Perspective: Steps Towards a Strategy’, Di Wheatley. This research involved
interviews with volunteers, staff involved in volunteering at The Royal Parks, organisations working in partnership
with The Royal Parks using volunteers, and identified the full range of volunteering within The Royal Parks as
well as recording feedback from volunteers themselves on their experience of volunteering for The Royal Parks.
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in 2010. Many of these volunteers are expected to be from within the London area
and will be local to The Royal Parks.
The government ‘Manifesto for Change’ was published in January 2008 by the
Commission on the Future of Volunteering. The Chair - Baroness Julia Neuberger –
emphasised the need to “make volunteering part of the DNA of our society and
improve volunteering for millions of Britons over the next ten years. Removing red
tape, unnecessary CRB checks and addressing the failure of the voluntary (public)
sector to genuinely respond to the diverse needs of society!”
The density of the population in the capital and surrounding areas means that there
is a large, permanent population within easy travelling distances of Royal Parks. The
expectation is that London’s population will continue to increase over the next five
years and that there will continue to be a diverse range of nationalities, across all
socio economic backgrounds and a mixture of social groupings. The Royal Parks’
opportunities for volunteering are extensive; they have offered a unique environment
and historical context which widens individual understanding, knowledge and
involvement in the local community. The Royal Parks enriches the wider picture of
volunteering across London and can help other stakeholders deliver projects through
partnership working.
In addition to the emphasis government places on volunteering associated with
2012, volunteering is one of the vehicles identified by government for addressing
both adult and youth unemployment and also is recognised as having a role to play
in developing community cohesion, and helping address mental health issues.
There is more interest, funding and programming around volunteering at the moment
than there has been for a long time. The Royal Parks has one of the largest
volunteering programmes in London, and if volunteering is given a higher profile,
there are many opportunities that could bring benefit to the organisation.
2. Vision
Volunteers make a huge contribution to all aspects of The Royal Parks. Many
volunteers feel a keen sense of ownership of their local Royal Park, and bring
advice, support as well as labour to the maintenance and development of The Royal
Parks programmes and infrastructure. At Bushy Park, volunteers have attended
dozens of meetings to make an input into the Heritage Lottery Project. At Greenwich
Park, volunteers run the Living History programme and wildlife activities with schools
and communities. At Regents’ Park, volunteers work with the sports programme, at
Richmond Park, volunteers work in the information centre and the Holly Lodge
Centre. In Bushy Park, volunteers helped with the physical labour of the
refurbishment of the Woodland Gardens. The list could go on. This input has the
potential to grow and help The Royal Parks develop new initiatives, reach new
communities and involve the public in decision making, management and
programming of one of the capitol’s most significant resources.
The Royal Parks should be shouting its volunteering successes from the rooftops.
Volunteering should be given pride of place within both the priorities and profile of
The Royal Parks. In one year, The Royal Parks spent approximately £4,000 on
uniforms and volunteer expenses, and received back over £1,500,000 in labour.
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Over the next ten years, The Royal Parks’ volunteering programme should grow
exponentially, should gain the regional and national recognition it deserves, and
should enable The Royal Parks to continue to deliver a range of programmes and
projects that would never otherwise be possible.
In order to make this happen, it is essential that The Royal Parks adopts a strategic
approach to volunteer recruitment and management, and ensures that the same
level of professionalism that characterises the organisation is extended to the
management of a significant part of the workforce.
Aims
To develop a transparent and standardised process for the recruitment and
management of volunteers across The Royal Parks that all staff can use.
To value volunteers and enable them to gain positive benefits from volunteering
with The Royal Parks.
To ensure that The Royal Parks gain maximum benefit through enhanced
services from the involvement of volunteers.

•
•
•

Key objectives
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
3.

To improve the infrastructure of the volunteer programme within The Royal
Parks.
To identify and implement a task orientated recruitment programme for
voluntary work.
To identify staff to manage and implement the volunteer programme.
To agree priority groups, agencies, projects for working with volunteers.
To develop the web site as a resource for volunteer recruitment and
information sharing.
To identify and implement a training programme for staff and volunteers.
Organisational Objectives

This Volunteer Strategy and the accompanying Policy is aligned with the Royal
Parks purpose and contributes to the delivery of our organisation’s top level
objectives.
The Royal Parks Corporate objectives.

1. Protect and develop the parks as world class
environments, applying effective polices in environmental
and ecological park management
2. Understand and respond to the needs of our diverse
audiences and stakeholders, working with partner
organisations to enrich lives
3. Deliver a broad cultural array of activities, including
education, sport and participatory offers
4. Conserve and enhance the historic built environment of
the Royal Parks
5. Deliver greater value for money for the taxpayer through
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The Volunteer Strategy has three main strands which link to our organisational
objectives:
• The Royal Parks’ Objective 6 is to demonstrate organisational excellence, and
this directly relates to the need to focus on initiating a strong internal
infrastructure to expand and deliver a quality experience for volunteers working
directly for, with or on behalf of the organisation;
• The Royal Parks Education Strategy identifies the value of volunteering support
in delivering all of the objectives;
• The Royal Parks Healthy Living Strategy identifies the value of volunteering in
promoting good mental health, physical exercise and the value of being out in the
natural environment on general well being.
Volunteering opportunities should be guided by the priorities identified by The Royal
Parks. The value of volunteering will be explained within the volunteering policy.
Every three years there should be guidance on specific areas of work to be
developed and a monitoring structure to ensure the targets are being met.
4.

Where We Are Now

There are several types of volunteering that go on in The Royal Parks, as described
below.
Staff Volunteering
The Royal Parks staff is entitled to volunteer for up to five days per year in line with
the DCMS guidelines. Volunteering often involves staff members in judging for the
London / Britain in Bloom and Green flag awards. Staffs support environmental
programmes in the parks, either through individual research of species and
biodiversity or through a range of interest areas.
Corporate Volunteering
There is no formal programme which allows for companies to bring their staff to carry
out conservation work in The Royal Parks. Individual departments and Parks support
requests to assist within the boundaries of contractual obligations and needs of the
environment.
General Volunteering
This is the form of volunteering most commonly associated with The Royal Parks.
Individuals give time and skills in areas of particular interest. Most people volunteer
in their local parks, and many individuals have been involved over an extended
period of time and feel considerable investment, commitment and loyalty to their
Park and specialist area. This is the form of volunteering that brings the most
significant benefit to The Royal Parks as discussed above in Section 1.
2008 Research
The Community Engagement team commissioned a piece of research2 in June
2008, which identified and bench marked the volunteering opportunities within the
organisation.
2

’Volunteering in Perspective: Steps towards a Strategy’ research was carried out in 2008 by external
consultant Di Wheatley and delivered to SMT September 2008.
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Key stakeholders taking part in the research were:
I. Organisations which work within the parks on our behalf e.g. Friends Groups
and Companion Cycling.
II. Organisations which work in partnership with The Royal Parks e.g. The Holly
Lodge Centre.
III. Volunteers who work directly with departments within the organisation, e.g.
The Hub sports facility and the Education team.
IV. Individuals who work with line managers on specified projects, e.g. wildlife
research and gardening projects.
This research culminated in a document called ‘Volunteering in Perspective: Steps
towards a Strategy’, concluded in September 2008.
Some of the key findings of the document are highlighted below:
•

•

•
•

•

•

5.

Growth in volunteering opportunities at The Royal Parks has increased
markedly during the last 5 – 10 years. There has been a grass roots
development of activities and a change in the Parks culture which has allowed
the increase to take place;
Most volunteers were not directly recruited or made aware of the programmes
through The Royal Parks communication methods. Generally a friend or
contact with a local project will inform them when an opportunity arises.
The role of volunteering within The Royal Parks is not clearly defined and the
ranges of volunteers experience are very mixed.
Long journeys are a deterrent and most volunteers operate within their local
Royal Park. There is, however some movement with individual volunteers
across activities and Parks. Nearly all the volunteers had some emotional
reason for being involved, bonding with their local Royal Park and generally
having a long history with it;
The infrastructure of the management of volunteers is very ad hoc. There is a
need to ensure that people have the opportunity to get information on
volunteering, understand how to access the route to volunteering, receive the
same quality experience and to feel valued as an integral part of the
organisation;
Conservative estimation of the number of volunteers operating in all areas
across the Parks across all groups is 880 and the value of that current
volunteering to the Royal Parks is approximately £1.5 million per year.
Risks

There are risks to any activity undertaken by an organisation such as The Royal
Parks. Below the key risks associated with volunteering at The Royal Parks have
been identified and mitigation approaches discussed.

Key Risks
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a) Lack of leadership for the
development of the infrastructure.
b)The organisation continues in an

a) One person in The Royal
Parks is allocated the role of
volunteer Manager.

Ad hoc way managing volunteers
due to limited resources for new
staff members and head count
restrictions.

b) Explore mechanisms to
secure Volunteer Manager,
including i) secondment and
ii) external funding.

Training of staff and volunteers is
limited. Quality of experience is
varied and frustrating.

Assess the training
programmes externally. Use
resources of trainers within
the organisation.

Uneven commitment from staff
leading to varied quality of
experience.

Corporate commitment and
leadership to volunteers and
staff. Corporate statement
of value and vision.

Limited skills development for staff
and volunteers.

Develop a programme of
training for staff and
volunteers.

Failure to develop and implement
programmes to encourage social
inclusion in volunteering resulting
in The Royal Parks remaining a
resource solely for an ageing
volunteer population.

Monitor the implementation
of the Action Plan associated
with this Strategy.

6.

Diversity and Equal opportunities

The Education and Community Engagement team carries out a great deal of work

supporting specialists groups and people with a mixed range of abilities. As a team
we will be;
•
•
•

Targeting changes which enable us to recognise the contribution already
made to diversity and equality issues throughout the work.
Highlight the work carried out with partnership organisations.
Promote the good practice which already integrates a number of targeted
groups whenever a new project is in development.
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Current research shows that the main group of people volunteering in The Royal
Parks are white, middle to upper-class women. It is vital that The Royal Parks
recognises and values their contribution. The volunteer programme however will
seek to prioritise other groups of people to redress the inequality found .Promoting a
diverse cross section of volunteer activities in the future.
Volunteer recruitment will include a section on Diversity and Equality enabling a clear
analysis of makeup of volunteers within TRP. This will be reported through the
Diversity Network Group.
The programme will seek to recruit more varied groups of volunteers by the year
2012. Young people 18-25 years old
Ø Identify projects with participants and volunteers with a range of impairments
who themselves have valuable experience which could support other
volunteers.
Ø Work directly with unemployed projects to extend work experience and
volunteer opportunities, increasing employability skills.
Priority targets for individual volunteers and specialist groups will be established in
the Volunteer Action plan Objective 1, 3 and 4.
7.

Sustainability

The volunteer team will work to ensure that all programmes are delivered to the
highest standards of environmental sustainability by.
Ø Linking volunteers into career opportunities.
Ø Enjoying the parks and the natural environment.
Ø Identify specific connections and projects to healthy living and individual well
being.
Ø Work closely to increase public awareness of people’s impact on the
environment.
Ø Ensuring volunteers take key messages away from their experience which
encourages others to join, participate in or engage with the parks.
8.

Key Milestones
Year 1.
v Standardised recruitment process and single point access for volunteers
established.
v Standardised administrative and support systems for all volunteers in
place.
v Website volunteers component live on line.
Year 2.
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v 20 new volunteers recruited according to tasks required by the Parks.
v Potential funding sources identified for Volunteer Manager post.
v Park wide training programme for volunteers commenced.
Year 3.
v Coherent 2012 volunteering programme in partnership with other agencies
established.
v Staff training programme for volunteer supervision and management in
place.
v One new priority group project established per year.
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VOLUNTEER STRATEGY ACTION PLAN
The information on the matrix tables in BOLD are pieces of work which are secured and
deliverable within the specified deadlines and which relate to the objectives listed in Section 7
page 7.
The information on the matrix tables in ITALICS are pieces of work that The Royal Parks aspires to
deliver if the appropriate funding and support levels are reached

Objective 1.
To improve the infrastructure of the volunteer programme
within The Royal Parks.
Key Action
To establish an
administration
system for
volunteers which
reflects the staff
structure.
To establish an
administration
system which
reflects the
diversity of
volunteers
entering into TRP

2010/2011

2011/2012

1. Data base and files
held centrally.
2. Prepare photo
images and adopt an
administration
structure for renewal of
badges annually.
Establish a Diversity
and Eq Opps
monitoring form

1.Review data base
2.Renew photo
cards

1.Review data
base
2.Renew photo
cards

1l. Review
monitoring form and
information
2) Include
monitoring form in
all recruitment
packages
3) provide training
programme to staff
and volunteer
groups
Establish three
volunteer
coordinators. One
each in St James’s
Park, Regents Park
and Hyde Park.

To work with 4
TRP voluntary
organisations to
ensure they
have Diversity
and Equal
Opportunities
within their
infrastructure.

Establish
volunteer
coordinator forums
across The Royal
Parks.

Establish three
volunteer coordinators.
One each in
Greenwich, Richmond
and Bushy Park.

To establish a
standardised
volunteer
recruitment
process across
the organisation.

Establish a forum for
Heads of
departments and
park managers to
discuss volunteer
recruitment across
organisation.
Produce four
newsletters with
articles written by
volunteers per year.

Produce a
recruitment
structure for the
organisation.
Discuss within
teams.

Produce one event
per year which
volunteers working
for TRP are invited to

Produce one event
per year which
volunteers
working for TRP

Engage
volunteers in
understanding
how volunteers
support The
Royal Parks.
Hold social
events to thank
volunteers and to
engage them
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Produce four
newsletters with
articles written by
volunteers per
year.

2012/2013

Meets
Corporate
Objective

6

6

Hold three
volunteer
coordinators
forum sessions
with six park
volunteer
coordinators.
Implement the
recruitment
structure
throughout all
departments
and parks.

6

6

Produce four
newsletters
with articles
written by
volunteers per
year.
Produce one
event per year
which all
volunteers

6

6

177

with volunteers
that work across
the Royal Parks.

attend.

are invited to
attend.

working for
TPR are invited
to attend.

Objective 2.
To identify and implement a task orientated recruitment
programme for voluntary work.
.
Key Action

2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

Application for
funding a full
time volunteer
manager

1. Seek out funding
application
opportunities for a full
time worker.
2. Write JD and
personal specs.
3. Submit application
for funding.

1. Recruit and
appoint volunteer
manager.
2. Establish a
work programme.

1. Review
position.
2. Report to the
funders.

Identify project
work with Park
managers

Consult with Park
managers and
establish a list of ten
annual project works
to be completed by
volunteers
Establish contacts with
Thrive and Queen
Elisabeth’s college

Implement
recruitment of
volunteers to
carry out project
work.
Complete work.
Establish contacts
with Whizz Kids
and Independent
living Association

1. Establish training
programme for line
managers of
volunteers.
2. Deliver line
management
‘supervision of
volunteers’ training
programme across all
Parks departments.

1. Establish
quality evaluation
procedure for
volunteer task
projects.
2. Implement
quality evaluation.

Implement
recruitment of
volunteers to
carry out
project work.
Complete work.
Build
relationships
which encourage
marginalised
groups into
volunteering.
Implement
quality
evaluation.

To Target 3
specific groups
to recruit new
volunteers
Engage with
Park managers
and Department
heads to identify
staff members
who will be line
managers of
volunteers.

Meets
Corporate
Objective
6

2

2

2

Objective 3.
To identify staff to manage and implement the volunteer
programme.
.
Key Action

2010/2011

2011/2012

Engage TRP
staff in
volunteer
programme.

1. Consult with all
internal departments
on how they
currently participate

1. Establish a
working team of
line managers for
volunteer’s forum
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2012/2013

Review the
volunteer
recruitment

Meets
Corporate
Objective
2
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with volunteers.
Consult on future
active involvement
of volunteers.
2.Review application
forms, Equal Opps
form and advertising
posters
Engage with Park
managers and
Department
heads to identify
staff members
who will be line
managers of
volunteers.

1. Consult with
departments to
identify staff that will
be the managers and
their training
requirements for line
management of
volunteers.
2. Write a training
programme for line
management
‘supervision of
volunteers’ training.

from all The
Royal Parks
departments.

process

2. Plan three
projects for
completion 2012.
Activate all new
forms procedures
Deliver line
management
‘supervision of
volunteers’ training
programme across
all Parks
departments.

Review quality of
training
programme.

6

Objective 4.
To agree priority groups, agencies, projects for working with
volunteers.
Key Action

2010/2011

2011/2012

To prioritise
groups, agencies,
projects for teams
working with
volunteers.

Target working with
young people and
elderly. Identify two
projects each group to
support.

Target working with
Under 5’s and one
Ethnic minority
group. Identify two
projects to support.

Target working
with people with
mixed abilities.
Identify two
projects to
support.

3

To work with
volunteer
agencies
providing a
service within
TRP to improve
quality of
volunteers and
users experience.

1.Establish training
programme for two
TPR volunteer
agencies
2.Run training
programme for two
TPR agencies in
Customer care and
safeguarding children

1. Run training
programme for two
TRP agencies in
Customer Care and
safeguarding
children.
2. Provide support
for agencies
implementing the
training.

1. Run training
programme for two
agencies in
Customer Care
and safeguarding
children.
2.provide support
for agencies
implementing the
training

3

To work with
priority groups to
develop
volunteering
opportunities for

Establish a volunteer
gardening programme
for Adults with special
needs - Thrive.

Work with
Richmond Council
to establish links
with specialist
voluntary sector to

To work with
priority groups to
develop
volunteering
opportunities for
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Meets
Corporate
Objective
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people with mixed
abilities.

To establish the
Oral History
Project

Work with THLC to
establish volunteering
opportunities for young
people.

develop projects in
Richmond Park

Develop a programme
of work experience for
young people
throughout TRP

Activate a young
person’s volunteers
work experience in
TRP

Recruit twelve
volunteers .Provide
induction and
training for
volunteers

Recruit twelve
volunteers.
Provide Induction
and training for
volunteers

Recruit twelve
volunteers.
Provide Induction
and training for
volunteers

Implement OH action
plan for the 2012
Olympics programme

Implement OH
action plan for the
2012 Olympics
programme

Implement OH
action plan for
the 2012
Olympics
programme

3

people with mixed
abilities.

4

Objective 5.
To develop the web site as a resource for volunteer
recruitment and information sharing.
2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

Meets
Corporate
Objective

Establish Web
site page within
TRP for volunteer
support

1. Prepare content of
page.
2. Consult with one
hundred volunteers.
3. Revise and
establish web site
on The Royal Parks
site.

1. Review web
site information.
Update
information on
new volunteers.
2. Upload
editions of
volunteer’s
newsletters.

1.Review web
site
2. Survey
Volunteers for
feedback on the
use of the site.

3

Review all
documentation

1. Complete the
Royal Parks Policy
and strategy on
Volunteering for
addition to the web
site.
2. Prepare all
application forms
and information
documents for
volunteer selection.
3. Develop a training
programme for IT
services for
volunteers.

1. Web site goes
live.
2. Policy,
strategy papers
and recruitment
process live on
web site.
3. 25 %
volunteers are
trained to use.
Volunteer web
site.

2. Publish
recruitment
application
forms and on
line recruitment
process.
3. Update
Volunteer web
site monthly.

3

Key Action
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Objective 6.
To identify and implement a training programme for staff and
volunteers.
Key Action

2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

Training plan for
staff

1. Consult with
departments to identify
training requirements
for line management
of volunteers.
2, Write a training
programme for line
management
‘supervision of
volunteers’ training.

Deliver line
management
‘supervision of
volunteers’ training
programme across
all Parks
departments.

Review quality of
training
programme.

Training plan
for volunteers

Develop a training
programme for IT
services for
volunteers.

Annual training
programme for
volunteers

Establish six training
sessions for
volunteers available
to all.
Implement training
and evaluation
process.

25 % volunteers
are trained to
use.
Volunteer web
site.
Establish six new
training sessions
Implement
training and
evaluation
process.
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Meets
Corporate
Objective
6

3

Establish
programme for
September –
March annually

3
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The Royal Parks
Education Strategy 2010 2013
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1.

Introduction

For several years The Royal Parks has undertaken a programme of educational
activities under the umbrella of ‘Life Long Learning’.
Lifelong learning means learning from 0 – 90+, life wide, voluntary, and selfmotivated pursuit of knowledge for either personal or professional reasons. As such,
it not only enhances social inclusion, active citizenship and personal development,
but also competitiveness and employability. The term recognizes that learning is not
confined to childhood or the classroom, but takes place throughout life and in a
range of situations. Learning can no longer be divided into a place and time to
acquire knowledge (school) and a place and time to apply the knowledge acquired
(the workplace).
In 2006 the first Royal Parks Education Strategy was published with ambitious
targets, most of which were achieved. The strategy identified targets which could be
achieved without further funding and those requiring extra support.
Below are a number of targets from the 2006 – 9 strategy that have been
successfully completed.
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Produced the mini beast passport, bird tick book, sustainability cards and the
family activity packs. All of these resources are used extensively within the
education and community engagement programme.
Refurbished and developed the class rooms at Bushy Stockyard, equipped
and initiated an extensive schools and adult education programme.
Relocated the department main office at Kensington Gardens.
Continued delivery of KS1 and 2 education programmes throughout the parks.
Established and support project based work with partners including the Wild in
the Parks programme, The St James’s Allotment 3 year project and the OPAL
programme.
Piloted, Learning outside the Class room KS3 & 4 initiatives in Greenwich.
(The ‘Palace for the 21st Century’ and the ‘Orchard project’) In Bushy Park
(The ‘Bushy Spark’).
Established the Information centres in Richmond and Bushy Park by working
with the Friends group’s volunteers, providing training, guidance and support.
Established a wide range of guided walks in St James’s Park, Hyde Park,
Kensington Gardens and Bushy Park.
Increased the bank of lesson plans for KS1&2 available within the Royal
Parks.
Benchmarked the current volunteer contribution. Developed the Volunteer
policy proposals and volunteer strategy for the Royal Parks.

The current team consists of 3.5 permanent workers plus one full time fixed contract
worker. 2.5 of these are based in Kensington Gardens and 2 in Bushy Park.
The team are unable to cover the full 8 Royal Parks and new ways of working with
fixed term contracts and temporary workers have been tested during the past three
years. This weakness in the staff numbers based at different parks results in a
disparity in the delivery of the service.
Volunteers play a crucial role in the delivery of the Education service and their
involvement varies greatly between the Parks. The team have face to face contact
with approximately 25,000 people year. Without the volunteer support this would be
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unachievable. The lead in the development of Volunteer services and policy has
fallen to the Education team for this reason.
This strategy addresses some of these disparities and attempt to rebalance them
with proposals to seek funding to appoint further workers. It also needs to address
the completion of the HLF project in Bushy Park and the 2012 Olympic games. It
provides guidance and a framework for the next 3 years.
2.

Organisational Objectives

The Education Strategy is aligned with The Royal Parks purpose and contributes to
the delivery of the organisation’s top level objectives.
The Royal Parks Purpose

‘To manage The Royal Parks effectively and efficiently; balancing the
responsibility to conserve and enhance these unique environments
with creative policies to encourage access and to increase opportunity

for employment, education, entertainment and healthy recreation.’
The Royal Parks Corporate objectives.
1. Protect and develop the parks as world class environments,
applying effective polices in environmental and ecological park
management
2. Understand and respond to the needs of our diverse audiences
and stakeholders, working with partner organisations to enrich
lives
3. Deliver a broad cultural array of activities, including education,
sport and participatory offers
4. Conserve and enhance the historic built environment of the
Royal Parks
5. Deliver greater value for money for the taxpayer through
increased income generation and ensuring that best value for
money is obtained
6. Demonstrate internal organisational excellence in our workforce
and corporate governance, and continually improve our finance,
IT and communications systems

3.

Vision for Education in The Royal Parks in 2013

‘The Royal Parks will provide, alone or through partnerships, access to opportunities
to develop new skills, knowledge and understanding of the natural environment.’
The Education team have been pioneering new ways of working alongside the
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‘Learning outside of the classroom’ agenda. The team have been experimenting with
different ways to engage young people in the parks and trying to understand cultural
differences in the use of the parks as an educational resource. This foundation work
has now enabled The Royal Parks to see further into the future. To understand that
The Royal Parks have a contribution to make to wider programmes and can inform
debate on how to move forward with career opportunities, educational diploma’s and
in environmental education.
In 2012 The Royal Parks will have one off opportunity to be involved in the Olympics.
As a major venue for staging the games, we have a unique resource which can
enable The Royal Parks to raise their profile and be further recognised
internationally. The Royal Parks provide beautiful and amazing heritage sites,
resources of the highest quality and relationships with local, national and
international agencies. 2012 offers an opportunity to showcase all of these features.
Within this, the Education team has a role in encouraging relationships with many
communities through the provision of a quality education programme.
Aims
The Education team aims to:
•
•
•
•
4.

Develop and maintain a range of opportunities for people of all ages.
Build new audiences for The Royal Parks by developing skills, raising
awareness and increasing participation in the environment.
Develop programmes which prioritise and encourage inclusion of all groups of
people.
Develop and maintain high quality learning experience for people of all ages
associated with the natural environment of The Royal Parks.
Education – External Environment

Education continues to be at the heart of the Government’s agenda. Quality and
delivery has become more critical for the Government. The ‘Learning Outside the
Classroom’ agenda has highlighted the opportunity The Parks to be involved in and
influence the London wide environmental education programme. A number of
Government policies aimed at supporting children to receive the best possible
educational opportunities to enhance their well being.
The ‘Every Child Matters’ programme aims to give all children the support they need
to: be healthy; stay safe; enjoy and achieve; make a positive contribution and to
achieve economic well-being.
‘The Every Child Matters agenda has been further developed through publication of
the Children's Plan in December 2007. The Children's Plan is a ten-year strategy to
make England the best place in the world for children and young people to grow up.’
……….young people spend only one-fifth of their childhood at school. Because
young people learn best when their families support and encourage them, and when
they are taking part in positive activities outside of the school day……….’
(Department of Children, Schools and families’)
Further to this, in December 2008 Government published further guidance:
‘ ………the ‘2020 Children and Young People's Workforce Strategy’. This sets out
the Government's vision that everyone who works with children and young people
Appendices IPAP Activity Plan v6 February 2012
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should be: ambitious for every child and young person , excellent in their practice,
committed to partnership and integrated working , respected and valued as
professionals.’ (Department of Children, Schools and families’)
Whatever The Royal Parks’ relationship with the DCSf, maybe the aims of the
Education strategy should help to ensure that members of the staff have the skills
and knowledge to do the best job they possibly can to help children and young
people develop and succeed.
The current economic climate has Government and external agencies tightening
their belts and there is a recognition in this strategy that some of the targets may not
be achievable without further funding opportunities being created.
5.

Education – Where Are We Now?

The Education programme for The Royal Parks has been in existence for seven
years. As outlined in section 1 there are 3.5 full time workers in the Education and
Community Engagement team and a fixed term contract worker in Bushy Park.
During 2009, a team of 3 workers were appointed on a fixed term 5 month contract
to work on the allotment project in St James’s Park. The Education and Community
Engagement team has been extended to include some of the other department
workers who specifically have an educational element to their job. E.G. Sports and
Ecology
There is unevenness in the delivery of the programmes across all of the parks. There
is a wider community involvement and schools participation in the Parks that have a
worker based on site.
In 2009, the ‘Wild in the Parks’ partnership with the RSPB concluded after 6 years.
There have since been limited opportunities for the Education team to expand and
therefore support the provision at Regent’s Park. The Education programmes at
Bushy Park, Richmond Park and Hyde Park are well established and all of the
available slots for work with schools are fully booked. The team works closely with
the Education worker based at The Holly Lodge Centre in Richmond Park.
At the Education team away day in March 2009 the staff carried out a SWOT
analysis. Highlights of this exercises is contained in the table below:

Strengths

Weaknesses

Strong supportive team.

Not good at saying no

Highly skilled

increased work programme

Positive face of the organisations

No administration structure for bookings

Creative
Imaginative

Locations are challenging to work as
team

Flexible and responsive

Maximum levels of work for number

Supports many departments

in team.

Knowledge

Spread too thin so not able to provide

Completes a huge work programme.

Quality.
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Threats

Evaluation and Monitoring
The team monitor and collect statistical information on all activities held. Reports are
produced regularly which support changes made to planning of new and existing
projects. Evaluation of the project outcomes are fed directly into strategy
development.
The team is supported by three consultants. The consultants provide advice and
work on educational curriculum linked materials, community consultation and
educational project work.
6.

Strategic Principles

This strategy aims to present The Royal Parks as one of the key organisations for
delivery of “outdoor recreation and education within the boundaries of London.
Offering opportunities to appreciate and enjoy biodiversity and a wide choice of
activities.”
Eco-trails, self guided walks, education curriculum linked programmes and
innovative projects all encourage a wide range of community involvement.
The Royal Parks will:
v Foster an appreciation of the history and culture of the Parks. Work
to inspire people to take care of the natural world, especially the places and
wildlife most local to them, promoting accessibility, and equality of life long
learning.
v Work with schools and community programmes to ensure the curriculum
linked activities are relevant, current and useful to the schools.
v Develop an understanding of the demographics of the local communities and
carry out research to involve local volunteers in the educational activities
programmes.
v Engage the community in enjoying and developing of a sense of belonging to
The Royal Parks through cultural or specific communities’ programmes.
7. Key Objectives
This strategy identifies initiatives which engage with people within the following five
themes:
• The natural world
• Cultural heritage
• Climate change
• Grow your own
• Sustainability
The Education team objectives for 2010 – 2013 are
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1. To develop high quality learning for people of all ages in the natural
environment of The Royal Parks.
2. To promote the unique high quality experience of the natural environment,
heritage, history, health and sustainability that The Parks offer to children and
the difference it can make to young lives.
3. To develop and maintain partnerships with Local Authorities, Conservation
groups (e.g. Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, The National Trust and
London Wildlife Trust), sponsors and volunteers to optimise the educational
experience of people visiting The Royal Parks.
4. To support education agencies, Local Authorities and schools by providing
access to learning outside the class room experience, through professional
training, development of resources for The Parks and direct teaching.
5. To seek new ways of working to ensure that resources are secured to enable
the delivery of wider learning experiences as part of a Life Long Learning
approach.
8. Working With Others – Within The Parks
Strong communications between departments must be developed to ensure all staff,
volunteers, partners and the public understand the role and value of education in
The Royal Parks. The Royal Parks recognise the concept of Life Long Learning and
the unique opportunities it presents within the context of The Park experience.
The core Education programme requires the team to work closely with key
departments and support strategies which will assist in the delivery of the Corporate
Objectives. These include:
a. The Ecology department to support and increase knowledge and
protection of the natural environment by all people. To increase the
skills of people working and volunteering for the parks.
b. The Marketing and Communications team to develop interpretation,
improve communication, increase accessibility and improve the quality
of the visitor experience.
c. The Sports Development officers /The Health and Well Being strategy
to ensure close links with the Healthy Living agenda.
9.

Working With Other Agencies

The Royal Parks are a valuable and unique resource for London. The Royal Parks
work closely with a number of partners to ensure that with limited resources a wide
programme of activities is offered to the public. There are excellent facilities for
environmental educational programmes and opportunities for the Parks to be
involved in the Government agenda’s such as the ‘Healthy Living’ and ‘Grow your
Own’. Internal funding for expansion is very limited. Partnerships are therefore
sought to support and deliver identified projects and to add value to the core
educational and other activities.
The organisation is working closely with the ‘OPAL’ programme. This is a five year
nationwide Lottery funded project working with a number of agencies to engage the
public in scientific activities on the impact of pollution on the natural environment.
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The Education team is working closely with The Royal Parks Foundation to develop
a new Lookout educational resource for Hyde Park.
10.

Resourcing

There is a need to change the way the team operates to maximise the use of limited
resources. It is proposed that during the year 2010 – 2011 a new structure for the
team is examined which will enable the full time workers the opportunity to develop
their career skills and which will enable the daily schools programme to be delivered
by Field Studies Workers. These will be a number of recruited sessional paid
workers who will free up valuable time from the full time workers. This will enable
the team manage an increase number of education session across the parks
particularly in those which do not receive educational support.
It is proposed that funding for a third full time staff member is sought to enable a new
management structure to be put into place.
(Appendix 1 proposed structural changes.)
Field Studies Workers would be employed on a session based contract and paid
from funding received from the school or OPAL.
(Appendix 1 proposed structural changes.)
11.

Risks

The key risks that may impact on the delivery of the Education Strategy aims and
objectives to be considered are identified along with mitigations in the table below:
Key risk

Mitigation approach

Insufficient funds to meet current
commitments

Evaluate and plan all commitments
and prioritise according to resources
received.

Non completion of web resources

Prepare and liaise with marketing to
support application for funding to
deliver the appropriate work
programmes.

No applicants for session workers for
the Education programme.

To prepare and liaise with
organisations currently employing
session workers to support existing
programmes.

Limited commitment from internal
departments.

Work closely with the internal training
programme. Promote opportunities to
deliver information on the programme
to internal staff.
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12.

Equal Opportunities/ Diversity

The Education and Community Engagement team endeavours to deliver all its
programmes to range of communities within London.
The team seeks to:
Ø Ensure access for all those with disabilities
All facilities used by the Education and Community Engagement team when
carrying out educational activities will be fully accessible to a range of users
with mobility and sensory disabilities.
Ø Develop an understanding of the needs of varying communities
All materials produced by the Education and Community Engagement team
for education sessions will meet requirements for size of font for visually
impaired people and will endeavour to meet language needs where
appropriate.
Ø Increase the understanding of The Royal Parks of how different communities
use and view the parks and participate in activities.
Research programmes will be developed to increase The Royal Parks
understanding of different communities and how they use The Parks.
Ø Encourage staff, volunteers and partnership agencies to understand fully their
role in ensuring ‘London’s personal space’ is available to all. Activities will be
developed considering sensitivity to differing gender, religious and cultural
needs.
13.

Sustainability

The Education and Community Engagement team endeavours to ensure that the
delivery of the programmes are environmentally sustainable, linking project
resources with corporate responsibility and targets within the ISO14001 Quality
Assurance. The team works closely with the DCMS to develop the Sustainability
agenda and to increase public and staff awareness of their impact on the natural
environment.
14.

Key Milestones

Year 1
a) Building and education programmes established and launch the Look Out
Education Centre.
b) Appoint and activate Field Studies Workers programme.
c) Source funding for Education and Community Engagement worker for St
James’s and Greenwich Park.
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Year 2
a) Complete and activate new educational web pages with teaching resources
available.
b) Complete delivery of ‘OPAL’ programme.
c) Develop and complete building Environmental Centre at Greenwich Orchard.
d) Complete IS014001 targets for Education and Community Engagement
team.
Year 3
a) Develop schools work experience programme.
b) Review of ‘Safeguarding children training programme’ completed.
c) Complete Diamond Jubilee Celebrations programme
d) Complete the support projects for the Olympics 2012.

EDUCATION STRATEGY ACTION PLAN
The information on the matrix tables in BOLD are pieces of work which are secured and
deliverable within the specified deadlines and which relate to the objectives listed in Section 7
page 7.
The information on the matrix tables in ITALICS are pieces of work that The Royal Parks aspires to
deliver if the appropriate funding and support levels are reached.

Objective 1.
Produce a high quality learning experience for people of all ages in the natural
environment of The Royal Parks.
Key Milestones
•
•

Build and establish education resources to further the education activities at Hyde
Park and Greenwich Park
To Source funding for 2 new education workers.

Action
Establish the
Lookout Education
facility in Hyde
Park

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Liaise with structural
development team.
Complete the education
and lifelong learning
programme document.
Complete budgets and
business plan for the

Equip the centre
Activate Education
programme
Target 40 % full
usage

Continue Education
Plan programme
Target 60 % usage
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Education resources.
Establish an
environmental
education centre and
community
resources in the
Orchard at
Greenwich Park.
Employ an
Education and
Community
engagement worker
based in St James’s
Park and Greenwich
Bushy Park
restoration project
education and
Community
engagement
programme.

Source funding for
building
Complete feasibility study
on site
Engage with Chinese
community, two schools
and the Friends Group to
develop community
activities.
Establish a steering
group.
Source Funding.
Submit application form
Plan programme and
office facilities.
45 Pheasantry centre
Volunteer support
sessions from May to
September 2010.
Review the ADP and
Training plan. March
2011
Involvement of 15
community projects in
the Grants programme.
March – September 2010

Establish a community
steering group
Complete building
design
Obtain planning
permission
Submit planning
application
Complete an Education
programme.
Appoint worker
Engage young
volunteers.
Engage work for the
Olympics.
Engage work for the
Diamond Jubilee.
Increase volunteer
sessions 60 from
March to November
2011.
Engage 10 schools in
the independent
Education resources
April – November
2011.
200 children involved
in the big draw
programme. October
2011
200 children involved
in the family
activities. August
2011

Complete building
Complete Community
Garden
Complete allotment
site
Activate Education
Planned programme

Complete work
programme
Review and evaluate
outcomes.

Increase volunteer
sessions to 80.
From March to
November 2012
Establish guided
walks programme
12 sessions per year.

Objective 2.
To promote the unique high quality experience of the natural environment, heritage,
history, health and sustainability that the park offers to children and the differences it
can make to young lives.
Key Milestones
•
•
•

To Restructure the Education and Community Engagement team.
Develop the education web site information and resources.
Produce the ISO14001 Education targets.

Action

Year 1

Year 2

To restructure the
education and
community
engagement team

JD’s complete
September 2010
Jeg’s all team
September 2010.
Staff management
Recruit 10 Field

Appoint new
positions April 2011
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Staff Management

Staff management
Recruit 4 Field

Recruit 4 Field studies
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To appoint a team of
10 field studies
tutors to support the
delivery programme
at Hyde Park and
Greenwich Park.

To develop and
improve the web site
resource provision
for education in The
Royal Parks and
Green spaces.

ISO14001 Targets for
team
Engage with under represented groups to
develop an
appreciation of park
environments

studies tutors April
2010
Plan and initiate
training and
assessment
programme. May
2010 Assessment
monthly.
Tutors provide 30
sessions in
Greenwich Park
June, July, and
September 2010.
Scope project specs
for Education and
Volunteer web site.
April 2010
Complete materials
for Teacher resource
on web site.
November 2010
Produce a hard copy
teachers resource
pack September
2010

studies tutors April
2011
Training May 2011
Assessment monthly.
Tutors provide 60
sessions in Hyde Park
and Greenwich Park
September 2011

tutors April 2012
Training May 2012
Assessment monthly.
Tutors provide 100
sessions in Hyde Park
and Greenwich Park
September 2012.

Activate web site
April 2011
Produce 12 new
lesson plans on the
history of the Parks
for web site , and hard
copy teachers
resource pack for
Diamond Jubilee
December 2011
Monitor and evaluate
the web site
response. November
2011

Monitor and evaluate
web site.

Produce leaflet on how
to feed birds
appropriately. Link
with year of
biodiversity. Young
parents and children.
Hyde, St James’s,
Greenwich parks. Nov
2010

Produce a leaflet on
sports in the parks for
the Olympics working
with youth groups.
From Regents, Bushy
and Richmond. Nov
2011.

Produce a leaflet on the
reduce, reuse, and
recycling campaign
working with age
concern and elderly
centres Kensington and
Greenwich. Nov 2012

Objective 3.
To develop and maintain partnerships with Local authorities, conservation groups
(e.g. RSPB, NT and WWT) Sponsors and volunteers to optimise the educational
experience of people visiting the Royal Parks.
Key Milestones
•
•
•

To complete deliver the OPAL Programme
To develop the Schools work experience programme
To enable and deliver the training in safeguarding for staff, volunteers and
contractors.

Action

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

To deliver the
schools programme
to KS 1 & 2
At Hyde Park, Bushy

500 children involved
in the schools
programme in each
park April –

625 children involved
in schools programme
in each park March –
October 2011

750 children involved
in schools programme
in each park February
– October 2012.
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Park and Richmond
Park.

September 2010.

Create KS 3 and 4
resources for
teachers and
students to attend
the parks on
structured visits or
to use independently

10 Secondary
schools involved in
Bushy Park and
Greenwich Park
April – September
2010

10 Schools involved
in Bushy Park,
Greenwich and Hyde
Park
April – September
2011

10 Schools involved in
Bushy Park,
Greenwich, Regents
and Hyde Park.
April – September
2012

Water and
Biodiversity survey
1000 schools pupils
involved
10 special groups
members involved
April – March 2011

Climate change
survey
500 school pupils
involved April –
September 2011
Project completion
reports produced
November 2011
Produce training
programme
April 2010
Initiate phase 2, training
programme for
concessionaires and
contractors June –
October 2011
Review and revise
training programme

Attend conference
April 2012

To deliver the OPAL
programme.

Introducing a new
policy to all workers in
The Royal Parks.
Develop and deliver
the Safe guarding
children training
programme.

Produce training
programme
April 2010
Initiate phase 1,
training programme for
all RP staff and
Volunteers June –
October 2010
Review and revise
training programme

Produce annual training
programme for new
staff members
April 2010
Review and revise
training programme

Objective 4.
To support Education agencies, Local authorities and schools by providing access to
‘Learning outside of the Class room’ experience through professional training,
development of resources and direct teaching.
Key Milestones
•
•
•

To obtain the LOtC accreditation for 4 parks education resources.
Produce a sound booth on the history of the Royal Parks for touring the parks in the
year of the Olympics. 2012.
Complete the Volunteer Policy and implement the Volunteering strategy.

Action

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

To obtain the LOtC
bench mark
accreditation for 4
parks

Obtain the LOtC
accreditation for Bushy
Park education facilities.
September 2010

Allotment project

Establish an allotment
education and volunteer
programme in St James’s
Park and Kensington
Gardens July 2010

Obtain the LOtC
accreditation for
Richmond Park the
Holly Lodge
education facilities
March 2011
Establish an allotment
education and
volunteer programme
in Regents Park July
2011

Obtain the LOtC
accreditation for
Hyde Park and
Greenwich
Education facilities.
March 2012
Establish an allotment
education and
volunteer programme
in Greenwich Park
July 2012
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Oral History Project

Review Pilot project April
2010
Hold three interview
sessions with 1 cultural
group. 1. Youth group and
1 young parents group to
gain information on their
experience of the parks.
September 2010
Picture campaign for
history of the parks for
sound booth. March 2011
Scope funding application
July 2010.

YPIAD
Young people’s
information action
day

Establish activity day
March 2010
Review information
April 2010
Conference with LPGSF
June 2010.
Develop action plan for
future programme with
Young people with
disabilities. August 2010

Hold 2 interview
sessions with elderly
people to record
experience. 2
interview sessions with
people with physical
disabilities. September
2011
Two community arts
sessions to compile
photograph images.
September 2011

Produce a sound room
for public involvement
in the history of
personal experiences
of the park. March
2012
Station in St James’s
Park April 2012.
Regents May 2012.
Bushy June 2012.
Greenwich July 2012.
Richmond August
2012.

Activate the
programme for
young people with
disabilities. May –
September 2011

Activate the
programme for
young people with
disabilities. May –
September 2011

Objective 5.
To seek new ways of working to ensure that resources are secured to enable the
delivery of the wider learning experience as part of the ‘Life long learning’ approach.
Key Milestones
• Engaging with the Olympics programme for 2012 to foster learning, mental and
physical well being and skills development.
• Complete the Diamond Jubilee celebrations programme
• Develop a centralised administration structure for the guided walks programme.

Action

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Implement the
volunteer policy and
strategy.

Establish an internal
structure for the
recruitment of volunteers
July 2010.
Source funding for a
volunteer manager. July
2010

Establish an internal
structure for uniforms
and administration. July
2011.
Appoint volunteer
manager July 2011.

Establish volunteer
coordinators in each
of the parks. July
2012.

Liaise with the
Olympic volunteer
programme. April September 2010

Implement Olympic
skills development
programme. April –
September 2011
Implement Greenwich
learning group
mentoring programme
for skills development
April – September
2010
Skills development

Work with The
Royal Parks on
activities supporting
the Olympic
activities. April –
September 2012.

Engaging with the
Olympics programme
for 2012 to foster
learning, mental and
physical well being
and skills
development.

Liaise with Greenwich
Learning group
mentoring project for
the Olympics April –
September 2010.
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Engage with the
Diamond Jubilee
celebrations in the
Royal Parks.
Develop a central
administration
process for the
guided walks
programme

Skills development
programme in Leisure
and Tourism with
Greenwich Park.
Engage 100 KS4
students. May 2010

programme in Leisure
and Tourism with
Greenwich Park.
Engage 100 KS4
students. May 2011

Activate the Jubilee
celebrations activities

Activate the Jubilee
celebrations activities

Liaise with all
departments to improve
the administration
process for walks in
Hyde Park and
Kensington Gardens.
May 2010
Explore the business
case for charging for
guided walks May 2010

Activate new
administration system
Jan 2011
Monitor and re-evaluate
September 2011
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APPENDIX XVII
Measuring Success
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Isabella Plantation Access Project Measuring Success
In April and July 2010, number of stakeholders and community representatives considered quality standards for this project and
identified indicators for landscape, buildings, and activities. These have been summarised and reorganised to form a set of criteria
by which the success of each aspect of the scheme can be judged. In April and July 2010, key stakeholders were invited to
workshops to develop quality standards for the Isabella Plantation Access Project. Discussion was focussed in three areas: building;
landscape; activity. The second workshop took on board feedback from the first workshop and from the public consultation in June.
Both workshops scored the design against an agreed set of standards.
In August 2011, the project steering group revisited the quality standards agreed in 2010 and considered how success might be
measured.
In January 2012, the original group of stakeholders, including members of the project steering group reviewed the initial quality
standards and success measures to firm up how the project would be monitored and evaluated. These were organised in line with
HLF outcomes.
Detailed notes from these discussions are available on request. Detailed targets against HLF outcomes can be found within the HLF
monitoring data sheet. Other detailed target breakdowns can be found in the Activity Action Plan.

HLF Monitoring Requirements
Outcome 1: Increasing the Range of Audiences
Quality Standards
How To Measure Success
From workshops 2010
From Steering Group 2011
1.1 Increasing Access to the Landscape
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Clear set of paths with good height and width to have a
more even surface and reasonable gradients and cambers
for wheelchair users/ those with mobility impairments
Good design of seats, with hand rests and back, introduce
leaning posts and resting places and hard standing for
wheelchairs and buggies adjacent.
Ensure gates are accessible
Improve pontoon decking and bridge surfaces and create
defined edges to paths and tactile strips near water
Explore creating ‘splash-through’ areas for wheelchair users
– or raised board walk on one side
Natural challenges for visitors at a range of levels balanced
with natural context and safety
Develop initiatives to increase access to and around the
Plantation for people with mobility problems (and may not be
blue badge holders)

-

-

Inspection of design at RIBA D and at detailed stage for access – input
from Access Consultant and Access Advisory Group.
Seek specific feedback from all groups who visit the plantation during
the lifetime of the project around wayfinding, physical and social
access.
Include questions in visitor surveys ‘before and after’ on wayfinding,
physical and social access.
Invite Access Advisory Group members to do a ‘before and after’ visit
scoring against Access Consultant’s criteria.
Specify number of bridges, benches, metres of pathway improvement.
Repeat YPIAD style event after completion and assess overall impact
of access improvements and balance of risk/safety of features.
Review all resources with Access Advisory Group before finalised
against Access Consultant’s criteria.
Detailed access information available online
Work with Transport Advisory Group to improved system for assisted

•

•

•

transport to get to and around Plantation

Improve the disabled people’s car park – disabled bays
need to be clearly marked to ensure sufficient space to fully
open doors
Improve Signage and Interpretation: information on wildlife,
plant signs etc.
Sense of being lost in the woods and finding secret places
needs to be balanced with legibility and the ability not to
actually be lost.

1.2 Creating Accessible Facilities to Meet the Needs of All
•
•
•

•

Provide disabled WC
Provide shelter with seating
Provide baby change
Provide space to provide information about Plantation

-

Inspection of design at RIBA D and at detailed stage for access – input
from Access Consultant and Access Advisory Group.
Include questions in visitor surveys before and after on wayfinding,
physical and social access.
Access Consultant to define a set of access quality standards for
physical spaces and resources to use to score against before and after.
Access Advisory Group to do a ‘before’ and ‘after’ visit scoring against
Access Consultant’s criteria.

1.3 Developing Activity to Engage Audiences
•
•
•
•

Increase the range of people using the Plantation
Develop activities in collaboration with partners to introduce
people to the Plantation
Provide detailed information on access for a variety of
groups, available in appropriate formats
Develop mechanisms to assist people in getting to and
around the Plantation

-

Monitor visitor profile through Visitor Survey; mailing list survey;
comments and complaints opportunities.
Record numbers and diversity of groups making visits with volunteer
support.
Review all resources with Access Advisory Group before finalised
against Access Consultant’s criteria.
Detailed access information available online with target date.

1.4 Enriching Experience
•
•
•

Develop activities that relate specifically to the Plantation,
including history, ecology and plant collections etc
Produce quality resources about the Plantation for a range of
people and make these resources available (web)
Ensure accurate and sympathetic signage and interpretation
material within the Plantation

-

1.5 Partnerships

Range of resources developed, delivered and made accessible by
target date.
Get feedback from organisations, activity participants and training
participants
Gather numbers/profile taking part in activities and training
Review all resources with Access Advisory Group before finalised
against Access Consultant’s criteria.
Detailed resource information available online by target date.
Set up Education Advisory Group to establish criteria/quality standards
and to evaluate educational materials

•
•
•

Increase and strengthen joint working with key partners
(THLC and FRP)
Develop links with range of local organisations to engage
audiences, particularly those from target groups
Build a sustainable partnership network that can offer
ongoing activities in the Plantation beyond the life of the
project

-

Key partners continue to play an active role in the Steering Group
Partners make active contributions to workshops, activities and
planning
Establishment of a partner-led group to continue beyond the life of the
project – steering group sustainability
Post project qualitative review workshops – Steering Group;
Volunteers; Gardeners, staff and project team; Partner organisations
(both key partners THLC and FRP as well as target group partners)

Key Tasks:
- Formalise Access Advisors Group and ask them to do before/after survey
- Visitor Surveys to be carried out on character, access, etc. March and May 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015
- Access Consultant to define a set of access quality standards for physical spaces and resources to use to score against before
and after.
- Set up Education Advisory Group to establish criteria/quality standards and to evaluate educational materials.
- Support Transport and Access Advisory Groups
- Identify individuals to take part in before/after assessment of character and access. First assessment to take place March-May
2012.
- Gardeners carrying out monthly fixed location photographs within character areas.
Targets:
- No reduction in overall score on character before/after
- Increase under-represented groups of visitors by 1%
- Work in partnership on activity with at least 10 organisations representing each target group
- Positive feedback from visitors on access and character
- Engage a minimum of 1000 individuals representing target groups in activity
- Annual visitor surveys carried out in March and May 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

Outcome 2: Conserving and Enhancing Our Diverse Heritage
Quality Standards
How To Measure Success
From workshops 2010
From Steering Group Discussions 2011
2.1 Preserve and Enhance a Unique Environment
•
•
•
•

Natural environment, tranquil character
Different character areas – biodiversity, plant
collections
Features e.g. stepping stones, bridges, natural
loops in the paths
Natural balance of native to non-native planting
Balance of open and closed areas/ part of the

-

Inspection of design at RIBA D and at detailed stage for inclusion of features and
character areas.
Define ‘zones’ within Plantation and gardeners take regular photographs before,
during and after development.
Identify a range of groups to visit Plantation before (April/May 2012) and after
(also peak season) across different times of day/days of week and ask each
individual to score ‘zones’ against a range of ‘character’ criteria.

wider park and enclosed

•
•

•

Increase airflow to improve plant health
Integrate sensory planting near to paths. Plant
around the site rather than collect sensory planting
in one place
Improve water quality and biodiversity of ponds
/streams

-

• Steering Group
• Gardeners
• Garden Volunteers
• Non regular Plantation users to include people from each target user group
Before and after visitor survey to include questions on ‘character’
Inspection of design at RIBA D and at detailed stage for addressing water
environments, plant habitats and biodiversity
Before and after pond water quality surveys (PSYM).
Bird observation records – standard walk and information gathered on an
ongoing basis. Target no reduction of bird records one year after completion.
Increase in species associated with reed beds.
Define ‘zones’ within Plantation and gardeners take regular photographs before,
during and after development.
Availability of information resources on environment, plants, biodiversity, etc to
enhance public appreciation of environment.

2.2 Ensure new buildings and features blend with environment
•

•
•

Should blend in/ look natural (i.e. not an
architectural statement)
Fitting with the environment/retaining the quality of
the environment
High quality, attention to detail

-

-

Inspection of design at RIBA D and at detailed stage for how building sits within
setting.
Use of natural materials in building.
Identify a range of groups to visit Plantation before (April/May 2012) and after
(also peak season) across different times of day/days of week and ask each
individual to score ‘zones’ against a range of ‘character’ criteria.
• Steering Group
• Gardeners
• Garden Volunteers
• Non regular Plantation users to include people from each target user group
Before and after visitor survey to include questions on ‘character’

Key Tasks:
- Visitor Surveys to be carried out on character, access, etc. March and May 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015
- Identify individuals to take part in before/after assessment of character and access. First assessment to take place March-May
2012.
- Gardeners carrying out monthly fixed location photographs within character areas.
- PSYM survey 2015
- GIGL records assessed 2015
- Bird records to be assessed 2015
Targets:
- PSYM in 2015 to improve by one category

-

Silt analysis 2015 to show 70% reduction in depth
Bird records to show increase of 78 species by 2022
To remove 90% (68,000m2) of Isabella Plantation’s Rhododendron ponticum cover by 2022

Outcome 3: Increasing the Range of Volunteers
Quality Standards
How To Measure Success
From workshops 2010
From Steering Group Discussions 2011
- Active body of Plantation volunteers for horticulture; guided walks
Recruit volunteers for project activities
- Volunteers represent diversity of community
Work with existing partner volunteers on project
- Established mechanisms for support and management of volunteers
activities
- Get feedback from training participants
• Develop volunteering opportunities within the
Gather numbers/profile taking part in volunteering and training
Plantation and for project related activities
• Develop mechanisms to support continuity and
management of volunteering beyond the life of the
project
Project Team Key Tasks:
- Continue on recruitment, training and induction of volunteers across key areas
Targets:
- Recruit and train 90 volunteers by 2014 (10% BAME, 10% PWD, 20% YP)
- Offer 4 work experience places
•
•

Outcome 4: Improving Skills and Knowledge Through Training
Quality Standards
How To Measure Success
From workshops 2010
From Steering Group Discussions 2011
Maximise opportunities for training staff through the - Active body of Plantation volunteers for horticulture; guided walks; transport;
events recruited, inducted and trained
project’s life
• Ensure good quality training and support offered to - All key staff have benefited from project training opportunities.
- Established mechanisms for support and management of volunteers
volunteers
- Get feedback from training participants
• Support and train partners to deliver programme
- Gather numbers/profile taking part in volunteering and training
post HLF scheme completion
• Promote local organisations using Plantation for
training activity
Project Team Key Tasks:
- Carry out skills audit of staff, volunteers, steering group
- Implement programme of training for volunteers: guided walks, transport, horticulture
Targets:
- Provide training for 90 volunteers by 2014
- Provide training for 10 staff by 2014
•

-

20 organisations using Plantation for training annually

Outcome 5: Improving Management and Maintenance
Quality Standards
How To Measure Success
From workshops 2010
From Steering Group Discussions 2011
- Log of the building of the first year of its life of things that work, cost, problems
Sustainability and environmental friendliness
that have been made.
Affordable to run – un-staffed, minimal
TRP
Toilet contractor daily inspection
maintenance – turn itself off when unused.
• Should be durable and long-lasting with low future - Richmond Park Monthly finance monitoring on energy
maintenance needs
• Suitable for volume of use
• Capacity to adapt to future changes
Project Team Key Tasks:
- Identify application of Green Flag to Isabella
Targets:
- Achieve Green Flag
- Maintenance costs within budget figure of additional 12K
- Sustainable Technology provides ‘fit for purpose’ facility

•
•
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